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Build your own Aerials...
AERIAL
RB
FITTINGS
Useful ND
& RADIO
FOR BAND
constructing 1
and hints F
your
and
own aerial
illustrating
cheaply,
Diecast
our Increased
Alloy Fittings, Catalogue
ange of
Band
>lu,

Reflector to Band 1 as Inclu din
Mast Couplersg
and
Holders, Insulators
and H"
Rod
(both or
types), MastheadlFit_,
nds
and Elements,
ti
Brackets,
ktss,
stamps
ne
Ch;mfor the
above, tto;
1' in

MARLBOROUGH,

`.

WILTS.

Phone

:

kohl'

657/8

BRAND NEW AM/FM
(V.H.F.) RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS AT £13.13.0
(Carriage Paid)

A.C. ONLY. Chassis size 15 x 6t x siin. high. New manufacture. Dial
14+ x 4M. in 2 colours pr,-dominantly gold.
Plck-up. Ext. Speaker. Ae., E.. and Dipole Sockets. Fige push buttons
OFF L.W., M.W-., F.M. and Cram. Aligned and tested. O.P. Transformer.
Tone Control. 1.000 100 M. 200 -500 M.: 88-98 Mc,s. Valves E /8n rect.,
ECH61, EF89, EARCSO. EL84, ECCBS.
Speaker and Cabinet to lit chassie (table model). 47/6 (post 2!6).
9
610. ELLIPTICAL. SPEAKER. 20 / -. to purchasers of this chassis.
TERMS: (Chassis) 2.5 down and 4 monthly payments of £2. and of 21.13.0.
Cheap Room Dipole for V.H.F.. 12 /6. Feeder Bd. yd. Circuit diagram 2/6.

TELEVISION

PROVED
reliability: -

with

-

I

6 TRANSISTOR
PORTABLE -Fully Built

PACK

18

The " SCALA" for only 57.19.6, c re
paid. Sf x
x 5tin. high. Choice
Rexine.
M.W. and L.W.
Ferrite aerial. Battery 2,3 extra. Printed
Nicely styled. A professional
circuit.
job. Min. speaker.

and at

-

247 New

FAIlN11ORO12U11 CLOSED SATS.

Road, Copnor. Portsmouth.

POliTSMOI

TIi

WEDS.

PUNCH

THAN

EVER

SEE THE DIFFERENCE!
month guarantee with all our tubes

£4. 7.6

I4in.

£4.15.0

15, 16, 17in.

£5.15.0

Carriage and Insurance

4.

COST TO

PRICE

I2in.

6

GLADSTONE RADIO

GREATER

SIZE

THIS SUPERB SET FOR £10

"SCALA," CAMP ROAD, FARNBOROUGH, HANTS.
(Farnborough 3371)

A

TRY ONE NOW AND

colurs.

transistor radio covered in sponge
clean Duracour fabric, in latest two tone
shades. M. W. and L.W. ferrite rod, provision for car aerial. 2.col ur scale. With
P1'9 battery giving 300 hours t
Weighs under 4 lbs. with carrying
ying
handle. 12 x tlin. high x 4f in. at
tapering to tin. at top. Brand new, fully
guaranteed. 210. fare. paid. Worth £16.
A FEW NEW BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNERS. ALL TYPES. 311/- each
while sb,eke last. (3'- post).
Terms Available on Iteme over 25. Send 0,1. (stamps will dot for 20 page
illustrated cotal..gne. All New floods. Delivered by return. C.O.D. 2/ex.
See our advertisement in "Practical Wireless" for more bargains.
ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
VALVES 3 MONTHS

TUBES

10 6

YOU WITH

ALLOWANCE ON
RECEIPT OF OLD TUBE

(3.17.6
i

14. S.0
1>F4.1 5.0

extra on all cubes

BUY FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS WHO
KNOW HOW TO REBUILD A TUBE

MARSH_1I,1.'S for TELEVISION LTD.
St. Ann's Road, Tottenham, London, N. I5

131

STAMFORD HILL 3267 & 5555
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TELEVISION

To be a
YOURS.
success in your chosen career; to
.
qualify for the highest paid job
to control a profitable business of
courses
your own. ICS home-study
put your plans on a practical
basis; teach you theory and practice;
give you the knowledge and experience
to take you, at your own pace, to the

The decision is

..

Technical
Training
in Radio,
Television

LEARN AS YOU

BUILD

Practical Radio Courses
top.
Gain a sound up-to- professionalChoose the RIGHT course:
standards knowledge of Radio
ENGINEERING
RADIO & TELEVISION
Television as you build YOUR
and
INDUSTRIAL TELEVISION
OWN 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve
RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICING
superhet radio receiver, Signal
RADIO SERVICE AND SALES
Generator and High -quality MultiELECTRONIC
:
VHF /FM ENGINEERING
meter. At the end of the course
COMPUTERS & PROGRAMMING
you have three pieces of permanent
Ics provides thorough coaching
and practical equipment and a fund
for professional examinations:
of personal knowledge and skill.
Brit. I.R.E., City and Guilds Tele- ics Practical Radio courses open a
G.
&
C.
Technicians,
communication
world to the keen Radio
Radio & TV Servicing (R.T.E.B.); new
mateur.
Amateurs.
Radio
C. & G.

Electronics

with

Other ICS courses include:
MECHANICAL, MOTOR,
FIRE, ELECTRICAL &
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING.
FARMING, GARDENING.
ARCHITECTURE &
WOODWORKING.
SELLING & MANAGEMENT.
You will receive the FREE 60 page ART. PHOTOGRAPHY,
acs Prospectus listing examinations
etc., etc.
and Ics technical courses in radio,
television and electronics PLUS PLEASE STATE ON COUPON
SUBJECT YOU ARE
details of over 150 specialised
INTERESTED IN . .
subjects.
THERE ARE ICS COURSES TO
MEET YOUR NEEDS AT EVERY
STAGE OF YOUR CAREER.
FILL IN AND POST THIS
COUPON TODAY.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
(DEPT.

16S),

INTERTEXT HOUSE, PARKGATE RD., LONDON

PLEASE SEND FREE BOOK ON
NAME
ADDRESS

OCCUPATION
a

www.americanradiohistory.com
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VALVES
of

Tubes

7C

COMPREHENS VE COMPETITIVE
VALVE LIST IN THE COUNTRY

SIX VALVES marked in
black type (15%
in
dozen). Poet: 1 valve,
oil., 2.11, 1 /-,

1A6GT

5/. 8J6GT
5/- 8J6

1A70T 11/- 637

GUARANTEED 3
MONTHS

4/. 12K8OT 9/8 13F36
4/- 12970T 6/- DF91

8/6
4/9
8/- 6J70T 7/0
9/9 818
9/6
9/9 8K60T 0/8
5/9
1L4D5
9/9 9570
4/8
1N50T 9/9 BKBOT
9
IRS
5/8 6K26
7/8
164
8/- 6L1
12/6
185
4/6 6L6O
8/8
1T4
8/8 8L18
9/2A3
6/8
11/.
9LD9
3A4
4/9 6LD12 6/C
3A6
9/- 6LD90 7/9
3D6
4/6 6517
7/8
9/- 8170

128A7

7/S/3/8
5/8
4/9

DF98

9/911Mr+n

8/8 F.D1b1
7/8 E3184

7/9 SP41

8/6 SP81

9/- SU2

6T

6

p

EF89

Poet:

2

lbs. 2 /-,

4

lbs. C/8,

7

lbs. 3/6.

1.

!be. 4/- etc.

No C.O.D.

ALL ITE \f+

PLAYERS.

together with
lightweight Staue Galaxy dual
s::pphlre crystal turnover pick -up

P.M. SPEAKER;.

3

One.

ohm, top makes.
81ín., 8in.,

Performance guaranteed.
Si-. Sim.

7 e

4in.,

Ill -.

13 CHANNEL T.V.s

Talle Models, Famous Makes.

Abe°.
lately Complete. These sets are unequalled lu Value due to huge purchase
direct from source. They are untested,
and not guaranteed to be lu working
orde,, C..rr. enc., 161 -,
1ßh,.

£2.19.0

14i..

Ni

£5 -0 -0
CRM 172
MW 43164

£6 -0 -0

Drake, comiutett
Fek, PCC84 valve,. o"
7.F. Fantaetie .alpe

£4.19.0

with

19/-

CONDENSERS. 26 Mixed, Electrolytic.
Many popular sixes.
List Value 96.

10 /-

0.2.C. High Power, Contact -

GET 16.

PORTABLE RECORD PLAYERS. Take
all sixes Records, all speeds, amplifier
anal-charrier, Garrard new "elimilne'
Gram, In two -tone Case.

14

le,

Our Price

head.
Amazing value (ylck -up
'mly 12/-x. 83.10.0, t'.arr. 3' -.

All absolutely new.

£4-0 -0
MW 36/24

lamons

Latest Turntable,

wen

5/

RECORD

£3.15.0
£4.10.0
£5.15.0

MW 31174

B.B,C. /LT.A. TUNERS

standard ami low Ices, 25 yds.,

9 -SPEED

£3. 5.0

NEW TYPES

,

2/8, 80 yds., 22/6: 100 lids., 42/6.
Co-ao Plugs 1/3. Wall outlet Loxes 3/6

T7/D
1C-

iö

é/

CO-AX,

12 Months

TRANSISTOR INTERCOM.
High eeneftivit1
complete
with batteries
.usually 89, DISCOUNT PRICE 96,10.0,

TEMPORARY OFFER.
Due to huge 1301k Spectal Purchase
we are offering MW 81/76 Tubes at
the unrepeatable price of 29/ -, MW
36/24 ditto. 39/
P.P. 12/6. The
above are guaranteed for 6 months.

2/6
2/6

Months

12in.
£2. 0.0
14in.
£2.10.0
15/17ín.£3. 5.0
21in.
£315.0

EMITRON,
EMI SCOPE, BRIMAR,
FERRANTI TYPES.
PROCESSED
IN
OUR OWN
FACTORY

SPECIAL

19AQ5

vi

GUARANTEED
6

MOST MOLLARD.
MAZDA, COSSOR,

ment or ex- equipment
origin. Satisfaction or
Money back- Guarantee
on Goode it returned unused within 14 day..

18/12607
10- 8112150 4/0
128117
DH83
18/- 141
6/8 E1M`31
7/6
12817
DH76
5/- EY51
TDD4
7/8
128K7
13K32 11/- Small 7/9 1314
8/DK91 5/8 E188
7/6 1118
Ì3D87GTá 131C92 7/- E7.35
6/6 U_d
8/9
DK96 7/8 EZ40
6/6 1124
18/17/8 0133
8/- EZ41
7/- U25
11/8
19000 19/- DI,96
0/- EZ80
8/- U28
9/9
20D1
9/8 01,85
6/- EMI
8/8 U31
20E2
9/8 DL75
6/- FW4/500 8/- U33
14/9011
18/9/1.135
12/0
OPI
91 81337
19/6 01,92
8/- OZ32
8/9 U50
20P4
16/- 131.04
8/9 0Z34
12/0 052
/9
20P5
16/- 0L96
7/8 HIAIDD
U76
5/6
25A6G 8/07;7
EAC81
4/6 11N309 19jß U191 12/6
3Q6(1T 8/- 8P25
8/8 Q5L
7/9 EAF42 81- UVR2 10/8 U281
9/6
12/6
EB41
7/- 1W4/350 7/8 U282 16/8Qn70
96
7//- EB91
3//- 1W4/500 7/6 13301
16/6R4GY 12/6 BQ70T 8/8 2516
8/- EBC9S 4/9 KLL32 8/4 U309
8
6T4
8/- 6R70 8/6 23Z6G 81- EB041 8/- KT32 8/9 U329
8/9
504G
4/9 68A7
6/8 3001
7/FIC
01339
11 /614G
7/9 8907
4/9 30015 11//6 EBF80 7/9 ETá8C 12/0 U801
19/5Y30
5/9 88H7
3/- 30F5
e/- EBF89 9/8 E144
7/6 UAB080 8/6Y901' 6/9 68E7
5/- 309L1 9/6 EBF89 8/8 ETAS
8/6 UAF42 7/9
5Y4G 11/_ 68L7GT 5/9 30L1
8/9 EBL21 12/8 I(Tel
8/8
UB41
7/9
624
1.1/- 68N70T
SOLD;
9/6 EBL31 17/6 11163
6/9 UBC41 7/9
MG 7/6 68Q7 4/5
6/9 301.4
9/6 2C91
4/6 KT76
8/6 SJBC81
6Z40T U/- 8887
8//I8 30P12
7/8 ECC31 7/6 KTW81 5/9 UBF80 9/0
8/6/30L2
ECC32 4/- KTW82
UBF89 7/8
AS
4/9 8V80T 16/- 30P19 17/6 E0C39 4/6 KTWBS 6/9
6/9 U111.31 14/6
10/8//ECC34
ETZ88 5/6 UCC84 14 8
0 8/66 8X20T 9 30PL13 18%8 ECC35 0/6/- LB;.
2/9
716A8f4T li/8 8X4
6/- 96L8OT 8/6 EIX740 14/- LN162 7/ ULC85
UCF80 16/
SAM
71- 8X50
6/- 95T
26/MU14
7 8
6/6
UCH21 12/6AC7
8/2 6X601 6/6 35W4
0/9 ECC82 6/I- 1437
11/- UCH42 7/8
SAGS
8/- 8160
7/8 S6Z46T 5/6 EOC88 B/6 N78
16/- 11CH81 8/.
6A07
7/6 7A7
8/8 36Z60T 8/- mccgs
UCL82 0/S
6.4E6
6/- 7116
9 . 41
7/6 EOC86 7/8 N152
8/8 UCL69 18/e
6AL6
8/- 7B7
7/9 42
7/6 ECC89 18/- P41
4/8 17941
7/C
POI
2/9 UF42
EOM 4166éQ6
5/8
8/- 71178
7/6 5006110 19/- ECF80 8/8
FAWN
UF80
/BATB
6/9 7117
7/3 6OLBOT 8/6 ECF82
11/6
8/8
UF85
7/6
O
7/8 K7
96 2KU 106 ECH21 18/8 PCC84 8/9
6B7
UF86 1U8
8/8 74)7
8//8 MU 10 8
POC85
8/9
eB80
8/- 7R7
UF89
/10/8 818PT 11/. ECRU
ECH42 7/8
8/8 PCC88 14/- 111.41
6BA6
6/9 787
7/.
9 - 62BT ' 18/6
9/- UL44
ECH81
61ßE8
5/9 717
11/7/9 75
6/8 ECH83 7/9 90089
PCC18013/8
6B06G 15/. 714
9/0
8/9 73
6/6 ECL80 3/3
PCF80 7/- UL46
BBRB
6/- 7Z4
/7/- 80
5/9 EC92 7/- PCF82 7/8 11 L84
9/6 PCF84
61156
0/- 808
8/- 83
9/8 ELBS
16/- 111180 9/6
C
11/7
6BR7
9/6 1001
URIC
185B1
8/11/6
19/6 EFl2
PCF86 12/6
7/6B W 5 7/8 1002
19/6
14/8 803
19//1/8 PCL82 7/3 UU6
611W7
5/6 10014
UU7
9/8
3. 807(A) 5/6 EF38
EF38
4/8 P01.83 10/8 UiIB
61E8
4/9 1011
6/9
800
17/7/8 EF40 13l
604
3/6 1099 10/8 813
UY1N
11/66/. EF41
L85 11/0
806
8/6/8 10918 10/. 832
14/PCL88 16/6 UY21 11/606
3/9 10L14
7/- 868A 11/6 EF42
/0
0/8/8 UY41
EF50-BR8/- PEN46
pEN4g 6/- UY85
6/6
6CD60 19/6 101,D1114/8 950
3/- PLII3
8/3 VP41
/0
2/8 USA
60H6
EF54
8/3 - L36
VR105
8/0
We VI1150
en*
EF80
4/9 PI,98
8/8 1OP1310 1 1/- 9002
8/9
49
/
16/8
6D'3
9/6 10914
9/- ATP4
2/9 2985
8/0 WG1M
8/8 PL81
6D6
9/4/3 10918
7/- AZ31
8/- EF86
49
/
2
810 W76
691
0/9 PPL3
4/9 ICAO
6/g W81
4/9 AZ41
11/7/8
8960
EF91
3/6/9 12A118 9/- 238
8/...1611d 11 7/9
EF90
4/6 11.04
8/8
8/6 X63
8FQ 8/9 12AT7 5/8 13E1 96/6 EF98 3/- PL820
we
X36
3X4
11/6914
9/6 12AU8 9/6 021.31 121/- EF183 14/- PX26
11/9/6 X68
6915
9/8 12A07 8/- 001136 14/- EF184 12/- PY31
X7611
9/11/6918
8/- 126X8 6/6 CL33
4/6 py82 10/- X78
9/8 E1.82
21/6919
8/8 12BA8 7/6 C131
7/9 PY80
9/- EL33
18/C
8/9 7"79
8F23
1/8 1211E6 7/6 D77
7/. PY81
3/6 EL33
0/8
X81M
9/.
6924
12/. 12B117 9/9 D162
8/- PY82
5/9 2141
6/Y63
6/8
6925
13/- 1208
8/8 DA30 12/6 F, L42
8/9 py83
7/. 263
4/9
6932
6/6 12E3
17/6
AC32 9/9 ELBI
11/- PY88
0/9 Z86
9/6
6933
8/6 12J70T 9/- 12A991 4/6 21.83 11/- 9290
9/8 2152
4/0
4/ DAF96 73 EL84
7/- R18
11/- Z719
4/9
8J60
8/8 12K80T11/8 DET19 2/9 21.91
4/- R19
11/- 2,D162 7/0
1C5OT
1D5
1D6
1116GT

-

HIGHEST QUALITY
COMPARE OUR PRICES

MOST

FREE TRANSIT IN10% DISCOUNT NEW
LOW SURANCE. All valve,
SPECIAL OFFER TO
are new or of fully
PRICES
PURCHASERS of any
.uaranteed ex- Govern-

OZ4

September, 1962

.00led, manufacture matched pr. Tran.
,istor with Push -9119 Input and Output
Transformers. Knock out price 29/-.
NEW SPEAKER CABINETS, covered
in attractive Resine, Gold
Metal
front 11 / -. Or complete with 7 s 4
Speaker, 19/ -. P.P. 110.

0A20 Autoehangers. Latest B.B.R.
10 mixed records. Brand New. Unrepeatable, 68.19.0. Abo UAII.
Proven Choice 87.19.0.
P.P. 4P-

RESISTORS

100

6/6

CONDENSERS 10/Sliai:,ture Ceram. and Silver Alice
Condeuaers S pl t2. 5,300 p9. LIST
100

VALUE OVER 45.

IVORY /GOLD KNOBS 1' Diameter, half
price 1/2, 5 for 4/6: 14' 1/8. 5 for 8/.,

TRANSISTOR PORTABLES. 6 +
diode lightweight, approx. 11h.,

slightly larger than pocket set, but
much greater volume, better
quality, complete battery, amaa.
ins sensitivity worth 411. Our

VALVE

HOLDERS. B70, 64., with
119A, ed. with Screen 8A

Screen 64.

Price only 87.10.0.

RECTIFIERS. Silieone DbtLt 125 v.500
mA, 2 In series make 'superior replace
F.M. TUNER KITS. W =11 -known make. ment for R.L4 and 8,11.6 eta, 8/Comprising F.M. Tuning Head, gua:an ca,:h. 250 v., 80 mA, 6/ -: 16251, 5/8;
RM2, 8/9; RM3, 7/6; 11144, 19/6; RED,
teed none drift. Frequency coverag
19 /0; 14A65, 17/ -; 14697, 18/0;
88.100 Mole. OA81 balanced dlod
output, Magie Eye Tuning, Two 1.F 146100, 19/8; 16E0141.16.1, /9;
1ß2A1 -1- 1.16 -1 7/8; 18RDI -2- 8.1,14/.;
Stares and Recriminator, 88,9,6.
14RÁ1 -2-3-2, 15/ -; 14RA1.2-e -8, 10/..
P.V.C. CONNECTING WIRE. 100 yds.
30 mil: Special Price 7/6. 200 vds. 30 GERMANIUM 1)10088. aenen1 purmil: special price, 12 /8. 25ft. Call, 1/-. pose, Pd. each, 8/. dozen.
Colle different colours, 4/-. Connecting
ilex. Prices as above.
LINE TRANSFORMERS. Mat t) pea
available from stock from 19/ -. Also
TRANBISTOtt4 lied spot 3/O ea. fame
and hbcklag oscillator trans.
White Spot 4/6 ea. Yellow Spot 2/9 ea.
Germanium diodes 96. ea.. 8/- dos. formers. B.A.E. enquiries.
TAU STRIPS. From 3 -way to 12 -way. EXTERNAL 1.1.8. warert rs, with
Mixed ,tarcele of 25 -3/9. The beat and Power Pack.
Very compact, 59/..
cheapest way to buy
21m T.V. CHASSIS
ASSAULT CABLE. 1,000 yds. .2ovel:d
Unused famous stoke, complete
Steel Telephone Wire. Ideal
valves, only requiring MW43/
for
gardening,
Y.P.
4/ -.
01' with
80. To complete 19 channel. Worth
430k
FEW ONLY. 610.0.0.
12 VOLT blowers, ex -OOV., 19/6.

THE BARGAIN OF THE MONTH
41

watt AMPLIFIERS

Further delivery of these excellent unite to hand complete with 693 amplifier,
2093 output. and UU9 rectifier. Easily converted into high gain unit, complete
with good quality Olio, speaker m attractive two -tone bakellte cue easily converted for guitars, record players, baby alarms, mio. amplifier. Carr.
Packing, eta. 7/0.

19-

1.1/88

TECHNICAL TRADING C

3,o AND POST FREE
RETAIL SHOP

LN

DOZENS.

1á8T OF 1000 SNIPS,

fad
-

350 -352 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH.
MAIL ORDER ONLY

DEVONIAN COURT,
PARK CRESCENT PLACE, BRIGHTON 7, SUSSEX,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TELEVISION

another NEW instrument
from Salford, the

minitest
POCKET -SIZED MULTIRANGE TEST SET
compact Instrument suitable for the measurement cf
Its high
sensitivity renders it suitable for testing and fault location in all
to ensure
welbuilt
types of electrical and electronic circuits. It is
long and satisfactory service. The instrument is economically
priced and supplied with test leads with plug connections at one end.
(Leather carrying case available as an extra).
A new

D.C. voltages and currents. A.C. voltages and ohms.

RANGES:

100, 250, 1000.
A.C. Volts 2.5, 10, 25,
100, 250, 1000.
D.C. Volts 2.5, 10, 25,
D.C. Amps. 54µA, mA, IOmA, IOOmA, IA.
2000 200,000 20 Mil
Ohms.
D.C. Volts & Amps ±3 of full scale deflection
t4;á of full scale deflection
A.C. Volts
±5 % at centre scale.
Ohms
Send 'or leafier MIN.6009 /P
I

ACCURACY:

j

...

with large instrument performance
SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
rs 6688

neat and compact

Peel Works Silk Street Salford 3 Lancs Tel Blackfria
London Sales Office: Brook Green Hammersmith, W.6. Tel: Riverside 5246.
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND
A Subsidiary of

Diamond
Wowed
ARC:

Tubei

NEW; T.V.

BRITAIN'S FINEST -ONLY THEGLASS IS NOT NEW
RE- ALUMINISED
RE- SCREENED
FITTED WITH THE LATEST BRITISH

**
** GUARANTEED
ALL

*

12"
14"
17"

GUN ASSEMBLY

12 MONTHS

TYPES IN STOCK

Wonderfully improve definition and brilliance.

- LAB

2ï

contained. Comf.letely safe.
Light in weight. Wide frequency
range.

for rapid signal injection.
Functions as a Wide -band Modulated Signau Generator emitting a
signal rich in AF. IF ano RF components. Useful range: 2 Kc /s to

TRANSISTOR SIGNAL INJECTION PROBE

Use

All forms of Audio
Quickly checks: Radio. TV Sound.
Ccts. Printed Wiring. Complete with long -life Mercury
Battery. Price: £4.19.6. Cash with order, carriage paid.

www.americanradiohistory.com

& 15"
ALSO 19', 21' and

Self

CRAFT

DIAMOND ELECTRONICS CO.

L4.10.0
LS. 5.0
E5 . 15 .0

Carriage and insurance 716
C.O.D., C.W.O. or Pro;orma Invoice
10'- refund on your old tube.

Diamond TV Tubes revitalise your TV.

SPECIAL OFFER

--

25 Mc /s.
1

Firon Works, 96a Wellington Street
Tel.: EASE 3669
MANCHESTER 18.

556
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REBUILT AND

September, 1962

RESCREENED

CATHODE RAY TUBES
Complete with all new components excepting glass
FOR QUALITY, RELIABILITY AND SERVICE BUY FROM BRITAIN'S
LARGEST GROUP OF INDEPENDENT MANUFACTURERS OF REBUILT
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SUFFOLK TUBES LIMITED
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, S.W.15.
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

MIDLAND TUBES LIMITED
37 GEORGE STREET
MANCHESTER, .1.
Tel: Central 4568/9

VIDIO REPLACEMENTS LTD
25 ADDINGTON SQUARE
CAMBERWELL, S.E.5
Tel. Rodney 7550/7559
ALL TYPES

KEEN PRICES

-

:12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

-

PROMPT DELIVERY
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

Winter Trading Co. Ltd.
95 Ladbroke Grove
London, W.11
and Branches

J. Charlesworth & Son

Radio Services Ltd.
30 Mona Street
Amlwt , Anglesey
Tel: Amlwch 594

Weston Hart Ltd.
236/8 Fratton Road

Taylors
162 Eastney Road
Milton, Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 35000
Millards Southern Rentals
3 High Street
Aldershot, Hants.
Tel: Aldershot 20408

Hi-Lite Ltd.

Portsmouth
Tel: Portsmouth 24125
Lawsons Ltd.
36 Cornhill

Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk
Tel: Bury St. Edmunds 3304

J. H. Sunderland

14 Hightown
Crewe, Cheshire
Tel: Crewe 2535

89 Southbourne Grove
Southbourne, Bournemouth
Tel: Bournemouth 44344

R. Watson
Leathern Bottel
Wavenden, Woburn Sands, Bucks
Tel: Woburn Sands 2027

Clements Street
Rochdale, Lancs.
Tel: Rochdale 48484

Lucketts of Banbury
57a/58a High Street
Banbury, Oxon
Tel: Banbury 2813

R.E.S. Ltd.
17/19 Paynes Lane
Coventry
Tel: Coventry 28781

Wizard Productions
16 Withy Grove
Manchester
Tel: Dea 2772

H. Knowles
54/56 Chester Road
Manchester
Tel: BLa 9031

J. Wildbore Ltd.

11

6-12 Peter Street

Oldham
Tel. Mai 4475
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next issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION will see the beginning
of' a new series of articles dealing with the principles
THE
and practice of television reception during the past few years,
and, more especially, with the future of television in the light of
recent developments. UHF reception will be a special feature of
this series which has been designed to give a detailed explanation
of the present system and of systems to come. To help the reader
to understand the series and to gain the maximum benefit from
it, we are presenting free, in the same issue--dated October 1962
Data Chart which is packed with information bearing on
the new series of articles; a complete list of BBC and ITA
stations (with maps) giving their frequency, and polarisation,
channel number and radiated power; tables of decibels and
power ratios and comparisons of television standarrds; a guide to
television check points; colour codes; aerial information for
Channels 1 to 13; designs for attenuators -all this and much
more data is included in the Data Chart which is normally
priced at 7s. 6d.
However, this Chart has not been designed solely for reference
in connection with the new series of articles, to be discarded
when the series ends; the information contained on both sides
of the blueprint -sized sheet will be found to be of continual use
for both the experimenter and the serviceman.
Much of the information on the Chart cannot be found in
one single work of reference and thus, for example, the service
engineer need not search through several different manuals to
find essential information. Similarly, a quick reference to the
Data Chart will supply the TV experimenter with all the details
he needs to suppress an appliance causing TVI, etc.
The next issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION will be in great demand
and will quickly go out of print, so be sure of getting the Data
Chart by ordering your copy of October P.TV. now.
MORE P.W. BLUEPRINTS
The October, November and December issues of our companion journal, Practical Wireless, will each. contain free doublesided blueprints of the latest P.W. designs. Out of six brand new
pieces of equipment, four will be capable of being combined
into a quality hi -fi system, consisting of a tuner, pre -amplifier,
main amplifier and loudspeaker enclosure. The first issue containing a blueprint-the October issue -will be on sale on
September 7th.
INCREASED PRICE
From October, the price Of PRACTICAL TELEVISION Will be 2s.
This increase is forced upon us entirely by the increased costs of
production and paper. We can, however, ensure our readers,
that the same high standard of article that is associated with
P.TV. will continue, and in particular that in the next few
months, we will introduce many new articles on practical constructional details for the 625 -line transmissions and standards,
including whenever possible, methods of converting old receivers for the new definition.

-a

,
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Our next issue dated October, will be published, on September 21st.
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Titenews
Television Receiving Licences

THE

following statement shows
the approximate number of
Television Receiving Licences in
force at the end of June,
1962, in respect of television
receiving stations situated within
the various Postal Regions of
England, Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland.
Region

London Postal
Counties
Midland .
..
..
North Eastern
..
North Western
South Western ..
Wales and Border Counties
Total England and Wales ..
Scotland..
..
Northern Ireland
..
..
Grand Total
..

Total

..

2,002,982
1,694,290
1,774,872
1.906,153
1,581,001
1,029,844
719.771

..

10,708,815

.. 1.090,992

184.074
11,9843,683

History Repeats Itself
IN 1928 the Baird Television
Co., now the Rank Cintel
Division of the Rank Organisation, transmitted the very first
television pictures across the
Atlantic.
Working on the 30 -line definition system the pictures were sent
via a 250W transmitter operating
on a wavelength of 200m from
Coulsdon in Surrey to New York
in America. Pictures were also
received on board a ship in mid Atlantic at the same time.
Many of the personnel involved in this historic transmission still work at Rank Cintel.
In the early hours of the 11th
July another historic trans -atlantic
transmission was made via the
Telstar satellite and the very first
pictures to be received at the
Goonhilly Down receiving station
were on a 21in. Rank Cintel
Monitor.
Goonhilly Radio Station
THE output stage of the ground
transmitter at the GPO

Qoonhilly Down Radio Station,
Britain's link with the Telstar
satellite was designed, built and

commissioned by AEI Limited.
The apparatus was completely
designed and built by the
Company's Electronic Apparatus
Division in the very short period
of about six months. First news
of the requirement came at the
end of October last year, part of
the equipment was ordered on
7th December and the order for
the remainder on 12th January
this year. The equipment was
shipped to the site on 10th May
and run up on power on 25th
May.
The equipment provides 4kW
of power to the aerial at a frequency of 6,390Mc /s with a
signal bandwidth of 100Mc /s.
For operating the travelling wave
tube high power amplifier (made
by Services Electronic Research
Laboratory), there are three

stabilised EHT supplies for the
valve electrodes, magnet and
cathode , heating supplies, and

water and air cooling systems.
The apparatus is housed in
cubicles which are installed in
the cabin of the aerial turntable.
Conversion of Telstar TV Signals

THE Telstar

satellite, launched
on Tuesday, 10th July, was
designed to prove that satellite
communication between continents is practicable. The programmes, which are transmitted
from the USA on 525 -line
standards, are unsuitable for
showing in Britain and Europe
until they have been passed
through a standards converter.
Such a converter, manufactured
by EMI Electronics Ltd., converts

visitor to Marconi's Chelmsford Works was Señor Fernando
Carrera, a senior official of Telesistema Mexicana. Señor Carrera is
seen here (centre) looking at o standard Mark IV camera in the
Television Test Section. Telesistema Mexicana have 15 Mark IV
camera
channels in use in Mexico City.
A recent
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the signals to the 405 -line standard for general viewing by the
British public, and the 625 -line
standard for transmission on the
Eurovision network to countries
other than France where there is
a receiving station on the north
coast of Brittany.
The satellite, launched by the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration in elliptical orbits,
reaches a maximum height of
3,000 miles, inclined at approximately 50° to the Equator.
New ITA Mast at Croydon

CONSTRUCTION of the new

mast at the Authority's
has
now
station
Croydon
advanced to a stage at which the
structure itself causes some
limited interference to the radiation roughly from the present
aerial, which may involve ghosting and attenuation roughly along
a line from Croydon to Southend.
This interference is unfortunately
inevitable now that the mast has
reached a critical height and it
will continue, although the direction and intensity may vary as
the height of the new mast is
increased. The difficulty will, it
is estimated, be at all times
strictly localised and it will, of
course, cease entirely once the
new aerial comes into service in
the Autumn.
EMI Type 8 Camera
MARKETING rights have been
granted to Clarke and
Smith by EMI Electronics Ltd.
for distribution of the Type 8
television camera to education
authorities and the retail trade.
This announcement came shortly
after an order by Clarke and
Smith for 100 EMI Type 8
cameras.
From the time of the earliest
village schoolmasters, children at
the back of a classroom have had
difficulty in seeing what was
happening. With the increasing
complexity of modern education
the problem has grown, especially
in laboratories or workshops
where it is essential for the
students to view intricate processes.

EMI has greatly eased the
problem with the new Type 8
camera, which enables an entire
class to view slides under a microscope, a close up of a scientific
a
practical
or
experiment
demonstration. For such purposes
the camera is placed on the
demonstration bench and the
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picture transmitted to one or closed- circuit television camera
more receivers strategically plaçed was shown at the Instruments,
and Components
Electronics
in the lecture room.
Exhibition held at Manchester
UHF Aerials for Crystal Palace
College of Science and TechBBC have awarded a con- nology, from 5th July to 11th
THEtract
to Marconi's Wireless July.
Telegraph Company Limited for
This camera can operate from
the supply and erection of a Band a 12V D.C. car battery or A.C.
IV television aerial to be mounted mains 50 or 60c /s. It is suited
above the existing Band I aerial for industrial or domestic use and
at Crystal Palace. The aerial will has an output at radio frequency
be omni -directional, horizontally suitable for feeding a normal
polarised and of high gain. It domestic receiver tuned to Band I.
will be of novel design, consisting
of eighty elements of end -fire CC TV in Hospital Wards
stacked dipoles mounted in
angled f a s h i o n from the PATIENTS in Raikeswood
Hospital, Skipton, Yorkshire,
corners of the tower. This new
aerial will have a bandwidth were able to enjoy the tableaux
which will cover several television and other floats in Skipton Gala

Instrument Tube Production in the Sylvania -Thorn Colour Television
Laboratories. Here, the gun is being sealed into the neck of the tube.
At a later stage, the processed bulb is joined to the sealed in gun on a
glassblower's lathe, similar to the one in this picture.

procession, on Saturday, 23rd
June, without leaving their beds,
through the medium of closed circuit television.
An EMI Electronics' closedcircuit TV camera wns positioned
at the gate of the Hospital to
cover the scene as the mile -long
New TV Camera
procession passed. A comshow recently for the first mentator with a roving microONtime
in the north was a self - phone interviewed local celebrities
camera -the mayor, the local beauty
television
contained
which can operate in mid-air, queen and some of the people
afloat, on a moving road vehicle riding on the floats-and gave the
or on a remote area miles from a patients a sense of participation
mains supply. Made by EMI by interviewing members of the
Electronics Ltd., the Type 8 crowd watching the procession.
channels and will be extremely
simple to erect. It is believed that
this will be the first of this type
of UHF aerial to be installed for
television anywhere in the world.
It is planned to have the aerial
available for use early in 1963.
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An Ultra -Stabilised
COMPONENTS USED AND
PERMISSIBLE ALTERNATIVE
PARTS
By M. L. Michaelis

(Continued from page 543 of the
August issue)

catAST month, a method of
adjusting VR1 using a meter and
a second H.T. supply was given;
this month another method is
described using a suitable oscillo-

scope.

The second method of adjusting VR1 has the advantage that, if
errors are made in the sequence of
operations, there is no danger of
destruction of a meter. But this
requires the availability of an
oscilloscope of which the Y- amplifier input will tolerate (and block)
a D.C. -component of at least 300V
at any setting of the gain.
No backing-H.T. is then needed,
and the oscilloscope is connected as
n..Eig. 5. VR1 (Fig. 1) is adjusted
until the kicks observed in the
position of the timebase-trace are a
minimum when the load is switched
on or off. Note that, in this case,
the normal changes of about 0.1V
on_applying or removing the load will also kick the
Y-amplifier, but equally in both directions as the
load is switched on or off respectively. The criterion
for correct setting of VR1 having been reached is
therefore, in this arrangement, that the oscilloscope
trace kicks by equal small amounts both when the
load is switched on and switched off. Incorrect
settings will cause a vastly greater kick in one
direction than the other, and the " preferred
direction " of kick will change over as the correct
setting `is passed through.
Fuses

Some care is needed in the choice of the H.T.
1). This is because an incorrectly chosen fuse -cartridge can have several
times the self -resistance that the H.T. supply itself
bas. In fact, strange as it may seem, the self resistance of the fuse F2 was found to be one of
the major limiting factors for how low the final

output fuse, F2 (Fig.

internal resistance of the H.T. supply as a whole
could be made!
The ideal fuse would be a 200mA " slow "
cartridge. Such a cartridge, however, on account
of the heat -dissipating series-spirals common to all
slow cartridges, was found to have a self- resistance
of 40 in a typical sample, which is about eight
times the actual internal resistance of the " electronics " of the unit. Thus such a fuse would
immediately deteriorate the stabilisation by a factor
of about eight! A slow 0.5A cartridge had only
some quarter to half ohm resistance, and would
thus be suitable in this respect. But, although the
short -circuit current is over 800mA, it was found
to take far too long to blow. In fact, it could not
be made to blow at all in the prototype before the
short had to be removed again for fear of destroying components. Thus, finally, a fast 600mA
cartridge was chosen, having a self- resistance of
about 0.250 and was found to blow immediately
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upon shorting the output. Together
Mains Input socket
Tags marked'M.C'denote
with the internal resistance of the
mounted on rear panel
earthing connections
electronics (0.511), this gives a final
to
chassis
impedance of 0.7511, approximately, for this H.T. supply. Thus
R14
'''"*"7:there would be a change of 150mV,
nominally, between no -load and
full -load (200mA) conditions. This
represents a maximum change of
output voltage between no -load
and full -load of only a twentieth of
D2
1%, which fully justifies the name
Bridge
" Ultra- Stabilised H.T. Unit ". The
rettitier
nominal figures just given were
fully confirmed by measurement
on the prototype, which behaves
smoothly and is perfectly stable
over long periods once adjustments
as detailed above have been made.
Capacitors
Note that the use of electrolytic
capacitors is highly undesirable, as
MC
V3
MC
the remaining fluctuations of the
6SV
order of a fraction of a volt comC4,/:
mon to most electrolytics will here
be of the same order of magnitude
as the remaining fluctuations and
ripple from other sources. Thus,
stabilisation is likely to deteriorate
by a factor of at least two if
electrolytics are used. As is seen,
quite small smoothing capacities of
only 4 or 51,tF each are needed for
Cl, C2 and C6, since the main
smoothing is obtained by electronic
multiplication of C5 through the
These components are
mounted on
gain 'of the whole circuit functionfront panel
ing as a two -stage D.C. amplifier
V2, V3 with cathode- follower
CN3A
output stage V4, VS and V6. The
effective gain is well over a
thousand, so that the effective
capacity of C5 for smoothing
purposes is also multiplied by
this figure, giving a virtual effective
Fig. 4-The underchassis wiring diagram.
smoothing capacity between 150
and 200µF. Consequently, the
slope of V4,
high degree of smoothing actually present will be remembered that the total effective
VS and V6 taken together here is well over
understood, in spite of the very low actual capacity
20mA /V, and must therefore be treated with due
values used. The remaining mains -hum ripple, at
full load even, should not exceed a tenth of 1% at respect.
It is necessary to solder Rl to R6 all very close
the very most. It will depend slightly on precise
of V4 to
positions of heater wires, etc., and will very likely to the grid pins in question. The anodes
oscillations by holding an
turn out to be even less. It can justifiably be said V6 should be checked for
to them (but not in
that this unit gives one of the purest D.C. sources absorption wavemeter aclose
less sensitive method, by
that one could imagine, probably better in electrical contact), or
means of a neon -screwdriver. If any remaining
many respects than a chain of lead accumulators!
parasitics are found, which is unlikely with the layOmission of C3 was found to lead to certain
specified, the values of RI to
kinds of instability under some circumstances. The out and components
be
increased somewhat. Using
to
have
R6
will
from
noise
any
suppresses
C4
value is not critical.
times to twice as large
the neon, which would otherwise appear amplified values one -and -a -halftried.
Do not forget to check
be
could
throughout
not
critical.
is
again
value
The
output.
in the main
under all load conditions. If parasitics are inclined
to start in a particular layout, they will often be
Anti -Parasitic Stoppers
output currents, the circuit bursting
Rl to R6 are grid- stoppers to suppress parasitic absent at lowR.F.
oscillation at some condition of
into violent
oscillations in V4, VS and V6. Such measures are
increased loading where the currents in V4, V5 and
particularly important when operating high -slope
V6 are greater.
pentodes in parallel, because in addition to
Although much space would be saved, it is
individual parasitics, possibilties then arise for
probably undesirable to use three EL.84 valves for
combined polyphase-ring oscillations. It must be
.
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V4, V5 and V6, as the total
slope is then so large that freedom from parasitics would be
very difficult to achieve apart
from the fact that only 150mA
output current would then be
possible.
There is no reason against
using three 6L6 valves for V4,
V5 and V6 if these are already
to hand, and
performance
should
be
little
different,
although
stabilisation
may
be
slightly
poorer.
Three
807 valves would also appear to
be suitable, but these may be
rather large, and could give
trouble with the layout on
account of the great distance
between anodes and screens.
However, this type of valve is
normally very cheap to obtain,
and experimenters could
certainly try the slight obvious
modifications necessary for using
these valves.

Other Valves suitable for

Top and Bottom trames
3/87 x 3/8 x 14 thick
angle brass

'4 - Brass struts
77/8x

lent of the specified 6SL7 is the
ECC35, and this may certainly
be used. The identical valve is
also sometimes found under the
type-number " 6113 ". Among
the miniature noval -based
valves, the ECC83 would appear
suitable. Do not be tempted to
Use other ECC types which
happen to be in the junk box,
as characteristics differ
too
_greatly from the 6SL7. It might

8"

Chassis runners

10x3/8x

5

s

Countersunk

Ultra

150mA
loatl

Mors
ke
.000.4

Fig. 7-The form of the all metal cabinet and chassis used in the prototype. The chassis plate should be an exact push -in fit on the runners,
and secured by bolts. The top and bottom plates forming part of the cabinet should be an exact fit on the angle -brass frames; the plates forming
the long sides of the cabinet should be flush at the ends with about
2mm overlap top and bottom; the plates forming the front and rear
of the cabinet should have about 2mm overlap all round. The material
is aluminium, about 2mm thick. The parts of the cabinet should
be made
so that they may be replaced in any order (to simplify
re- assembly).

.0l

5-

Fig.
Circuit for using an oscilloscope for obtcining
the point of optimum adjustment of VRI (see text).

+ve
cathode
7 volt

Zener

diode
anode
anode

Neon

athode

ve

10

bolts

Input

supply

3/8x>1thick

angle brass

oscilloscope

stabilised

4x14thick

V2, V3

The direct Mullard equiva-

H.T.
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Fig. 6-To obtain variations
of some IO to 20V in the
output voltage, the neon
may be backed with suitable
zener diodes in series.

prove beneficial to gain extra room for the large
807 valves for V4 to V6 by using the small ECC83
types for VI and V2.
Other Valves for VI
As already stated earlier, a type should be chosen
for VI which is as close as possible to a third of
the desired output voltage. The 100V neon VI,
here specified as an 0C3 for a 300V final output,
is the direct equivalent of the VR105, and a close
equivalent of the miniature B7G type 108C1. A
90C1 is suitable (B7G base) if 250V output is
desired, whereas a VR75 would probably enable an
output voltage in the region of 200V to be obtained
(reduce transformer secondary to 300V in that case).
Remember that R9 and R12 will require careful
trimming when other neons are used for other
voltages, or when alternative choices of valve are
made for V2 and V3. R9 should always be about
twice R12, but the exact values depend on the
voltage desired. The simplest procedure is to insert
variable resistors first. After setting VR1 to give
an output of three times the neon voltage, R9 and
R12 are adjusted (in 2:1 ratio) for minimum kicks
as described above. If a switch is used to select
various neons for various voltages, then this must
also select individual appropriate resistors in
(Continued on page 587)
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tube heater was connected in a series mainspowered chain. Two alterations to the coupling
network solved both problems, as may be seen from
Fig. 7. Here the potential on the tube cathode is
reduced to a relatively low maximum value under
conditions of zero signal by the potential- divider
comprising Rl and R2. In other words, the H.T.
voltage at the cathode can never be any higher than
that at the junction of the two resistors. If we
exclude the effect of R3 and R4, then the potential divider by itself would reduce the voltage on the
cathode from a 200V H.T. line to approximately

The

ABC
of

TV

140V.

Circuits

AN ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
TELEVISION CIRCUITS
By T. L. May

(Continued from page 539 of the August issue)

iN very early receivers the picture signal was
coupled from the anode of the video amplifier valve
to the grid of the picture tube through a capacitor.
Since a capacitor is able to pass only A.C., the D.C.
component of the picture signal was lost in the
coupling.
Restoration of the D.C. component was thus
necessary and this was accomplished by a simple
diode circuit connected to the tube grid. The early
readers of Practical Television will remember the
so -called D.C. restoration circuits.

r

Direct Coupling
It later became common
practice to couple the picture
signal to the tube cathode,
which meant that the D.C.
component could be retained
because it was possible to use
a direct coupling from the
anode of the video amplifier
valve to the cathode of the
tube as shown in Fig. 6.
Although this arrangement
was used for a number of
years it possessed two major
shortcomings. One was that
signal fading, such as caused
by the aerial moving in the
wind, or passing aircraft
resulted in very prominent,
and often disconcerting, flutter
of the picture black level. The
other was that the potential
between cathode and heater
of the picture tube was almost
equal to the full H.T. line
voltage in the absence of a
picture signal or on scenes
with low -level modulation.
This latter effect became
rather important when the

563

In reality, of course, R3 and R4 in series are in
parallel with Rl and there is a flow of video amplifier valve anode current, so the voltage distribution
is altered slightly, but the tube cathode potential is
still well below what it would be in circuits such
as Fig. 6.
Reducing the D.C. Component
The video signal is mostly coupled from the

anode to the tube cathode through Cl. This
capacitor, as we have seen, removes all D.C., but
just the right amount .is introduced by R3. This
circuit greatly reduces the effects of picture flutter
and is found in a similar form in almost all presentday receivers.
The smaller potential between cathode and
heater in the A.C. /D.C. type of receiver is less
likely to result in heater -to- cathode breakdown,
and certain tubes are unable to withstand the
higher potential of direct coupling from the video
valve anode, which is a point well worth remembering when substituting a more modern tube in an
old set.
The circuit can be fitted to most receivers but
to achieve the correct tube bias and the correct
operation of the brightness control the brightness

Vision

amplifier
valve

Fig. 6 (left)- Direct coupling was used on most early sets from the anode
of the video amplifier valve to the cathode of the picture tube, but this was
found to aggravate aircraft flutter and simiidr effects.
this circuit, only a portion of the D.C. component of
Fig. 7 (right)
the picture signal is used, as coupled by R3. The potential divider RI /122
reduces the voltage between the heater and cathode of the picture tube.

-In
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control circuit will also need to be altered. This
simply means increasing the value of the resistor
connected between the top of the brightness control
and the H.T. line. The correct value should give
an even control of brightness from zero up to a
maximum which does not overload the tube. On
no account should it be possible to make the tube
grid go more positive than the cathode, even at the
setting of maximum brightness.
HT+
3.9k

27k
Vision

amplifier

Vision

valve

Out

Vision

amplifier
valve

1000
pF

3300

1500
PF

////

%/

Definition (pre-set)

Fig. 8 (left) -The tuned circuit LI ICI forms a dot
pattern suppressor connected in the cathode circuit
of the video amplifier valve.
Fig. 9 (right)-The pre-set capacitor across the
cathode resistor of the video amplifier valve provides
a useful degree

of definition control.

31Mc /s Dot Suppressor
The video bandwidth of most recent receivers
is approaching 3Mc /s, but in most sets there is
also a small response up to about 3.5Mc /s. Such
a high bandwidth is attributable to the improved
picture definition of newer sets as compared with
the old models.
Although the TV authorities rarely modulate the
vision carrier up to frequencies as high as 3.5Mc /s
there is, nevertheless, a 3.5Mc /s signal present in
the vision channel, which is due to the beat
between the sound and vision carriers-the
difference in all cases (405 -line British system)
being 3.5Mc/s. On sets designed for high definition pictures this 3.5 Mc /s beat shows up on the
picture as a dot pattern. The effect is that the
horizontal scanning lines are broken up to form
dots or small dashes, and it is more noticeable
when the fine tuning control is carefully adjusted
for optimum picture definition -usually just prior
to the position on the control which results in
sound -on- vision.
This trouble is taken care of in current receivers
by a rejector circuit in the cathode of the video
amplifier valve as shown in Fig. 8. The rejector
comprises L1 and C1 and is tuned to 3.5Mc/s by
the dust-iron slug in the coil.
RI and C2 are the ordinary cathode components,
the resistor for bias and the capacitor for response
compensation.

September, 1962

At frequencies other than 3.5Mc /s (including
D.C.) the rejector circuit has no effect whatever on
the normal function of the video amplifier. At
3.5Mc /s, however, the impedance of the parallel
Ll /Cl rises appreciably, as with all resonated
parallel-tuned circuits. Across the impedance
occurs the 3.5Mc /s signal, which is reflected back
into the control grid circuit of the amplifier (via
the ordinary grid resistor) in opposite phase, and
in this way the unwanted 3.5Mc /s is cancelled out
or suppressed. The operation of the circuit is
rather like ordinary sound rejector circuits which
are included in the cathodes of the vision I.F.
amplifier valves.
Correct Adjustment
There are two ways in which this circuit can be
adjusted. One is to apply a modulated signal at
exactly 3.5Mc /s to the grid of the video amplifier
valve and listen to the signal at the anode in a
pair of headphones (suitably isolated from H.T.).
L1 should then be carefully adjusted for minimum
output. The other method is to adjust the fine
tuning control for maximum display of the dot
pattern on a picture and then adjust L1 to
eliminate the effect.
On old sets which have been modified and carefully realigned for optimum picture definition such
a circuit may well be worth fitting, especially if
the dot pattern is present. The coil, which should
have a value of about 8µH, should be tuned with
a capacitor of 500pF. The existing connections
to the valve cathode should be removed and
reconnected on one end of the Ll /C1 combination,
while the other end should be connected direct to
cathode.
Definition Control
Many sets now have some means of adjusting
definition to compensate for propagation troubles
(and aerial mismatch) and certain shortcomings in
transmissions which are prone to some areas more
than others.
The most popular idea is to arrange the video
amplifier stage in such a way that a pre -set (or
switched) capacitor may be connected across the
cathode load resistor as shown in Fig. 9.
Video amplifier response correction is made easily
'possible in the cathode, since a capacitor across the
cathode resistor makes
the circuit frequencyselective in terms of
negative current feedVision
back. For example,
amplifier
without a capacitor at
valve
all, feedback occurs at
almost all frequencies,
Degrees
but when a capacitor
is shunted across the
definition
ci
resistor f e e d b a c k
occurs
progressively
C2
more towards the
lower video frequencies, for at the
higher frequencies the
capacitor acts as a bypass and the feedback
signal is shortFig. 10 -A plug and socket
arrangement is sometimes
circuited.
used instead of the pre -set
capacitor shown in Fig. 9.
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A MONTHLY

NDERNEATH
THE
DIPOLE
_.Iullllllllluuullw.
superb work carried out at a
fast speed by the technicians at
the ITN headquarters in Kings way, headed by W. H. O.
Sweeney, whose all -round past
experience in film studios and in
the BBC, have obviously been of
great value. The least the Pilkington Committee could have
done would have been to have
conceded that ITN led the way
in television for many years, until
the BBC copied it.

5HE Pilkington Committee
has had its say, the Government has issued its first White
Paper on the findings, and
now the radio and television
industry can proceed with their
plans, more or less safe in the
knowledge that few of Pilkington's organisational recommendations will be adopted. The
projected change from 405 to 625
lines and to colour was a foregone conclusion, but the attack Dual Standards
upon the Independent Television
The change -over to 625 lines
Authority was overplayed to an will not be an easy transition.
absurd degree. This was recog- For a time, many transmisnised by many Members of sions will be simultaneously
Parliament of all three political broadcast on 625 and 405 lines
parties. One Labour Member -from
different transmitters
called it an " arrogant puritan- and aerials, probably on the
political
be
the
ism." Bold will
party who dares to nationalise
Ena
Street's "
"Coronation
Sharpies! There are Members
of the Pilkington Committee who
are known to have very odd
ideas on literature, economics
and the British way of life. What
puzzles me is-who picked 'em
and why?

COMMENTARY

,iiuluuu.

"` ° "°S

same mast. Up to now, the
problem of sending out first class pictures on the two line
standards has not been resolved.
If the studio cameras and video
tape machines are switched to
operate on 625 lines, then a
standards converter will have to
be used for transferring the
same pictures on to the 405 line
service. There is a very decided
degradation in this operation,
which is basically a 405 line
camera looking at a high quality
monitor screen displaying the
625 line picture. The quality is
much worse when the original
picture is on the lower line
standard, and the optical conversion is made to 625. A far
better method fo: plays and
features programmes would be

Bouquets for I.T. News

most
the
even
Anyway,
extreme Pro- or Anti-Pilkington
partisan will agree with the terms
in which reference was made
to the Independent Television
News. This is a magnificent
example of television journalism
which has been setting the pace,
not only for the BBC, but for
the whole world. Geoffrey Cox,
the Editor, well deserves the
highest praise, as do the
pioneers who first set up the
organisation, Aidan Crawley and
Philip Dorte. Since the early
days it has steadily developed.
The reporting is accurate, the
" dialogue " writing crisp, clear,
and thoroughly English in style,
humour is not entirely absent,
and the technical values are
excellent. Little is known of the

:s

.

W«,

fiz.

An R.C.A. TR -22

'

a

..'

TV tape recorder recently demonstrated
at Teddington.

transistorised
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to photograph them direct on to
35mm film-but using all the
electronic aids and lighting of
the television studio -and play
the film off on telecine machines
which scan the film twice, once
on 405 lines followed a second
later by 625 lines. In this way,
with the superb British telecine
equipment now available, it will
be possible to put top quality
pictures on both line standards.
A further advantage over the
use of video tape, is that prints
of the film can be sold all over
the world.

TV Exports
It is a curious fact that the
BBC is much more alive than

ITV to the revenue earning
possibilities in the export market
of its tele- recorded programmes.
The ITV companies mainly use
tape recording on 405 lines,
which you cannot sell to
Australia, Canada, America, or,
for that matter, to Cyprus,
Malta or Gibraltar. But by telerecording-or better still, photographing on film-the whole
world market is open to you.
This is where Hollywood has
seized its opportunity. Hollywood is no longer the world
centre of the cinema film production industry; Rome has
taken its place, but Hollywood is
certainly the world centre of the
television film industry. Film on
35mm or 16mm is a world
currency for television stations.
Two TV transmitting stations
open somewhere every day and
most of them are very small,
depending almost wholly upon
three or four hours daily of
programme on reels of 16mm
film.
Local news, advertisements and the simplest kind
of shows are put on for short
periods to give a local flavour,
but the programme film is the
main attraction, a fact which has
been noted by the Ronnie Wald man's Department of the BBC,
who have built up a first -rate
business connection for the sale
of these BBC films.
"Dinner Party"
Various methods have been
devised for presenting discussion
programmes, but
few
have
managed to achieve a relaxed
atmosphere so well as ATV's
" Dinner Party ". Lord Boothby
and three famous personalities
(mainly one each week), dine
together and afterwards, as the

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

circulates, conversation
flows.
Unfortunately, as the
decanter of port makes its traditional journey, the viewer is
missed out and becomes merely
an eavesdropper and not a
participant. With jaundiced eye,
he watches the jovial peer
nattering away with his friends,
who are more obviously conscious of the presence of the
television camera. Lord Boothby
is completely at home, as indeed,
as a host, he should appear to
be, even if his dining table is
actually in a television studio.
Nevertheless, this is a discussion
programme which always seems
to be contrived, though it is
quite informal and unscripted;
only when the discussion becomes heated and arguments
assail the ears of the powerless
viewer does the programme take
on a sense of reality.
port
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The audience almost surrounds
the stage, in the manner of
Shakespeare's
old
Globe
Theatre. This was a fine subject

for television reportage, especially as the first -night audience
included many stars of the stage
and
screen.
But the main
interest, after all, was the construction and idea of the theatre
and the principal personalities
behind it, including Sir Laurence
Olivier. What happened? Alas!
The introductory film sequences
were poor, overloaded with
music
and
commentator's
cliches. Roy Rick's interview
with Sir Laurence Olivier was
badly
photographed, making
each participant look old and
haggard, and the shots of the
interior of the auditorium were
quite uninspired, making it seem
more like a circus ready for a
trapeze act. The less said about
the interviews in the foyer on
Chichester Festival Theatre
the first night with various stars,
the
better. This type of interChichester is right in the
view
is never very exciting, becentre of Southern Television's
area, and it was only right that cause the stars have little to say
the opening of the Chichester that is worth saying, and on this
Festival Theatre should be occasion, excepting for Sybil
" covered " by their film unit Thorndike, they said even less
and their outside broadcast than usual. Pity! Southern has
truck. This was no ordinary a splendid reputation for the
opening
was the premiere of best outside broadcasts of any
a theatre in a town which had regional station, ITV or BBC.
never before had a live theatre. But on Chichester's opening
Furthermore, the theatre is night they were clearly off brand new and of unusual colour. Let's hope they pay this
character, especially designed unique theatre another visit and
for the best possible presenta- let viewers see what it is really
tion of the theatre -in-the- round. like.

-it
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Chief Contents of the

September Issue

THE TUDOR
THE MINISCOPE
COMPACT CONVERTER
THE CONSORT TRF RECEIVER
SERVICING TAPE RECORDERS
MEDIUM WAVE POCKET SUPERHET
HOME -MADE HI -FI OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
INCREASING VOLTMETER RANGES
HIGH -FIDELITY MAIN AMPLIFIER
POWER RECTIFIER CIRCUITS
NOISY VOLUME CONTROLS
TRADE NEWS
ETC., ETC., ETC.
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VICINO
EVISION
(VERS
No.

81- SOBELL

TPS180 and series

(Continued from page 534 of the August issue)
By L. Lawry -Johns

Lack

of Height

If the loss of frame scan is unifo-m; equal top
and bottom. check R76 330k from the height
control to pin 1 of V12A. This resistor can
increase in value up to 1M or more. Also check
VII and V12.

Common Faults

From a study of readers' letters it appears that
one of the most frequently occurring faults is compression of the lower part of the picture. This is
occasionally due to a faulty 2501íF electrolytic bias
capacitor C104, occasionally a faulty bias resistor
R79 or R80, but most often C98 (0.01µF) appears
to be the culprit changing value up to about 0.02µF.
V13, the PL84, is less often at fault.

Frame Hold

If the hold control is at the end of its travel,
check V12, V11 and R75 (100k). If the control is
H.T.+2

1TR I
P3

1
22k

100k

C94

330k

Ì

O.Ó}

/+

of V6

C100-

O.1NF

F

011uF

1000pF

II-

1I'

From pin 2(a nodG

C111

C96

30C0ÓpF'

ECC82

Height

S

002yF
V11

To Frame,cCçIs

500k
>

R76

R74

7
V13

atr-

mown

MOM

PL84

R83

47kÿ

C 91

,R66"
^0O

'...

C90

R67

27k

220

C97

01pF

TF
R69
2.2
M

C93

001yF'

pF

V12A
ECC82

1/2

R72

470k

R70
100k
R73

22k

Frame

V

R68100k

r5C04

Hold

C 99k

4
%%

25OpF

0.01yF
C9

0 01p F

To C109 on
CRT circuit

Fig.

S- Circuit

of the sync separator and frame timebase stages.
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V15
PY81

R67R68

O.ÓNF

pF
II

on
Sync. Sep.

September,

1962.

9

IC120

R417007

HT+2

OipF

k

To L8,R35 on

Vision strip

R94

To

A

56k

',

/l

C109

35pF

neutral side
of AC mains

R123
47k

7 R11O 22k

OO1pF

2,6

CI15

TC

1OpF

g

V14
PL81
P11

100k
C110
$47pF

Brilliance

Frame
coils

V12B

To TRI

Frame
Output

5

%ECC82

R115

R98

I470k

200k

122k
Line
Hold
(pre-set)

To TV/FM

2000

O5yF

2

66k

C123

switch on

pF

Sound IF

strip

Contrast

To R40 on

P2
IM

Vision strip

Line
Hold

Fig. 6 -The line timebase and C.R. tube circuitry.

not at one end but the picture cannot be made to
lock, check VII, C92 (0.003µF), C91 (0.05µF) and
R69 (2.2M). At this stage it may be mentioned that
V13 (PL84) is the frame output valve, VV.
is part frame and part line oscillator Ad V11
is
part frame oscillator and frame interlace
Thus, whilst VII is concerned wholly withdiode.
the
frame timebase, V12 is associated with both frame
and line timebases. It is worth bearing this in mind
when line timebase faults are experienced.
Before turning from the frame timebase,
the symptom of no frame scan at all however,
may be
discussed.

Horizontal White Line
This denotes a complete breakdown
circuit. Before making routine tests, itin istheasframe
well
to check upon one or two points first.
See that the leads to the frame scan coils
are
properly connected, that the plug has not been
accidentally pulled out of the TR1 frame output
transformer. See that VII and V13 are lighting
up
HT+1
R124

KZ +2

PY782

1500

0000000

C126A

200YF

1100NF

8125

300

R126

300

205V
PL1

PY82

Closed
on T.V.

%%

not only by the heater not visibly glowing, but also
by a white deposit on the inside of the envelope. A
purple glow in the PL84 may indicate a similar
condition.
The next step is to see that H.T. is reaching pin
7 of the PL84 or the pin 7 tag of the TRI frame
output transformer. Absence of voltage here may
well denote an open circuit in the primary winding
of this transformer and it is as well to check
(0.001µF) for shorts although a short in'C100
this
capacitor is more likely to cause the IA fuse to blow
rather than the winding of TRI to fail.
C100 is associated with the transformer and is
not on the timebase panel.
If C100 is found
shorted, check C111 (0.1µF -top left of the
base panel) as a dangerous rise in voltage attimeV13
anode takes place if the linearity circuit becomes
o.c. This rise will exceed the voltage rating
of
C100 and will probably cause sparking at the
V13 valveholder and at TRI.

5

CHI

C72673

w4

as one may have a cracked envelope and may
therefore be " gassed ". This is usually' evidenced

ÿa

V18 V17

226V

245V

R120

Ri21

6118
7

6119

200

210

63.30

On/Off

CH2

switch

FS1

6117

3680

( CRT

F

VIO

LP

VI
L15

Closed

on EM

1550

V2

V9
L14

CH6

VB V7 V3

CH5

vvnV.

.

V4

V5

CH4

V6 V13

C125
V71

V12

,¡

máDS

CH3

r -A111500pFadtorspling

C13T

Ó.02yF

T133T13°
Fig. 7 -The power supply secctions of the receiver.
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Line Timebase -Line Hold

If the picture appears as a scramble of lines,
which the hold control may or may not correct
temporarily, check V12. The lines may resolve
themselves after a period of time but this period
may be extended each time the receiver is switched
on. Replacement of V12 will usually clear the
fault. It a new valve results in the hold control
midbeing at the end of its travel, rotate this to its for
a
position and adjust P10, the pre -set line hold
locked picture. Check V14 (PL81) if necessary.can
If the valves are in order and neither control
lock the picture, check R95 (100k) which can go
high.
This condition should not be confused with the
symptom of loss of line sync, where the picture can
but
be made to hover at about the correct position
will not hold. This should direct attention to C109
(35pF) and if the frame locking is also weak, or
unobtainable, check V6 (PCL84) the triode section
of which functions as the sync separator, and R65
(100k) C53 (0.1µF).
Lack of Width
Check V12, V14 and V15 and note that persistent
low
failure of V14 (PL81) may be due to a drive
emission V12 (ECC82) providing insufficient If the
which results in V14 becoming overheated. height,
lack of width is accompanied by lack of
the
particularly at the bottom of the picture, check
H.T. voltage which should not be below 190. If it

1

R126, as
is, check V17 and V18 and also R125 and
of these may fail causing one PY82 to be

either
upon
inoperative and thus throwing the whole loadC126A
the other. If the H.T. is well down, check
(1001AF)

which may be o.c.

Distorted Sound -TV Only
Check R59 (4.7M), MR2 and C83.
Distorted Sound -F.M. Only
If weak, check C84 (5µF) and V9 EB91. Suspect
this is
reflected signals on the aerial and ensureeffect
of
efficient and correctly sited. Nate the
using a separate, if temporary, horizontal dipole or
H- aerial correctly aligned.
All Sound Distorted
Check V10 and the loudspeaker. Check C106 for
leakage, C108 for a short, and the value of R93
R86
(390f2). If the sound is weak, also check
(100k).
Order but No Results on F.M.
fail to light
If the valves light up on TV, but all will
almost
on F.M., check R117 (368t1) which light,
check
certainly be found o.c. If the valves
R124 (15012).
TV in

To R29.R40

and C50 on
Vision IF strip

To P2 Contrast
and R115 Tv

R48

R47

R53

1k

T4

L1O

M.

47M

R54
27k

1

C715_1 C76

C 65

Ç55.

í

©f}I,óT

+,*
L...;
20pF

C66
20pF

C57
20pF

IL.

2

/

7

2

4-1-5
C

54"-

c60-...

C73
1500pF

R44
39C)l

1500pF

1500p

C58
1500pF--""

C59-1500pF

T

T

-

R45

2200

1

C69
1500pF

C671-

0.05.p F

R50 1M

R4612k_
Fig. 8a -The circuit

of the sound

I.F.
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F.M. in Order, No Results on TV
If some valves light when switched
F.M., but
none when switched to TV, check theto heaters
of
V15, V14, V12, Vii, V13, V6, V5 and V4.
Check

with neon or meter in the order given (the
pins are 4 and 5 except for the ECC82 valves heater
which
use pins 4, 5 and 9).
UNBO XING
M74HFC, SC270, M247HFC and SC24
Proceed as for the TPS180,
M74T,
T278 and T24 (dealt with on MP18,
page
last
month), but it is unnecessary to remove 534
the side

panel and knobs. Also there are two studs
on the
rear of the cabinet floor to enable the chassis
to
be rested and hinged backwards with support
cords
connected to the tube assembly.
Complete Removal

Remove the knobs and panel and front screen.
On table models, lay the set face -downward
and
remove the bottom four fixing screws. On console
models the four screws are removed from
inside
the cabinet.
Setting up the Controls
Width: This is a plug and socket adjustment

on the rear of the line output transformer.
Line Linearity: This is a shorted turns device
in a paper sleeve on the tube neck with
ring for adjustment. There is a mark on atheplastic
ring
which must be located at the " three o'clock
"
C72
1500pF

September, 1962

position. The sleeve may be slid along
tube
neck into or out of the scanning coils the
expansion or contraction of the left sideto ofeffect
picture. Contraction occurs as the sleeve the
is
inserted further into the coils. It must not be
inserted too far, or overheating may occur and
general lack of width be experienced.
Centring
Our diagram (Fig. 2 last month) depicts
type
of centring device consisting of two platesonewhich
are magnetised. As these plates are rotated, in
relation to each other, the picture is shifted accordingly.
The alternative shift device is a
holding a
round magnet. Shift is achieved clamp
by rotating the
magnet in its clamp or by rotating the clamp
round
the tube neck as necessary.
Frame Form or Linearity
The top of the picture is adjusted by P5 which is
situated near the aerial socket and the
of
the bottom is adjusted by P6, locatedformation
on the top
left side of the timebase panel.
Line Hold
The external control (P9) is mounted near the
aerial socket. This should be set at approximately
its mid -position and the picture locked by adjustment to the slider of P10 on the bottom left of the
timebase panel.
(Continued on page 582)

To Tuner
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-
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Fig. 8b -The sound detector and

output stages.
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MASTER
cam
YON
EL tOTRON/
COMPREHENSIVE

BRITAIN'S MOST
PRACTICAL COURSE
IN RADIO ELECTRONICS
TELEVISION I

LEARN BY BUILDING
NOW for your
HOBBY
CAREER
OWN BUSINESS

YOU RECEIVE
Complete kits of equipment
as illustrated.
Complete set of experimental

T/I/ESE SPECIAL TRAIN/MC..
YOURS -TO, k'EEP
KITS
>

manuals.

Complete set of "pictureway" theory books.
Modern test-yourself
examination sheets.
Study programme.
Unlimited consultation with
Tutors.

®

RADIOSTRUCTOR
TO RADIOSTRUCTOR (DEPT. M102)
READING, BERKS.
Name

--

_..BLOCK

_

CAPS

Address

_,._...PLEASE
(We do not employ representatives)
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORP. LTD.
CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM,

38

"SABRINA"

LONDON, N.W.I

retephone PRlmroee 9090
Express postal service. All orders despatched
despatch of C.O.D. orders D telephoned be ore/lame day as received. Immediate
3.30 p.m.
042 17/6 787
8/- E180F 84/6 E140
7/- (3301 22/8
OB2
17/6 767
9/6 EA50
2/- EZ41
7/. 12329
14/QZ4
6/. 7V7
9/6 E476
9/6 6180
7/- 1.3339 16/2
1A5
6/- 7 Y4
EABC80 9/- 2161
7/.
(7404
8/6
1A76T 12/- 96W6 14/1/1 F.AF42 9/. GZ30
9/.
29/1
165
12/8 1001
18/. E1334 2/8 0232 10/- U801
G4020 18/2
11)6
10 /8 10C3 25/11
E841
8/8 0334 14/- UABG90 91106
17/6 1091 25/11 EB91
4/. HI00933/11 UA942 9/8
SHOOT 10/6 101,01115/7 EBC3
38/10
20/. UB41 1D/1L4
3/6 10P13 15/- EBC33 5/- 11V112
40/. UB041 8/G
1LD5
6/- 10(14 18/0 EBC41 8/6 KT33C
29/1 UB(81 11/1LN5
6/- 1240614/11 EB(81 8/- KT36
i;
1N5GT 10/6 124D618/10 EBF80 9/- KT41 23/10 UBF'80 9/.
12/6 UBF89 9/8
IRS
6/6 124E6 18/7 EBF83 13/7 KT44
l2/8 UCC84 14/8
184
9/- 124117 8/- EBF89 9/6 KT61
KT63
7/. UC088 0/.
185
1_AH8
ECM
6/8 KT66 15/- L'CF80 18/2
11'4
3/6 12AT8 18/8
7/8 9.C54
6/- KT88 43/6
9/6
1U5
6/2AT7 8/- EC70 12/8 KTW81 6/6 UCH4.3
9/6
3A4
8/- 126117
ECK 27/6 KTW62 7/6 UCH81
UC1.82 11/6
345
10/e 12A17 8/6
ECOS
7/6
13/.
8/8 UC'1.83 18/9
3B7
12/6 12BA6 8/. 1E01234 28/11 KTW63
7/8 UF41
9/3D6
5/. 128E6 9/- EIX'35 8/6 KTZ63
8/- 11E42 12/6
34
7/6 12K5 17/6 ECC'40 17/6 1.83
MH1.D613/8
UF80 10/6
3Q56T 9/6 19AQ5 10/6 ECCOI
MU12/14
8/- 11985
9/384
7/. 19111 10/- ECC82 8/8 1437
22/8 UF86 13/6
8V4
7/8
14/11 ECM 7/6 N78
22/9
9/.
0640Y 17/6 2001
2011 25/11 ECC64 9/- N108 28/10 UF89
1.11,41
10/6
5Ú4O
8/8
25/11 ECC85 8/8 1308
20/1 UTA4 35/11
5146 10/. 201,1
20P1 26/11 ECCOB 18/16/- UL48 14/C
OY3
8/8 201'3 22/9 ECF80 10/6 N339
P6l
3/6 U1.84
8/8
513
19/6 20P4
ECF82
PCt)64
8/. UM4 17/9
5146
9/- 20(5 26/11 ECF86 10/8
19/5 PCC85 9/6 1.15134 18/10
22/8
ECHC
I 22/8
PLC88
25140
18/11/8
UM8o 14/11
6A8
26/ECH35
PC`C89
9/- UY1N 18/S
84(27
4/- 276U 19/5 F.C1142 8/6
9/6 90280 8/- U Y`21 18/2
7/6AG5
5/8 2807
8/- ECHBF 9/- PCF82 10/8 UY41
7/6
6407
7/6 3001
6/- 601183 18/7 PCP84 16/2 UY85
7/OAKS
9/- 30F5
30FL1 10/- ECL80 9/- (CF86 9/6 VP5B 22/6
ECL8'3
10/6
PCL82
3011
10/- VP13C
8/64M6 4/8
ECL83
18/9 PCL83 10/6 VE105 8%-'
9/6ÁQ5
7/6 301,15
13/- 61:L86 16/2 PC1.84 9/8 VR150 7/6
SATO
7/- 3094
6E9
32/9 PC1.85 12/8 W76
7/6
5/6
6AUO 10/- 30(12
EP2'2
14/- PCL86 16/2 W107 18/2
30PL1
10 /6
606$
7/6 30(1,1312/8
4/. PENA4 22/9 W723 19/5
8E30
6BE8
6/- 35LOGT
9/8 EF374 8/- PEN46 7/6 166
12/6
6B66 3/5/6 PL33
18/9 X78
22/8
7/6 EF39
68.16
6/- 35W4
15/. P1.36 15/- 179
22/8
OBQ7A 16/- 35Z40T 8/- F.F40
2E41
9/.
PL38
25/11 1109 16/10
6B117 13 /6 35Z5OT 9/.
EF42
PL81 10/8 Y63
6008 18/2 501ä 10/- EF50(A)10/6
7/6
/8 166
17/6
6BW6 8/6 50L6OT 10/- EF59(E) 7/- P1.82
5/- P1.83
9/- Z77
4/8
6BW7
4/- 85A2 18/- 6E54
PL84
5/12/4
90AG
6(24
67/0
61-

STILL WELL IN
FRONT

.

-

I

6(25

606
609
6(146
64JW4

691

6/6
6/6
13/8

9/-

244/-

87/8
16/37/6
37/6
150B2 18/-

90CG
901:V
807

7/6

5763
7475

^/8
7/6

AZ31
AZ41
B36

18/7

5/. CL33
CY1
5
8/. CY31

18/9
18/2

26/11
7/.
11/6
6E23 10 /8

6F6ß
6213
6E24
6E33
615

90AV
9001

12/6
7/6

10/.

E1,73
F:F80

FF83
EF86
EF89
EF92

10/6

and

9/.

PM84 16/10
P14
10/6
PY32 18/6
PY80
7/6
PY81
7/6

0A73

8/-

4%8

PY83

OA81

3/.

6/6/10/6

EF97 18/E998 18/EF183 18/2
12%8

9Y88
PZ30
R12

8/8
18/19/5

0470

OA86

0A91

04

12/6
11/15/.
627GT 10/8 DA032 10/6 E1.34
81,38 25/11
6K7G
5/- DAF'91 8/- EL41
9/.
6K7GT 6/- DAF96 9/6
10/8
6K8GT 10/6 0041 18/7 E1,42
6686 8/8 DF33 10/6 E1,81 10/2
19
6625 19/5 DF66 15/. 61284
8LI
22/9
3/8 E1.85 18/7
6Lß0
9/. DF96
8/8 8186 18/10
6L7GT 7/6 0297
PI61216
13/. 01433 ty8
10/6
61,020 15/7 0632 12/- 6195
E1.820 13/2
61.28 25/11 0691
d/6 81.8.3125/11
6Q70
9/- EL822 10/6
6/8 0692
BQ7GT 11 /- 0696
8/8 EM34
9/6
611741
DL'33
9/8
23(10
61250 17/6 01,66 17/6 81671
EM80
9/6VBG
7/. 01.68 15/- EM 81
9/6
6 V6GTG 9/8 01.71
15/. EM84 10/6
614
5/. DL(r3
7/- 8M8516/10
6XSOT 111. 0194
7/6 EN 31
6/3012 10 /. 0196
8/6 KY .i1 53/9/.
787
8/6 DM70
7//, E Y83
6
705
8/. 9805' "0/- E Y84 14%E
706
8/- E831, 30/. EY86
9/.

6P43

18/6

0C16W

35%e

0(22

25/26/-

0F9

i

31325

OCl!

0C26
0C36

16/21/6

219

01244

9/8
9/22/6

8/-

0028

0C45

1124

29/1

U26
U31

10/-

ÓG70

11/6
25/11
25/11

0071

6/6
8/8

01273

18/-

033
U35
U37
1545

U50
U52
U54
U76
U191
U201
U251

:6/11

18/6
/6
8/8
10/6
6/-

16/2

18/2

14/.

14

01265

0072
0ß73

8/7/.

0(281

6/8/-

0079

0(282
OC83
01284

0(170
0(2171

17

INCH

£11.10.0

* Guaranteed
months.
Components.
* visions.
Rental
tele** Two Terms-London
more,
extra.
* Demonstrations daily.
** -3916 per allowance
12

Tubes,

Valves,
Ex

and repossessed

channels

716

H.P.

area.

Legs

set.

Part exchange
on
Radios, TV's, etc.
Personal collection advised; special
delivery by arrangement, or B.R.S.
(Ins., Carr., 301.).

DUKE& Co. (London) Ltd.
621/3 ROMFORD RD.
MANOR PARK E.I2.

8/.

01276

INCH

£7.10.0

25/.
26/.

005

48/6

COMPLETE TELEVISIONS

9%6

T41
0/TY86F 18/U12/14 8/6

ITV

Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

36

61.41

12/8
3/6
17/2

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.

4/8/8

5%8

8(61

.., £5. 0.01 For
... £5.10.0 }Single
... f8. 0.0J Tubes
ALL C.W.D. -TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:
12 " -87f6;
14 "/17" -97/6;
21" -147/6
FREE Pass. transit & Ins, anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

3/-

0.42195 0

EL33
EL33

now ..
...
to 17" now ...
21" now ...
...
12"
14"

dtodea

141-

6J
6J7ß

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES (including electrostatics)

Transistors

1118

16/-

Make your TV set 100% again before Prices
rise. (You have been warned!)

REGUN TUBES

ILFord 6001/3

Stamp for

10/-

6/.

FREE

list.

SPEAKERS

8/6
9/6

U281
19/5
OCP71 890%6
11282
22/. VC/R2 9/8
71ETAL RECTIFIERS. 0ß161B 13 /.. DEA
NE and DRM3B 15 /8. LW 81/R140 7/11, EMI 5 /3. RM2 7/6. RM3 7/9. R144
14/-, 1165 19/6, 14496 17/6.
2(:1011177%8. 166(1 EL16.118/8. ÌC3121
/-. 16RD 2.2.8 1 12/..116131ßt..18

/6.

ELECTROLYTIC$ Can types: 321x/32/450 v.e5
/9. 50 x 50 3505 y. 7/... 64 rí201
850 v. 8/3. 00 x 250/275 v. 9/6. 100 x 400/275 v.12/8.
100 /275 v, 3/.. 200/275 v.
4/-, 100 o 200/275 v. 9/8. Tubular types: 87450 v,
1/9. 16)450 V. 2 /9. 32/450 v.
8/9. 8 x 8/450 v. 8/. 16 r 16/450 v, 4/ -. 32 e 32/350
v. 4/.. 8 x 16/450 v. 9/9.
Poet /packing chargea 6d. per item except where
stated.
Orders over f3 poet
free. C.O.D. 2/6 extra. Shop hours 8.30 -5.30.
Bata. 1 p.a.. Any parcels
Wared against damage in transit for only 6d. extra.

8'9
EACH
6in. Bin. 7in. x 4in. Money back
guaranteed. Enquire for other
sizes. Ex. mfd. salvage. P.P. 1/3,

Portable Extension Speakers, 1919. "New Purchase" 8ín
P.M.

in Rexine carrying case
with lead. Ideal for sick room,
kitchen, stereo, etc. P.P. 4/3.
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..
..

99/6
90/-

I5, 14, 12 in.

70/-

21

in.

17

in.

Terms available.
Guaranteed ONE YEAR.
Ins., Carr., I216.
Add El, refundable on
receipt of your OLD tube.
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SOUND -ON- VISION

and

By J.

VISIONON -SOUND
7EARLY

all viewers have experienced the

at some time or other
symptom of sound -on- visionthe
effect as the result
exhibit
receivers
most
and
control. Both
of maladjustment of the fine tuning

by a telethe sound and vision signalsupradiated
simultaneously by
vision transmitter are picked
the
the aerial at slightly different frequencies,
signals are condifference being 3.5Mc /s. Both
stage
veyed by the downlead to the R.F amplifier
must be wide
in the tuner. We response of which
simultaneously.
enough to amplify both signals
both signals,
The frequency changer also accepts
two I.F.
and as there is just one local oscillator,
frequency
the
of
output
at
the
are
produced
signals
vision signal
changer, one corresponding to the
/s, corresponding
and another, displaced by 3.5Mcthe
sound I.F. is
to the sound signal. Whether
on whether
below or above the vision I.F. depends
frequency equal
the local oscillator is working at a I.F.
or the signal
to the signal frequency minus the
frequency plus the I.F.

the sound is at

set is tuned to Channel 4 where
and that
58.25Mc/s and the vision at 61.75Mcis/s,working at
the local oscillator on that channel
frequencies by a
96.4Mc /s; i.e. above the signalThis
means, then,
I.F.
the
to
equal
frequency
the vision
with
heterodyne
will
oscillator
that the
of 34.65Mc/s
I.F.
vision
a
produce
and
frequency
frequency
and will also heterodyne with the sound
Thus, in
to produce a sound I.F. of 38.15Mc /s. is working
this case, where the local oscillatorsound I.F. is
above the signal frequencies, the
above the vision I.F.
are, in fact, the
The I.F.'s given in this example
are to be found in
now " standard " I.F.'s which The
set -up is given
almost all modern receivers.
earlier models,
in diagrammatic form in Fig. 1. In
operating below the
the local oscillator was often that
the sound I.F.
signal frequencies, meaning
2). On multi(Fig.
I.F.
vision
the
below
was
simply means
change
channel
a
receivers,
channel
and the
that both the incoming frequencies
in
oscillator frequency are changed simultaneously
vision I.F.'s
the same ratio, so that the sound and
remain the same.
Sound
Vision

-58.25

Mc/sue-

-61.75

fa

Amplifier

Mixer
Vision

-A

Local

Oscillator
96.4 MO

a
block diagram of the first two stages in
I
and vision.
television receiver common to both sound
38.15McIs and
The standard I.F.'s (e.g., sound at
local oscilvision at 34.65Mc/s) are produced by the
causing
lator operating above the signal frequencies,
I.F.
the sound I.F. to be higher than the vision

Fig.

Sound IF
16 Mc/s

Mixer

Local

Oscillator
42.25 Mc/s
early TV sets, the sound I.F. was often
Fig. 2
focal oscillator
lower than the vision I.F., since the
incoming frequenthe
below
operate
to
arranged
was
example using such
cies, as this diagram shows. An
72 series of receivers.
a combination is the Ultra

-In

I.F

34.65 MciS
Tuner
Unit

f

Vision IF
135 Mc%S

4----

Sound IF
38.15 Me/s

Sound plus Vision
R F

Channel

-61.75 Mc/

RF
Amplifier

important and should be
that the
cleared up completely. Let us suppose
sound
Vision

- 58.25 Mc/s z} Channel 4 -m-

Sound plus Vision

Sound and Vision I.F.'s
This factor is rather

I--

Longnse

Sound and Vision Separation

operate the loud To make the sound signalwork
the picture tube

speakei and the vision signal
of the two
without interaction, absolute separation
place in
takes
separation
This
occur.
must
signals
either directly
the sound and vision I.F. channelsthat " frequency
after the frequency changer (note
of mixing
changer " relates to the dual functions
signal) of
and the production of a local oscillator
stage which may also
after the first I.F. amplifieramplify
both the sound
be wide -band to accept and
and vision signals simultaneously.
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The current trend is to use a
common I.F. amplifier stage for

both vision and sound signals
before splitting into the two
separate channels, and a typical
circuit along these lines is given in
Fig. 3. Here V3 is the common
I.F. amplifier valve which picks up
the sound and vision I.F. signals
from the tuner. V4 is the vision
I.F. amplifier valve and V9 the
sound I.F. amplifier valve. GR1 is
the vision detector diode, while the
diodes in V10 are used for the
From
sound detector. The triode section
tuner
of V10 is simply the sound A.F.
amplifier and diode GR2 is the
sound interference limiter, these
C26
items being included here for the
1000pF
sake of completeness.
Now, unless the sound and vision
signals are held in their respective
To
channels, the sound will enter the
Contrast
control
picture signal and cause the picture
to jump about in sympathy with
the sound modulation, and the
vision will enter the sound signal
and produce a disconcerting buzz
from the loudspeaker, which will
alter both in pitch and volume
with changes in picture content.
The former is known as sound -onFrom L13
on
vision and the latter as vision -oncommon
sound. In severe cases of sound F stage
on- vision, the picture may fail to
lock during loud passages of sound,
particularly at high audio-frequency, the effect being line tearing,
frame jumping or both.
In the I.F. channels, two artifices
are adopted to avoid interchange of
signals. In the vision channel,
tuned circuits, known as sound
rejectors, are included to suppress
the response to the sound signal,
while in the sound channel, the
normal I.F. tuning is such that the
response embraces only the sound
signal -the response or amplification being right down at the fringe
of the vision signal.

September, 1962

)

1,C32

R1

1000pF

1k

2p %% 3-30pF

R28

HT+

R27
1k

k

TC1

16

L12
C

8.5mA

1

22.F
C34
33pF

V3

Z77

8.2mA
V4

GR1
r!

5

Z77
14

6

TC2

2-8pF

red

L17

O

C37

24pF
2
3

4

R21

47n

3

L15

L18á

4

C44

C43B
1000pF

SBpF

Vision

R24

C27

2.7k

TOOOpF

output
C43A

100
pF

To C2 on

Sound channel

r

R29
120

////////,

HT+
R22

I

2.2k

AF
output

C16

001.p F

1C0ÓÓ

pF

173

R17
Circuit Techniques
0.04
47k
jjF
1000
pF
Across the tuned anode load
OpF
(L12) of V3 in Fig. 3 exist both
the sound and vision I.F. signals in
amplified form, so that at this point
it is necessary to separate them and
Fig. 3 -This circuit shows how the sound
and vision I.F. signals are
feed them to their respective
separated after the common I.F. amplifier
state V3. Here, V4 is the
channels. On sound, this is accomvision 1.F. amplifier valve fed via C34 and
V9 is the sound I.F. amplifier
plished firstly by the tuned circuit
valve fed via L 13 and C2.
L13, C30, C31 and TC1, which is
inductively coupled to L12. This circuit,
I.F. by L4. L4 feeds an untuned secondary windis tuned to the sound I.F. (or, sometimes, then,
just ing, the output of which is fed to the
a little away from it to provide
diodes
sound ir. V10. However, further sound I.F.sound
rejection in the vision channel,maximum
discriminaas we shall
tion
is
provided
by
the tuned circuit comprising
see).
The sound signal, so selected, is fed through C2 L5 and stray capacitances, this also being tuned
to
the
sound
I.F.,
and
given
to the control grid of the sound I.F. valve,
required circuit
the continuity back through the the
anode circuit of which is also tuned to the
sound interference
sound
limiter circuit.

,,,r,,
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Thus, provided all the tuned circuits mentioned
above are tuned to the sound I.F., the tooverall
cater
response will be only just wide enoughthe vision
for me sound carrier and sidebands, and
signal and its sidcbands will fall outside the sound
of
response (Fig. 4). This happens automatically, for
course, there being no special circuits involved
vision rejection, as there are for sound rejection

in the vision marine.
However, should the sound I.F. alignment be
out of adjustment, then there is every likelihood
of the vision breaking into the sound channel. Why
this could happen is revealed by the broken -line
Sound

Vision response

response

Incorrect
sound

response

a

Frequency --o-

¡

lñsion
lF

Soiund
I.F

sound I.F.
Fig. 4-This diagram shows that when the
sound response
stages are aligned correctly, the
signals, but
curve is well out of range of the vision
the broken-line
due to misalignment (as shown by
certainly
curve), the sound response will almost
vision -onembrace the vision response and cause
sound.

could
response curve in Fig. 4, which very well
the sound
occur due to incorrect adjustmenttheof response
is
1.F. trimmers and slugs. Here, into the vision
somewhat off tune and spreads well
two
response. Such maladjustment would cause
maximum
faults: one, low sound output, requiring
two, very bad
setting of the volume control and
by the
aggravated
vision-on- sound, the latter being
to be turned
fact that the volume control now has
up to a setting which is higher than normal.
The Cure

fine
If severe vision -on -sound occurs when thesound
tuning control is adjusted for maximum
vision, and if
consistent with minimum sound-on-the
trouble is
there is no sound -on- vision, then
sound I.F.
almost certainly caused by a misaligned
on Band I
charinel unle,s the trouble occurs only
resolves
simply
case
in
this
cure
The
III.
or Band
channel is
to realignment and, provided the visionwithout
any
normal, realignment is often possible
special equipment.
necesLooking again at Fig 3, all that would beTC1,
in
sary is careful adjustment to L5, L4 and
output with
that order, to give maximum sound
best vision,
the tine tuning control adjusted for the
vision. It is
consistent with minimum sound-onmost important to ensure that the fine tuning
the
control is adjusted correctly beforethetouching
fine tuning
sound I.F. tuning. This is because vision
carriers
control causes both the sound and I.F. response
to move along the sound and visionin at this time
curves, and all we are interested correctly disis to make the two response curves altering the
placed from each other, simply by

575

width and position of one curve -that associated
would be
with the sound signal. The problem
and the
considerably different if both the sound
later.
vision were affected, as we shall see brought
into
As the sound I.F. circuits are
down
correct tune, so it will be possible to turn
outthe volume control to maintain a given sound
improve
put, and this in itself will progressively
the sound -signal/vision -interference ratio.
Sound Take-off
and that is
There is just one point, however,which,
when
the sound take-off tuned circuit
a little
adjusted for maximum sound, may cause
picture.
sound
fine
tto readjust theadjust
ge, do not be temptedvery
carefully
tuning control, but instead
sound
the sound take -off tuning for maximum
be a little
rejection. The correct tuning point will
sound output,
removed from that for maximum
sound
but not very much and will not impair the
output to any large extent.
tuned
The sound take -off in Fig. 3 comprises thesuch
a
circuit L13, C30, C31 and TC1, and, inthe
concircuit, TC1 must be adjusted to provide
sets use a
ditions previously described. Somecapacitor,
but
dust-iron core instead of a trimmer
the same.
the procedure for adjustment is exactly
the tuned circuit
The sound take -off on all sets isfrom
the common
which feeds the sound signal
valve.
I.F. amplifier stage to the sound I.F. circuit
looks
In effect, the sound take -off tuned rejector,
so
to the vision I.F. channel as a sound
must,
it
although it couples the sound signal
that
nevertheless, be adjusted as a sound rejector;
is, for minimum sound-on- vision.

thit

Sound-on- Visior.

but
Here the problem is a little more involved,
sound, but
let us assume that there is no vision -ontuning
very bad sound -on-vision even with the fine
consistent
control adjusted for maximum sound
At this stage it
with minimum sound-on- vision. on
- vision and
must be noted that sound on most sets
possibly, vision-on -sound will occur tuning
control
(particularly on Band III) if the fine
to ensure
is incorrectly adjusted, so it is imperative maximum
that this control is always adjustedsomfor
nd-on- vision.
sound consistent with minimum
cannot be
However, if sound break -through
there
eliminated by the fine tuner and, provided
where
is a point within the range of the tuner
then misalignmaximum sound can be obtained,
sound
ment of the vision I.F. channel (possibly the
rejectors) is most likely to be responsible.
of the fine
If there is no point within the range
be obtained, and
tuner where maximum sound canincrease
when the
if the sound output tends to
the
control is adjusted to one end of itsbyrange,
incorrect
caused
be
simply
may
here
trouble
tuner
adjustment of the oscillator trimmer in the
The cure
corresponding to the channel affected.
centre
in such cases is to set the fine tuner to the
adjust the
of its range and then very carefully
consistent with
oscillator core for maximum sound
on
minimum sound -on- vision. The oscillator core
through
the channel selected is usually accessible
a hole in the front of the cabinet, directly beneath
the channel selector knob.
(To be continued)
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N receiver design it is always important to
the bandwidth of each tuned circuit is
approp ate to its application. This is especially
important in receivers intended for the reception of
F.M. signals, and, of course, in television receivers,
overall bandwidth is very critical. Where coupling

which is thus the circuit magnification is seen to
be equal to
27rfL

ensureJat

between two inductances has to be adjusted to a
precise value
common problem
is necessary
to know the Q of each coil. The experimenter is
constantly confronted with the question, " What is
the Q of this coil? " and unless he can determine
it in some way his design has to be conducted
an empirical manner. This is time -consuming in
to
say the least, and the instrument described here
which was made up very cheaply at the cost of
about five hours actual construction time-will be
found to pay its way in time saved in a very short
period.
The chief causes of energy loss in coils intended
for tuned circuits are dielectric losses in the
material included in the distributed self-capacitance
of the coil, such as wire insulation and former
material, eddy currents in nearby metallic objects
including slug cores if used -and core losses if
iron dust cores are involved. Skin effect in the wire
of the coil is also important. The normal " ohmic "
resistance is usually negligible, though sometimes it
has to be taken into account. It will thus be seen
that in all practical cases it is hopeless to try to
calculate the losses of a coil, even if with special
arrangements calculation is sometimes possible.
Even more is this the case when the coil is connected to a valve, where other effects occur also
to increase circuit losses; with transistors similar
effects -but more marked-occur.
Coil losses are usually expressed in terms of an
equivalent series resistance damping an ideal coil
of no losses. The " goodness " of the coil can then
be expressed in the following way. If the inductance
of the coil is L and its resistance R, consider a
current I flowing through it at resonance. This
current develops a voltage V =IR, but it is clear
that the voltage developed across the inductance
must be V'= 27rfLI and if 27<fL is greater than R,
as is usually the case, the circuit has exhibited the
property of " circuit magnification ". The ratio
V'
V

-a

-it

-

or expressed simply, as

R

reactance
resistance
This is the quantity which is with certain reservations known as Q; these reservations include the
fact that the self capacitance of the coil has been
neglected or, if thought about, it has been decided
to charge all the losses in the circuit to the account
of the coil. Except in special circumstances this is
justifiable.

-

.

from
Oscillator
R.F.

Fig.

I

-An

explanatory circuit for the Q- Meter.

Q is nearly equal to the reciprocal of the power
factor of the coil. It may be noted that with
capacitors the power factor is usually quoted,
although sometimes Q is used.
The instrument now to be described uses this
effect to measure the Q of a coil. The essential
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. L represents the coil
under test, C a good quality capacitor the losses of
which can be neglected, and R is a small resistor
of which the value is known accurately. An oscillator connected across R causes an R.F. current to
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ERAL

srn
voltage set up by the resistive property of the wire, errors of large
magnitude will occur-not only because of the large spurious voltage
of
itself but also because this voltage is not necessarily in or out
phase with the required voltage.
An example will make this clear. If the resistance is to be 0.152,
its
then the reactance must be such that at the frequency required
then
value does not exceed 0.0111. Suppose the frequency is 50Mc /s,
0.01 x 10'
XL
micr henries
XL =2nfL or

POSE

L-

ETER

very elaborate
This represents a quite unrealisable figure which even in
instruments cannot be attained. In fact, the Q value at such frequencies has to be obtained by other methods.
in this
Accordingly, a much larger value of resistance is used
a measured
instrument, namely 151. This resistor is made up from
is mounted
length of resistance wire, is wound non -inductively, and
on a support of special construction of which the inductance is
we

y D. R. Bowman

flow through the resistor and
this causes a small voltage to
be developed across it. The
resistor R forms part of the
series circuit LCR, and thus

-

2'f 63x50x10'
= 0.000032 microhenries.

2.5x10

i

3x
15Mcis

4x

the R.F. voltage is injected
into the circuit. Resonance is
achieved by adjusting the
value of C or by varying
10Mc/s
the frequency of the oscillator, -9Mc/s
or both, and a much larger
voltage then developed across
BMc/s
L is measured by means
7M c/s
of a valve voltmeter of
very high input resistance.
6Mcis
The R.F. current input has of
course to be known and it is
5Mc/s
convenient to measure this
with a thermocouple milliammeter which can be calibrated
accurately in a simple manner.
The introduction of the
resistance R naturally increases
the resistance of the circuit,
and so R has to be kept as
T
small as practicable. In com2.5MC/s
the
mercial instruments
standard value of R is 0.0451;
this is not easy for the
2Mc/s
amateur to manage, and necheavy
a
of
use
the
essitates
current. In addition there is a
much worse trouble to be --15Mc/s
encountered, which will now
be discussed.
This is the reactance of the
resistance wire and its leads.
1.0Mc /s
It will be realised that any
900kc/s
wire, however short and thick,
possesses some inductance. If
800kc /s
the wire carries R.F. current a
voltage equal to 211LI is set
700kc/s
up across it, and when it is
600kc /s
mentioned that half an inch of
22s.w.g. wire has an inductance of about 0.01 micro 500kc /s
henries, it will be realised that
a
even
by
up
the voltage set
400kc /s
small current may not be
negligible. If it is not negligible in comparison with the

5x10'

6x10°
7x10
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8x10"

9x1ó'
10'
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2x10'
pr and
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.g+

{LL
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4x
0-01

0.015

-0.02
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3
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5x10
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7x104
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Fig. 2

-A nomograph

CAR

8x103
9x103
10s

for finding-the value of ARwC.

e
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about 0.001 microhenries. The instrument can
then be used with good accuracy to a frequency
of 10Mc /s.
However, the introduction of as much as 10 into
a tuned circuit is sufficient to render the observed
value of circuit magnification much less than Q,
unless Q is quite low. Fortunately, the means
needed to apply the appropriate correction also
affords an alternative means of measuring Q at
higher frequencies. This is in fact a calibrated
variable capacitor.
At the risk of repeating the well-known, it will
be as well to have a look at the very simple mathematics of the circuit. Let r be the intrinsic R.F.
resistance of a coil of which the inductance is L,
and R the inserted standard resistance. The circuit

September, 1962

It is quite usual for the inductance of a coil,
when wound, to be known only very approximately.
Hence equation (2) is best rearranged so that capacitance is involved rather than inductance; it is
usual for a single variable capacitor to do duty for
tuning over all ranges of frequency, and its calibration is not a difficult matter, though of course it
needs some care and time. The rearrangement is
carried out by remembering that at resonance
1

wL

Substituting in equation (2)
A

Q

- - ARcoC

(3)

1

071

r

-

Xc= XLorwL =

2000pF

HT+

VR3 5k
Balance

R810M

250V

NM.M

R910M
V2
BSI

C8

E

C02.pF

\

Coll under

test

RF

=

curlrent

í

:183 RS

D1

OÁ81

'¡see
:,..text)

+

,Set Osc

R15

Amp at

VC2
see text)

+2V

VR1

-:control

Voltmetér
range

see=

text.'2000pF

47k l'2W

.¡.Resonate

75(]RF

$SOOQ

CIO O25NF
R20

R12?
47 k:

F

200OGT
Vacuum

'thermocouple A

SIB

To coil under

test

St.

y js

V

.110.0

5,2R17Me4 mg

${

VOIts

$4 k

11

5000F

816-R20 values
see text)

Fig. 3 -The circuit.

magnification observed is A, while C is the total
capacitance of the circuit (including the capacitance
of the calibrated variable capacitor at its setting)
and w =2-j.
wL
wL
Then Q =
and A =
Q
So

Now

=

- -sor -

r +R

r

r +R

and Q

Q=

=

wL

A(r +R)

=

or

R

A(1+-)...(1)

wL

r
Q
Substituting in equation (1) above
Q

A(1

+ QR) = A +ARQ
wL

Cross -multiplying,

coLQ =AWL
coLQ
ARQ
AcoL

-

or Q

=

-AR

cot.

+ARQ
= AtoL
(2)

From this equation it can be seen that if the circuit
magnification A, the operating frequency, the
inductance of the coil and the added standard
resistance are known, Q can be calculated simply
enough.

From equation (2) or (3) it will be noted that if
the added resistance R is very small Q = A. This
is the way it would be most desirable to use the
instrument, but it is out of the question, unless Q
is relatively low. However, the formula enables the
true value of Q to be obtained from the observed
quantity A. The formula should always be applied
when A is found to be 60 or more. Fig. 2 is a
nomograph from which the value of ARwC can be
found easily and with sufficient accuracy. The use
of this will avoid the tedious calculations of ARwC,
and the chance of getting the decimal point in the
wrong place.
The circuit diagram of the Q-meter is shown in
Fig. 3. It consists of a small power oscillator in
which the range required is selected by means of a
Yaxley switch. Tuning is accomplished in the usual
way with an air- spaced capacitor of good quality.
In the prototype, this component had a maximum
capacitance of about 80pF, but a larger one would
not be unsuitable except r°rhaps on the highest
frequency range, 30- 50Mc /s. The oscillator has
provision for amplitude stabilisation. This is
necessary to minimise the amount of harmonic
current generated, and the stage operates without
grid current. If harmonics are present in any great
quantity, it will be seen that the reading of the R.F.
milliammeter will include them. But the tuned
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circuit picks out the fundamental-the frequency
to which it is tuned-and so reads a lower voltage
than is accountable to the R.F. current flowing.
The arrangement used works very well, and has
the advantage of being simple. It has however the
property of employing negative feedback, and
because of this it is possible that at the lower frequencies audio oscillations may be set up which
modulate the oscillator. This is no disadvantage
in this particular application.
The ranges to be provided are at the discretion of
the constructor. Details of the coils used in the
COMPONENTS LIST (Fig. 3)
Resistors (all 1W, unless otherwise stated):
10M
RI
RI
100k
R12 47k
2.2k
R2
R13 47k
R3
RI4 47k ;W
R4
see Table 1
RI5 47k ;W
R5
R6
R7
R8

R9
RIO
VRI
VR2
VR3

prototype will be given, and the ranges used may
well be found to be generally suitable. If not,
similar proportions may be used in other coils
wound to the constructor's own needs. There is little
point in attempting to go to much higher frequencies
as accuracy is not very likely to be obtainable.
The valve voltmeter consists of a vacuum diode
with a very high input resistance and its output is
amplified by a triode arranged in a cathode follower
circuit. Drift of this D.C. amplifier is exceedingly
small, and zero stability is very good also. The
number of ranges of voltage provided may occasion
some surprise. The reason for this provision is
that the valve voltmeter has many uses, and can be
used independently of the Q-meter for any purpose
desired. The actual ranges provided will depend
on what indicating meter is available. The prowHT+
250V

see text

R17

10M
10M
10M

R19
R20J

RI

2000pF
500pF
33pF
2000pF

text

VCI
Valves:
EL9I
VI
see

V2

see

R21

3.3k 2W

C12°

switch

Rectifier

'C13

i6pF

16NF

text

On/Off

Half -wave

4

+

R16)

5000 variable
75U variable
5k variable
Capacitors:
2000pF
CI
C3
C4
C5
C6
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250Vp¡

30mA
AC
mains
R.F

Oscillator

screening box

CI1

2000pF
0.02µF mica
0.25µF
0.25µF
5o0pF

VC2

see

C7
C8
C9
C10

EB9I

C2

2000pF

RF
choke

Mains

tr ansforrnSP,

text
V3

iii

ECC84

Meters: see text
General notes on the components employed in
the instrument can be found in the text.
Notes on Capacitors and Resistors:
CI C2 C3 C6 C7 disc -ceramic type
mica or silver -mica
CS Cl2 C13
mica or polystyrene film
C8
high quality tubular
C10 CI
Resistors are all 4W except R14 and RI5, which
are .+W
VRI VR2 VR3 may be wire -wound or carbon track types
R8 R9 RIO RI should be wiped with a clean
rag moistened with carbon tetrachloride
before soldering into place, and not touched
by hand thereafter.

Fig. 4-The circuit of a suitable power-pack for the meter.

Valveholders:
VI
any suitable
ceramic or P.T.F.E.
V2 and V3
Leads A, B, and C:
These leads should be as short as possible,
P.V.C. insulated, and terminated in miniature
crocodile clips.
COMPONENTS LIST (Fig. 4)
C12 16µF 350V
R21 3.3k 2W
CI3 16µF 350V
C2 2000pF ceramic

thermocouple is needed, and such devices usually
have a maximum output of 15mV at about 3mA.
Thus, what is needed to read properly with a
vacuum thermocouple is not a sensitive movement
but one with a low internal resistance. In practice.
the thermocouple may be removed from a "surplus"
instrument and the latter used with the vacuum
thermocouple instead. Most amateurs will possess
a thermocouple type of meter which has been
burned out; this is ideal for the iob, as long as the
movement itself has not been damaged.
The thermocouple specified for the Q-meter was
obtained from L. Glaser and Co. of Aldergate
Street, London.

Rectifier: E250050
Mains on/off switch
Transformer: mains primary; 250V 30mA and
6.3V IA secondaries.

type utilised a 0-25µA movement obtained cheaply
as Government surplus. This enables a low range
of 100mV to be added; it will not in general be
used for the operation of the Q- meter, but is very
useful for other purposes. If an instrument of
500µV f.s.d. is available it will be found to suffice.
The instrument used for measuring R.F. is
worthy of some comment. Small thermocouple
meters are available very cheaply. but they seldom
if ever read as low a current as is needed in this
instrument. Generally they are intended to have a
full scale deflection of about 0.5A to lA. The
current required here is however only about 30mA
to 50mA. To measure this small current, a vacuum

R.F. choke

(To be continued)
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Line and Frame

TIMEBASE
Stabilisation
DETAILS OF CIRCUITS FOR PREVENTING
CHANGES IN PICTURE WIDTH

AND HEIGHT
By T. D. Lawrence

ANY of our readers will have noticed that
almost all television receivers of recent vintage
have far better stabilisation of the line and frame
timebases than their old -style counterparts. With
early receivers, it was often necessary, for example,
to set the height control for a slight overscan of
the frame so that when the set warmed up the
resulting frame shrinkage gave a picture of the
correct height. However, as the set further
increased in temperature, so the frame scan progressively decreased in amplitude, thereby calling
for frequent adjustments of the height control.
In severe cases, frame non- linearity also occurred,
and after the set had been working for several
hours it may have been almost impossible to
produce an ideal frame scan.
Effect is Normal on Old Receivers
Such symptoms are inherent to the design of
early models and, although frequent change of the

(right) -ln order to
maintain a constant loading on the frame output
valve in spite of alteration
in the resistance of the
Fig.

HT+

I

windings of the frame
scanning coils, a thermistor
may be connected in series
with the coils as shown
above.

With increase in

temperature, the coil resistance increases, and the

Thermistor
Frame output
valve

thermistor is chosen and
positioned
so
that its
decrease in resistance with
temperature increase compensates for the opposite
effect occurring in the coils.

From Frame

oscillator

frame amplifier valve may have alleviated the
trouble to a small degree, there was little that
could be done in the way of component replacements to provide a permanent cure. Certain old
sets in use today exhibit such symptoms, and if
the set has been acquired by way of the surplus
market, the new owner may not realise that the
effects are " normal " and may spend hours
unsuccessfully trying to find a remedy. One has
to live with shortcomings of this kind and either
put up with a progressive increase in frame scan
distortion or resort to frequent adjustments of the
height and frame linearity controls.
Similarly, old sets were afflicted with timebase
troubles due to power voltage changes. Again, the

Current
(a)

Current
(b)

Fig. 2 -The resistance of a normal resistor remains
constant with variations in the voltage present across
it; thus, the voltage /current characteristic is linear
os shown in (a). With a voltage- dependent resistor,
however, the resistance is not constant, but fall as
the voltage across it increases. This gives a nonlinear voltage /current characteristic shown in (b).

frame scan -and also the line scan-tended to
decrease badly with a fall of mains voltage. During
the winter months, these symptom? are prevalent
on old sets, while new receivers work quite happily
over a reasonable change of mains voltage. This
is because new models incorporate circuits for
stabilising the timebases aglinst both temperature
change and voltage fluctuations.
Resistance Change

The frame scan amplitude of any television
receiver is governed by the amount of linear
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H.T.+

Boost

H.T.+

R1

100k

1M

00lpF
To

Frame

amplifier

VDR

1.5

1

NF

22k

i
-A circuit showing how a multivibrator frame
generator can be stabilised with a voltage- dependent
resistor.
Fig. 3

Unfortunately, this is virtually impossible, and
the main thing that happens is that the resistance
Copper wire,
of the scanning coils increases.
which is what the scanning coils are wound with,
has what is calied a " positive temperature
coefficient of resistance." This means that as the
temperature of the wire increases, so also does its
resistance.
Now, since the height control has been adjusted
to give the correct scan when the set was first
switches on, and when cold, the increase in resistance of the coils as the set warms up results in
a reduction in scanning current, with a consequent
reduction in spot deflection. Thus, the scan
decreases, and in order to compensate, the height
control has to be turned up a little more. This
is progressive, of course, up to a certain temperature, and as the set warms up to that temperature
so the height control has continually to be
advanced.
If the set is well ventilated, the correct temperature may be reached after ten to twenty minutes,
but if the set is badly ventilated the rise in resistance may go on for almost the whole of the viewing time. This, then, is a point well worth bearing
in mind. If a receiver is extremely unstable over
tong periods of time, ensure that the ventilation
slots in the base and rear covers are completely
free of obstruction. Also make sure that the set
is not operated close to a wall; always leave
plenty of room for air to circulate.
The Use

current rise in the frame scanning coils during
the scanning stroke of the frame oscillator. The
current in the scanning coils is partly limited by
the resistance of the windings, and, to give a full
scan, the height control is adjusted to produce a
scanning current which overcomes this resistance
to give sufficient magnetic flux to cause full vertical
deflection of the scanning spot. All is now well
and would remain well provided all the circuit
elements held solidly in terms of value and
characteristic.
15M

330k/

Height
2M

Blocking oscillator

Boost
HT.+

4-

transformer

To

Frame

amplifier

O

ó150
k

250

kam-

Frame
Hoid

FIA
Fig.

4-In
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this circuit,

a VDR is used to

frame blocking oscillator.

stabilise a

of

o

Thermistor

A very simple method of compensating for the
rise in resistance of the frame scanning coils is
the use of a thermistor. A thermistor is, in
effect, a resistor in which the resistance decreases
when the temperature increases. It is thus a
resistor with a " negative temperature coefficient "
-the exact opposite to the temperature coefficient

of copper wire, for example. The materials used
foi the manufacture of thermistors include semiconducting oxides of iron, nickel and cobalt with
small quantities of other materials added.
Tne temperature of a thermistor can be made
to rise either by placing it in thermal contact with
the heat -producing element or by passing a current
through it. In the former case the resistance can
be arranged to decrease in the same ratio as the
resistance of the heat-producing element increases,
thereby providing a compensating control, while,
in the latter case, the current in a circuit can be
caused to rise at a given rate due to the self generated heat of the thermistor resulting in a fall
of chcuit resistance. The former application is
invariably used in frame timebase circuits, while
the latter is mostly used to avoid current surges
in series- connected heater circuits.
In Fig. 1 is shown the connectipn of a thermistor
in a frame timebase circuit, the thermistor simply
being connected in series with the scanning coils.
However, it is placed either in thermal contact
with the scanning coils themselves or in a critical
position inside the cabinet where it can sample
the temperature with reasonable accuracy.
The thermistor is chosen so that the fall in
resistance matches the increase in resistance of the
coils, and so the current in the coils remains constant over a wide range of temperatures. The
thermistor also ensures that the load on the output
valve remains constant. In that way, once the
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height control is adjusted for a full scan, the scan
remains correct for the current in the coils cannot
alter.
Frame timebase faults, giving the symptoms of
total failure of frame or reduced height, may now
be caused by trouble in the thermistor, and this
component can easily be checked simply by shorting it out. If the frame scan is now restored, then
the thermistor must be replaced. For a temporary
measure, however, the set can be run without
stabilisation (with the defective thermistor shorted)
until the correct replacement is obtained. It is
most important to replace with the correct type,
and to fit it in exactly the same position as the
original. Failure to observe these simple rules
will severely disturb the compensation.
O.05}í F1

1BK

Boost
HT+

Line

IM

scan
coils

c1
37OpF

0
To

EHT
rectifiér

0.01
}IF
RI

100K

2M

5-

Stabilisation of the line timebase is accomplished by the VDR producing a form of line output
stage gain control voltage.
Fig.

of a Voltage- Dependent Resistor
With an ordinary resistor, the resistance value
remains constant despite any variations of the
voltage applied across it -Fig. 2(a). However,
there is a special type of resistor recently introduced in which the resistance is not constant, but
falls as the voltage applied across it is increased
-Fig. 2(b). Such resistors have been evolved by
Mullard Limited, from whom full details can be
obtained.
Resistors of this nature have various interesting
applications, sonic of which have been dealt with
-in past issues of this journal, but to maintain
completeness of this article, the various ways in
which they can be used for timebase stabilisation
will now be considered.
In Fig. 3 is shown a multivibrator frame
oscillator circuit which is stabilised by a voltage dependent resistor (VDR). The symbol of this
component should be noted, for it will be found
more and more in circuits of new receivers. The
amplitude of frame signal fed to the frame
amplifier depends upon the voltage across points
A and B. This means that any change of boost
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voltage as may occur due to a change of mains
voltage, for example, will affect the frame scan
amplitude.
However, with the VDR connected across
points A and B, a decrease in supply voltage will
cause the resistance of the VDR to rise, and
since this component forms the bottom arm of a
potential-divider, with Rl in the top arm, the
actual voltage applied to the oscillator through the
height control will be stabilised.
This circuit, and also that in Fig. 4, which is
a frame blocking oscillator, reduce a 10% change
of supply voltage down to something like 3% so
far as the actual supply to the oscillator circuit
;is concerned.
Line Timebase Stabilisation

The circuit in Fig. 5 shows how a VDR can be
utilised to stabilise the line timebase. Here the
VDR receives a line pulse from the line output
transformer, via Cl. Owing to the non-linear
characteristics of the VDR, the pulse is rectified,
and across the VDR occurs a negative potential,
relative to chassis. This is fed through Rl and
R2 to the control grid of the line output valve.
To the valve, it is a bias voltage and thus sets the
operating conditions of the stage.
To facilitate the initial setting up of the circuit,
the operating conditions of the VDR can be
accurately established by the " set boost " control.
This is really a potentiometer circuit which feeds
the required amount of direct voltage to the VDR
for the correct non -linear operation. It is rather
like a delay control of an AGC system which, of
course, also has an effect on the standing bias
of the line amplifier.
The stage is thus stabilised by the voltage produced by the VDR, since if the line pulse amplitude falls so the negative voltage fed back to the
output valve control grid decreases, and the stage
operates at a higher gain, thus restoring the pulse
to the original amplitude. As the pulse is a sample
of the amplitude of the signal in the line amplifier,
including the line scanning coils and EHT system,
the whole of the network is stabilised against voltage fluctuations and EHT loading.

The Use

SERVICING TV
RECEIVERS
(Continued from page 570)
Interference Limiter
This control is Pl on the upper left side of the
I.F. panel. It should be set first to cause the highlights of the picture to flatten and then back from
this point so as to cause true whiteness to return.
At this point, interference pulses will be reduced to
this level.
I.F. Alignment

This should not be attempted without a signal
generator and full instructions. The sound I.F.
transformers (T6, T5 and T4) should not be
adjusted unless absolutely necessary.
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SERVICING DATA AND

MODIFICATIONS

oBlot

MORE FRAME FAULTS AND SOME

TUNER DEFECTS
(Continued from page 527 of the August issue)

N last month's article it was reported that
intermittent vision is sometimes caused in the
Ferguson 406T series by a dry soldered joint on the
video coupling coil. It is well worth noting that
trouble of a similar nature also occurs quite frequently in the Ekco T217 series. The usual
symptom is that the set operates for an hour or so
quite normally and then the vision suddenly fades,
leaving just the raster. Probing at the termination
of L17 (see Fig. 28) reveals the trouble, and it can
be cleared permanently by resoldering, but first
ensuring that the coil wire and termination wire
are perfectly clean.
37

Detector 1.t7
To C.R.T.

Vision
Output

L14

C39
C43
R41

Fig. 28- Intermittent vision in the Ekco T217 series
is often caused by a dry- soldered joint developing in
L17, the vision coupling inductor. Check by probing
with on insulated tool, and resolder if necessary.

Ekco T217 Series
Still keeping to the Ekco range of sets a rather
interesting symptom can occur on the picture of
the T217 series due to a defect in the frame output
valve. Here several scanning lines towards the
middle of the screen tend to pair badly, giving the
impression of extra thick lines in the centre of the
picture. The peculiar thing about this fault is that
the frame valve (10P13) checks normal on a valve
tester, but without doubt a replacement valve dears

the trouble.
To save expense, the sound output valve, which
is exactly the same type, can be interchanged with
the frame valve. This clears the frame trouble and,
in most cases, the faulty valve has no effect on the
sound quality.

Ekco T221 Series

This model employs a circuit for frame flyback
suppression and the circuit is coupled to the grid
of the picture tube via an 0.001µF capacitor. This
capacitor has a tendency to leak. One resulting
symptom is that the frame oscillator alters in speed
and, in some cases, the frame hold weakens.
Leakage of the capacitor often increases with
increasing temperature inside the set and the frame
may thus be gradually pulled out of lock. In
addition the picture brightness is sometimes
affected and a slow picture fade can occur as the
leakage increases. Another symptom, which may
accompany those given above, is a 50c /s hum bar
across the picture.
All these symptoms should first lead to a check
of the capacitor, preferably by substituting it for
one known to have good insulation.
The picture tube in this series of sets is held
with a rubber lining which is clamped by the tube
cradle. After several years' use the rubber band
invariably " welds " itself to the tube, making tube
replacement extremely difficult. The trouble can
be overcome, however, simply by using a few drops
of switch cleaner around the band and leaving for
several minutes. When the fluid has properly
soaked in the band can easily be peeled off the tube
and cradle.
Poor Bond

111

It may

happen

Reception

suddenly

that

the

Band III pictures and
become very
sound
weak, with noise and
poor locks on vision,
while the Band I reception is virtually unaffected. This is a fairly
good clue that the Final
trouble lies in the tuner. sound
What usually happens I.Famp
valve
is that a 200pF capacitor decoupling the 32C)
H.T. feed to the cascode
valve V1 short-circuits.
This
causes the
associated 33051 resistor
to overheat badly (and
also, sometimes, a 10011

A

Fig. 29-Sound channel instability often results in the
early versions of the Masteradio TE4T and TE7T
models. This can be caused either by defective
decoupling in the sound I.F. stages or excessive gain
in the final stage shown. The trouble can be countered
either by de- tuning L2 slightly, or by including a 32 S2
resistor in the cathode circuit, os shown. A too
peaky sound channel response impairs the operation
of the sound interference limiter.
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resistor connected in series with it to the H.T.
tag on the tuner socket), but the heavy current in
the capacitor results in it going open -circuit before
either resistor breaks down.
Usually, though, the resistors change in value
and, since the decoupling is now effectively
destroyed, the Band III performance is considerably affected, though reception on Band I is barely
R51

Frame
sync

In.ut

C55
C5

stage and there are several things that can be done
to improve stability. One is to detune slightly the
secondary of the transformer (L2 in Fig. 29).
Another is to apply degenerative feedback by
inserting a 320 resistor in the valve cathode circuit
as shown. It is best to retrim the final I.F. transformer after such alterations, but too peaky a
response has a bad effect on the action of the sound
interference limiter.
Lack of height can be corrected
HT+
Height
by (a) connecting a 47k resistor
R50jW
across the secondary of the frame
blocking oscillator transformer, if
not fitted, and by increasing the
value of the capacitor connected
Frame timebase
To frame between the first frame linearity
valve
coils
control and chassis to 0.04µF from
the existing 0.03µF (e.g., a capacitor of 0.01µF should be connected
in parallel with the original component). The resistor concerned is
R52 and the capacitor C56 (in
Fig. 30).
An improvement in vision
channel gain and better action of
the contrast control can often be
accomplished by shunting R36
(Fig. 31) with a resistor of about
R56
15k. This reduces the negative
voltage applied to the AGC line
and thus increases the overall gain.
There is another difficult fault here,
which is open-circuiting of R36.
This causes much -impaired line
synchronisation,
extreme
with
R58 "cog -wheel" effect on Test Card C.
A sudden reduction in picture
height can be caused by opencircuiting of the 8µF electrolytic
(C54, Fig. 30) in the frame circuit.
This should be Checked by substiTo Line
Frame
Frame Iln.
lin.
amplifier
tution before closer investigation
is undertaken.

0

C56

R49

Fig. 30 -Extra height can be obtained in the Masteradio series by (a)
including R52 -47k and (b) increasing C56 from 0.03µF to 0.04pF by
adding an extra 0.01µF in parallel.

affected. The cure, of course, is to replace the
220pF capacitor and also, if necessary, the overloaded resistors. The components and wiring
should be disturbed as little as possible in the
interests of maintaining alignment and stability.
MasteradloTE4T and TE7T Serles
As there are quite a few of these models in use
at the present time a few words about their faults
would not be amiss in this series. As a start it is
interesting to note that failure of the 0.005uF
capacitor connected to the grid of the picture tube
(pin 2) does more than introduce frame flyback
lines at high brightness levels. It also encourages
an apparent " ringing " effect in the line output
stage, the symptom being a series of vertical dark
bars, closely spaced at the left of the screen but
widening out towards the centre.
Owing to the high sound channel gain in these
models instability is sometimes experienced, and
this may give the effect of overloading on sound.
The trouble exists in the final sound I.F. amplifier

Philips 1446 and 1746 Series
These are also very popular sets
and well worthy of attention.

An interesting fault which occurs
time and time again is reduced height. If the
potentials at the various electrodes of the frame
timebase valves are reasonably correct, and the
components related to the height control circuit
proper are in order, the trouble is invariably
caused by open -circuiting of a 10,0000 resistor
connected to a 56,000pF capacitor, the capacitor
being returned tq chassis ih the coupling network
to the frame output valve (PL82). This is a high stability resistor, but replacement with an ordinary
component seems to work quite well.
Lack of frame scan can be caused by many
causes, of course, one of which is a fault in the
frame blocking oscillator transformer. However,
before this component is finally condemned,
attention should be directed to the 10k resistor
which is connected between chassis and a capacitor
in the frame oscillator section (see Fig. 32). This
has been known to go very high in value or open circuited on numerous occasions, causing the
symptom mentioned -i.e., a horizontal bright line
on the screen.
(Continued on page 587)
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Become a Television expert
this easy way
The Bennett College offers you a complete course
You have to be really in the know to keep up with
television these days. And the value of this
special new course prepared by The Bennett College
is that you are taught all the latest methods and
techniques. You have the advantage of studying this
profitable and fascinating medium in the quiet of
your own home. And personal tuition by The
Bennett College makes all the difference.
The Bennett College offers you a course that's
non- mathematical and particularly easy to follow.
It contains clear diagrams which cover everything
you want to know from beginning to end (and

r..rrr_r.- ..r
To

THE BENNETT COLLEGE

Air

I

r rr r

III

and output circuits. Synchronisation. Video
frequency amplifiers. The TV tuner, turret incremental, etc. Television test gear. Television faults.
For more details, please fill in the coupon below.
Your studies cost very little and the book you need is
included in the cost.

rr rr r..rr_1
Ir rr
AEI

Amy

NA/413...-..

(Dept. 55NTV,) Sheffield

Please send me details

even includes the basic principles of sound radio
if you wish).
The complete home -study course savers everything: Production of the signal, scanning and reproduction of picture from signals. Aerials, types and
purpose. The cathode -ray tube. Time -base oscillators,

of the new

ADDRESS.

TELE VISION SERVICING
COURSE
Air
AM/

AO

--r41111/r /NV r4111I Air

AEI

MAIL ORDER DFa'AR1311 NT

Streatham Road, ]liteham, Surrey
RST ALL 211VALVES
LISTED ARE NEW STOCK
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. Postage 3d. per valve.
MITCHAM 6202

A'/.1
B65

15/8/6

DAF91 7/6

DAF96
DF91
DH719

8/9
4/61-

DK9l
8/EABC80

EAF42 9/6
E.B91

4/-

EBC41 9/ElBF80 8/6
E:BF89 8/6

9/6
ECC33 5/ECC81 5/9
ECC83 7/6
E1CC84 8/6
EC9L

E1CC85

ECF ao

ECF82

8/-

8/6

ECH42 9%6
ECH81 8/ECL80
9/
ECL82

EF37A
EF4O

EF41
EF#2

8/!6-

15/8/-

10/EF50(A)
41-

EF80 5/EF85 5/.
EF86 10/6
EF89 9/EF91 4/-

Quotations

EF92
E:L42

4/10/-

EL84 6/9
ELIO 8/6
EM80 8/6
EM81 8/6
EY81 8/6
EY84 10/EY86 8/6
EY01
4/-

6/7/7/EZ80
7/EZ81
7/FC2 21/FC4 15/FC13 21/FC13C 21/GZ32 10/6
H30
5/1183
9/HBC90 9/6
HL92 8/6
E'Z&5

EZ40
EZ41

HL133D
KT33C

10/-

KT66 15/LZ319 12/6
MKT4(5)

(or 7) 17/6
ML4
8/6
MSl'4 17/6

PCF82 7/PCL82
9/6
PCL83

PENA42/6

17/6
PEN4VA
17/8
PL36 15/PL81 _12/PL82 8/PL83 10/6

PY80_7/6
PY81

PY82
PY83
R10
R19

TDD4
TP22
U142
U147
U153

7/6
7/6
8/6
10/19/12/6
15/7/6
7/-

8/6

UABC80

7/
UAF42 8/6
UBC41 8/6
UBF80 8/6
LCH42
9/8
UCH81
8/-

7/VP4B 17/6
W81M 6/W142
8/6
W719
7/6
W727
7/6
UY85

X78
X79
Z21
Z77
Z152
Z719

1E6

6L1
3/86L8G 7/6
6L18 10 /6L19 17/6

21/21/- 8N7G/GT
12/6
/6
4/- 6SL7GT
5/5/- 6SN7GT6/
7/6

;U4G 4/6
5V4G 9/8
51'3GT 8/6
5Z4G 10/6A6GT
13/6
6AL5 6/6AM6 4/6AN5 7/6
6AQ5 6/6
613A6
6/6B. E6

6BJ6 6/6/-6BR7 12/6
6BW6 7/6BW6 5%6D2
4/6F1
10/6

6F12
6F13

6K8G 7/6
SK8GT

6V6G

5/fi
6X5GT 8/6

7S7
10/7Y4
7/6
8D3
4/10LD11

15/12AH8 9/12AT6 7/6
12AT7 5/12AU7 8/6
12AX7 7/6
12BA6 7/6
12BE6 7/6
12BH7 10 /12J7G/GT
/6
12K7GT8

12K8GT5/

4/10/- 12Q7
/6
13/6 6F5G 4/6 12Q7GT
7/6 6J7GT 7/6
6/6 6K7
2/- 35Z4GT6/6
8/8 6K7G 3/50L6GT7/6
7/- 6K7GT
UY41 7/6
8/6
9/SEND FOR LISTS.
given for any types not listed. Obsolete and old
types a speciality.
MUM 9/MX40 15/N142
9/6
N153 10/6
PCC84 O/PCF80
9/6

UCL83

UF41
UF89
UL41
UL84

Outstanding offer of

guaranteed
rebuilt cathode

ray tubes

....

12" & 14- Types

MW31-74:

MW 36-24:
C I4FM

14-70: 4/14

SE

enrol
euh
Carriage paid
CASH WITH ORDER

SIMILAR BUT PARTLY USED, GUARANTEED 3O

Tat

ELECTRONIC SERVICES LTD

IMMEMIENIMEEMINI
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Portable

Tape

Recorder

for only E6,19,ó

y

'-; ç,
Vt..

...

A

lull function

recorder with
excellent per

formance con-

rtdering price.
An Ideal Xmas
present or see

ond
Supplied as
sub-assemblies
which go to
gether in about an hour. Three translstor amplifier with centre switch'

forward-stop-rewind with microphone
input record play-volume control,
etc. Complete in most modern carryIng case in two-tone and with microPhone. reel of tape and spare reel.
Nothing else to buy. Do not miss this
bargain! Only E6.113.13, plus P. &In. 5/ -.

A.C./D.C. Multimeter Kit

Ranges: D.C. volts
05, 0-50, 0 -100,
0- 500, 0- 1,000; A.C.
volts 05, 050,
0- 100,'0500, 0- 1,000;
D.C. mlltiamps 05,
0-100, 0500; Ohmc
`a
050.000 withi nter': "a
oat; batteries,
0-500,000 with external batteries.
,',
MeasuresA.C. /D.C.
volts. D.C. current
and ohms. All the
essential parts
including metal case. 21n. moving
coil meter, selected resistors, wire
for shunts, range selector, switches,
calibrated scale and full instructions.
Price 2418, plus 2/6 Post and insurance.

',

-,
-

-

Lens System
for Closed Circuit T.V.
r
Contemplating building a T.V. eatnera? We have
just heard from a reader that the lenses contained

September, 1%2

Building A 'Scope?

iy

in the infra red binoculars (and there are two
complete systems) are Ideal for T.V. cameras. We
are able to offer the binoculars at the give away
price of £2.17.6. plus 10/- carriage and

aY

insurances

TV CABINET

FOR I7" MODEL
Really well made
and finished with

y.

lacquer.
intended
for Phllco sets Price 'y
:`
5/ plus
carriage and
Polvost11

insurance.

...

^x

21in,

!ATV

What

-

in a Tent?
To

,

z

-

j

f

-

..

_

operate

Your aa 20r

= :;-

from car bat-

tery or suitable for many
other uses, we
offer
eenerator 12v

''

models,
beautifully polished
t
and finished, but
¡
would need a mouldad front and back
to complete. Price 37/8 each.
plus 10/- carriage and Insurance.
for

No.
tube. American
made type No. 3F1r7, 6.3 v. 0.6 amp.
heater. electrostatic deflection, brand
new and guaranteed with circuit
diagram of scope. lb /- each plus 216
Post and insurance.

Sin.

input, 200 v.
output, which must have cost at
least £10 make, for only 17/0, Plus
4ló post and insurance,

Power Unit

LAST' F'1:\1 O1.-ril RSI:

useful source

A

BRAYHEAD
TURRET TUNERS

1''

...

' 11.'

Complete with Band 1 and Band
S coils. New but removed irons
unused equipment. Less valves
15/- each or with valves 251- each.
Post 2/6. Knobs a/6 ext ra.

¡

'

1

1$

¡/

!`'

01

D.C. for experi-

menting energising instruments,
electro plating, reactivating batteries
etc. This power unit can be made ln a
few hours and due to the availability
of the rectifier valve at a very low
price. we can supply the complete kit
of parts with ABC instructions, fits
into any box for OM plus Is. post
and insurance.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT LTD.

Orders received by post are despatched from our warehouse. Beni..-,, 66 (drove Road, Eastbourne, and to save time,
post your
order to this address. Please include enough for postage. Callers, however, should use one of the following addresses: please
520 High Street North 42 -46 Windmill Hill
266 London Road 29 Stroud Green Road 246 High Street
Manor Park, E.I2
Ruislip, Mddx.
Croydon
Finsbury Park, N.4 Harlesden, N.W.IO

FACTORY

EDDYS

RE -BUILT

TV TUBES

172 ALFRETON ROAD NOTTINGHAM
New or Surplus Valves Guaranteed and Tested by Return
Post.

BY WEEKLY PAYMENTS

516
OR
CASH
12

PRICE

12 ", 14 ",

AC2/
PENDD

17"

CIC
CY3I
CL33

WEEK (21 weeks)
(Carriage and Packing I0'6)

£5.IO.O

EF36
EF37
EF4I
EF42
EF50
EF86

EF9I
EF92
EF94
EL38
EF183
EF184

ALL TUBES FITTED WITH
NEW MULLARD GUNS

Middx.

585 London Road, Isleworth
Phone: ISL 3228

9/6

EZ80
EZ8I
GTIC

916

HUMID

11'9

EB4I
4/11
EB9I
316
EBF80
719
ECC85 S/11

MONTHS GUARANTEE

TVM

EZ41
716

PER

Fitting can be arranged in the Greater London
area 02.5.0 extra, including carriage. Also service
on weekly payments if required. Please state type
of tube required also make and model of receiver.
If terms are required please send only carriage
and packing with order.

(Nottm.) Ltd.
DEPT. P.T.

EL81

EL91

OM70

31416
716

7'6
119

8111

3'6
416
7111

12/6

I2/6
1216
1216

41-

6/1I

KT33C
MU14

619
5111
616

S'616

616
61-

5U4G

5/6
4/9

5Y3G

S/11

6AC7
6AG5

3'3

IRS

6C4

6BW7

PCF82 7111
PCL82
816
PY83
7/6
PEN46 4/11
PEN36C 81-

6FI

PL33

615M
617G

PL36

916
1016

PZ30

916

R19

IIf-

SP61

216
716
716
616
716
313
316
419

TDD4
UB41
VP23
IDS
1L4

IT4
155

3'-

316
6111

S'Sl-

6U4GT

1016

4'9

6V6G

6X4

416

6'll

7C5
7C6

7111

S'-

10F1

10P13

916

12A6

6F15
6F33

616

12Q7

S'7

615

2'9

2001

615GT

313

20P3

016
1216

4/3

25B8G

S'-

6'11

25L6GT

7111
6111

6K7G
6K8G
6P25
6P28

I'll

513

30E5

S'6

35L6GT 816

816

35W4
35Z4
50CD6G

916

6Q7G S/11
65G7
419
65A7M S'9

5'9
65L7GT 511
6SN7GT 416
65J7M

121(7

80
954
955
956

619
513

19111
6111
116

316
216

NIFE ACCUMULATORS. 125v., size

3 x 21 x ;in., weight
One only add 9d. per cell.
6 volt 4 pin 8111. Post 1/6,
ea, 5 for 2111; IOFI 9d. ea., 5
for 2'11; EB9I 9d. ea.: 6F15 9d. ea; 6F33 6d. ea; EF36 6d. ea; 20PI
2'6 ea; EF50 6d. ea; 6FI 9d. ea; PZ30 316 ea. Post 6d.

13

ozs. 2111 each.

P. & P. 2 /..

VIBRATORS. 11 volt 4 pin 51 1;
VALVES, ex equipment. EF80 9d,

Any parcel insured against damage in transit for only 64. extra per
order. All uninsured parcels at customers risk. Post and Packing
6d. per valve extra. C.W.O. or C.O.D. only. C.O.D. Charge 3/extra. S.A.E. with enquiries.
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Line

sync

Other Timebase
Troubles

TIN

Frame judder should
lead to a check of the
47k resistor connected
in parallel with a
1,000pF capacitor to
the grid of the frame
blocking
oscillator
triode. This resistor
may go high in value
or open -circuited.
Poor line and frame

1C44
Frame
sync

sync should lead to a
check of the sync
separator ECL80 and
the 1M screen feed
Sync
resistor on the penseparator
tode section for value
valve
increase. The 0.056µF
to the control grid of
the pentode should
also be checked for
insulation
resistance
and value.
Poor frame hold is
often reflected from
Fig. 31- Improved vision
a defect in the video
channel gain and better
amplifier stage and
of contrast is
typical is value control
possible
by
sometimes
increase of the 10µF
shunting R36 with a resiselectrolytic connected
tor of about I5k.
to the screen cf the
valve
(V10
video output
EF80). If this component
is low in value there is also a tendency for frame

jitter.

Frame

blocking

Persistent cases of
line tear can be cured
by connecting a 68k
resistor in parallel with
the s c r e e n by -pass
capacitor of the sync
separator valve
pentode section of ECL80

V16b

oscillator
transformer

-

V14.

47k

C70
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1000
pF

C72

R92
10k
2W

1,,,,,.
Fig. 32-For frame collapse
in the Philips 1446 and
1746 series, check R92 for
For frame
open-circuit.
judder, check the 47k
resistor for open-circuit or
value increase.

Poor BBC; no ITA
Again this is a tuner

defect which shows up
mostly on the higher
frequency bands. The
PCC84 often starts the
trouble by short- circuiting internally in some
way. This causes the
680û resistor connected
to the anode circuit of
this valve to go high in
value or even open circuited. The curious
thing about this is that
even if the resistor goes
completely open circuited the tuner continues to work on BBC,
though well below the
usual standard.

The cure is, of course, to replace the resistor
and also the associated 820pF feed -through
capacitor and, to be on the safe side, the PCC84,
since the internal short often rights itself after the
initial current surge and there is nothing conclusive
to indicate that the valve was to blame in the first
place. Similarly, one cannot tell whether or not
the associated feed-through capacitor became short circuited momentarily. To be safe both suspects
should be replaced.
Trouble in the tuner can also give rise to disturbing flashing on the picture and crackling on
sound. In the event of these symptoms check with
a voltmeter between the earthed grid of the second
triode of the PCC84 and chassis. If the reading
varies in sympathy with the disturbances the
trouble is almost certainly caused by poor insulation
in the 820pF feed -through capacitor connected
between t5.e grid of the valve in question and
chassis. If a feed -through capacitor is not immediately available a successful repair can be effected
by the use of a 1,000pF ceramic capacitor of
ordinary type.
To conclude this month's article it may be of
interest to many to know that the Stella 6414U and
6417U are equivalent to the Philips 1446U and
1746U respectively.
(To be continued)

ULTRA STABILISED A.T. SUPPLY
(Continued from page 562)
positions R9 and R12. Also, do not forget to instal
a second wafer on the switch to select appropriate
transformer tappings, which should lie always
about 100V higher than the final D.C. output. Use
a good ceramic quick- action switch, with break before -make characteristics, to avoid shorting
portions of the transformer H.T. winding temporarily during switching. Otherwise strong arcing,
and rapid destruction of switch or transformer or
both will take place.
It should be found that one and the same setting of VR1 is optimum for all neons, for all output voltages. Shifts of some 10 or 20V in any of
the output voltages are possible by backing the
neon with suitable zener -diodes in series.
(Fig. 7). Use types as close to 7V as possible, as
these generally have the smallest temperature coefficients.
Stabilisation against Drift of Mains Voltage
The symmetrical arrangement of the D.C. error amplifier V2, V3 gives minimum response to

changes of heater voltage caused by any fluctuations of mains voltage and thus stabilisation against
mains charges is also very great -provided, again,
that VR1 is set correctly. Incorrect settings of VR1
cause rapid loss of this aspect of stabilisation.
REMEMBER TO BUY

OUR COMPANION JOURNAL

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
2V-
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The

Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents

SPECIAL NOTE:

Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.

SIR, -In

TV SET TO 'SCOPE
the past there have been many articles

on the construction of oscilloscopes for TV use.
It seems to me that an old set, with suitable time hase modifications, could be converted. Indeed,
tube emission need not be high as only a single
trace would be formed.
It would appear that this is an interesting proposition and I would be glad to hear from any
readers who have performed such a conversion.GREGORY T. POWELL (Weald Rise, Litmarsh,
Marden, Hereford).

-I

September, 1962

A SUGGESTION

am a long- standing reader of Practical
SIR,Television
and Practical Wireless. I should

like to make a suggestion which I think would be
of benefit to all interested in TV and all your
readers. The suggestion is that you publish a book
with all the letters and answers for the past years
from " Your Problems Solved " column.
I think that, like myself, anyone interested in
TV would find very useful information in these
letters and answers if they were printed like they
are in Practical Television.

FREE!!
DOUBLE-SIDED

DATA CHART

On many occasions I have looked in the back
a problem that has helped me
great deal. -C. CHAMPION (Penistone, Yorkshire).
What do other readers think ? -Ed.

numbers and found
a

LIGHT INTERFERENCE
problem of Mr. S. W. T. Crunden, of
London, N.20, as described on page 499 of
your July issue may have a simple explanation.
I myself suffer from two bands of interference at
times and have experienced this on a K.B. LFI'50,
a Philips 1500U, a Pye VT4 and a 9in. Pye, all
on Channel 1. After some weeks of study the
trouble was traced to a fluorescent light fitting in a
neighbour's kitchen. After some amiable discussion and a letter to the manufacturer of the light a
replacement tube was supplied and fitted and the

SIR, -The

trouble minimised. However, whilst the initial
offender has been rectified others have been
installed in the vicinity and viewing suffers at dusk!
The estate here is of 1958 -built houses with ring
mains at first -floor level and I am wondering if this
is a factor. My aerial is in the loft, but the interference appears on some neighbouring sets with
chimney -top arrays, but not to such a degree as
with mine.
I am wondering if lamp -ballast fluorescent
fittings are inherently liable to cause radiation, perhaps in the waveband associated with their physical
length (i.e., 5ft tube plus ends = Channels 1 and
2) and if other readers suffer.-N. P. TUCKER
(Leighton Buzzard).

An Ideal Introduction to

Television for the Beginner
This specially- designed chart, measuring 22in. x I6in.,
for use in conjunction with a new series of monthly
articles dealing with the principles and practice of
television, beginning in the October issue of
"Practical Television ", contains invaluable information
for all TV enthusiasts.
Including: maps showing all BBC and !TA television
stations; circuits of attenuators; designs of interference suppression devices; dimensions of aerials
for channels
to 13; tables of channels, Bands and
comparison of television standards; a guide to television check points; tables of decibels and power
ratios, etc., etc.
I

inside
NEXT MONTH'S

Practical TELEVISION
ORDER, FROM

YOUR

NEWSAGENT
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VACUUM

RADIO BARGAINS

ELECTRONIC
LIMITED

KEEPS YOU IN
THE PICTURE
WITH THE
FINEST REBUILT CATHODE RAY TUBES
12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE

12"-14"14.15.0

151-

£5.5.0
21£715'0

15 " -17"

ALLOWED

CASH WITH ORDER OR
PRO FORMA, ADD 12/6 FOR
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE.

ON

RECEIPT

OF

OLD

TUBE

DELIVERY FREE IN LONDON AREA

WRITE PHONE OR CALL

VACUUM ELECTRONIC LTD.

SACKVILLE STREET
LONDON. W.1

35,

REGENT

"THREE
RE -BUILT
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64O

STAR"

TELEVISION TUBES

* Manufacturer's Own Make of Gun
* screened for Greater Contrast
* Aluminised for Better Brightness
Re-

SIGNAL GENERATOR
£7.5.0 or

CHANNEL TUNER

LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS

With built-in line and width
.control, 14kV. Scan coil, 901n.
deflection on ferrite yokes.
Frame O.P. transformer pi.
16 kV smoothing condenser.
Can be used for L41n., 17in. or
21in, tubes. Complete with circuit diagram.

ALL TYPES AND SIZES

14"

15 "

-£5.0

I7 "

21"

-£7.0

High Street, Croydon, Surrey

MAIL ORDERS ONLY -NO

P.

Focus Magnetisuitable for the
above (state tubs). 1.0 /- plus
3/- P. & P.

CHANNEL TUNER
I.F.

DARLING ELECTRONICS
62

2916 4/6P. &

-£4.I5
-£5.I0

C.O.D. or Cash with order.

Dept. TV,

6

Will tune to all Band 1 and
Baba III stations. BRAND
NEW by famous manulacturer. Complete with PCC
84 and PCF80
valves (in
series). LF. 18 -19 or 33-38.
Also can be modified as an
aerial
converter (instrucComplete
tions supplied).
4/6.
with knobs. 3216
plus
HEATER TRANSFORMER
To suit the above, 200 -250 v.. 6/-, plus. 2/- P. & P.

Free carriage and insurance.

-£4.I0

and

monies. Metal care 10 x 65 x 51 in.
grey hammer finish. Incorporating three miniature valves and
Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains
200/250. Internal modulation of
400 c.D.s. to a depth of 30 %; modulated or unmodulated R.F., output continuously variable. 800
millivolts. O.W. and mod. switch
variable A.F. output. Incorporating magic -eye as output
indicator. Accuracy plus or minus 2 %.
OSCILLOSCOPE FOR D.C. and A.C. APPLICATIONS
A high gain, extremely stable differential
Y- amplifier (30 mV /C.M.). Provide ample
sensitivity with A.C. or D.C. inputs. Especially suitable for measurement= of transistor operating conditions where maintenance of D.C. level is of paraMount
importance. Push -pull X amplifier; Flyback suppression: Internal Time -base
Scan Waveform available for external use
Pulse output available for checking TV
line 0/P Transformers. etc. Provision for
Brightness
external-I/P and C.R.T.
Modulation. A.C. mains 200 /250v. £18.18.0.
P. & P. 8/- or 94.13.0 deposit, plus P. & P.
of
26/6. Full
8/- and 12 monthly payments
12 Months' Guarantee including Valves
and Tube.
TYPE
ALIGNMENT ANALYSER
MCI:
A.C. mains 200 /250 v. Provides:
(Swept
Wobbulator"
FM/
Frequency) Operation, for
TV alignment linear frequency
sweep up to 12 Mc/e. From 400 kc/s
-80 Mo /s. Capacitance Measurement. Two ranges provided.
0-6OpF and 0-12pF. Special Facility enables true resonant lie quency of any tuned oct. I.F.
transformer, etc., to be rapidly
determined. Cash price £6.19.6,
plus 5/6 P. & P. H.P. terms 25/deposit, plus 5/6 P. & P. and six
monthly payments of 21/8.

TWO WAY TESTED

I2 "

30/- deposit

monthly payments of 21/0.F'. & P.
5/6 extra. Coverage 100 Rtes.
100 Me /s on fundamentals and
lull Me /s to 200 Mc/s on har-

CALLERS

16-19 Mc/s continuously tunable
(rom 174 -216 Mc /a. Valves required, PCP
80 and PCC 84 (in series). Covers B.B.C.
and I.T.A. ranges, also Police. Fire and
Taxis. etc.
Brand new by famous manufactures

ÌO /-

plus3 / -P. &P.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
21c HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
All enquiries S.A.E. Goods Not Despatched Outside U.K.
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WEEKS! Prices Slashed!
MAKER'S SURPLUS
BARGAINS

Rebuilding
Clearance Sale

COMPONENT

WIDE ANGLE 38 m.m.
Line E.H.T. Trans. FerroxScanninng Coils

BUILD THE

at 42 Tottenham Court Rd., W.1

"REALISTIC" Seven

finest receiver at present
available for home construction.
Fully tunable long and medium
wavebands.
Uses 7 Mullard Transistors, 0C44.
2 0C45's, OC71, OC81D and 2 OM's.
plus Crystal Diode 0A70.
STAR FEATURES * * *
* 7 Transistor Superhet.
* 350
Milliwatt output into 4 -inch flux
speaker. * All components mounted on a single printed circuit
board, size 5i ins., in one complete
assembly. * Plastic cabinet, size
7 x 10 x 3i1n. * Socket for car aerial.
*aerial.
I.F. 470 kc /s. * Ferrite Rod
* Operates from PP9 battery. * Full data supplied with each
Receiver. * All coils and LF.'s.
etc.. ready wound.
Price of all parts and battery
26.19.6. P. & P. 4/6 (all parts sold
separately). Instructions 2/6 (refunded it you purchase parcel).
625 LIVE TV CHASSIS. As previously advertised. £13.19.6. Carr.
17/6.

i

in grey
p.v.c.

Listed at
£2.2.0.

LASKY'S PRICE 14/1L

LESS

THAN HALF PRICE.

Six Section Telescopic Aerial
27in. open, lin. projection when
closed, chrome plated, strongly
made. Ideal for transistor portables
remote control models. Today's
value 17/6. Lasky's Price 7/11.

6.3 v.. 0.3 amp, heater.
New and unused 25.19.6. Carr, & Ins., 12/6.

207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 I 33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.
PADdington 3271/2.
MUSeum 2605
BOTH OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
Early Closing Thurs.
Mail Orders to Dept. P.T., Edgware Road.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Direct Replacements for 500 sets.
Bush, TV 11A, B; 12A, B; TVF, 12A,
TV 12ÁM; TV72, 24; TR.G24, T1X124

Cesso,', 930, 931, 933, 934, etc.
Ekco, TS146; TS113 -114; T161 ..
T221, 231; TSC311, etc...
Ferguson, 641. 2, 3; 941 to 945

£5.5.0
£6.6.0
£7.7.0

.,
..
.,
..
..
..

990T-998T; 103 -145T; 203 -246T
14T4, 17K3, 17T3-4
14T2, T1205. T1215, T1225, T1325,
T1405. T1415, T1425, T1506, T1825

Ferranti, 14T3,

G.E.C. and R.M.V. mostly

Invicta,

OF THE HIGHEST

QUALITY

IS -í7n
21" ...

t

cable.

FERRANTI 17ín, type TR17 /10,

COMPLETELY REPROCESSED
REBUILT, RESCREENED, REALUMINISED TUBES
14" ...

m u l

NEW C.R. TUBES
All sizes In stock at lowest prices. 17in, from 79/6.
Send for list.

NEW
CRM 171, 172

with 15
feet of 7
a y

w

LAST SIX WEEKS!

Passenger Train despatch.

MW 31 -74 etc.
MW 36 -24/44
Limited quantity
MW 43 -69 (limited)

case.
fitted

EXPERIMENTER,

Carriage Free

12"
14"
17"

6/8
8/6
7/6

REMOTE CONTROL UNITS
Comprising On /Off switch. Brightness and Volume controls. Controls
are recessed into smart grey plastic

HOME CONSTRUCTOR, etc.
CALL EARLY. Your last chance to find
the bargain you have been looking for.

ALL TUBES
GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS
Speedy

3/6
7/6

cored
Duomag FOcallsers
300 m/a Smoothing Chokes

OUTSTANDING BARGAINS IN RADIO
AND T.V. RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS,
ACCESSORIES,
TAPE RECORDERS,
MICROPHONES, VALVES, C.R.T.'s, and
INNUMERABLE ODDMENTS. FOR THE
The

12/6
5/-

-

Frame Output Transformer ..
Frame or line block ose.
Transformer
Focus Magnets Ferrox- core
P.M. Focus Magnets. iron -

£5.5.0

...

2E5.10.0

18.0.0

"CLARION" TRANSISTOR

BATTERY TAPE RECORDER

Push -button

controls. Capstan drive. 3,'i.p.s., constant speed. 50 hours on four
U.2 torch batteries. Portable. Durable
plastic case. Free illus. leaflet. Complete
with mike and tape.
Our
GNS.
List Price 25 Gns.
Price
Carr.
NOW ONLY
7/6

5

WESTWAY RADIO
www.americanradiohistory.com

T101 -104; T108 -110

Tí14 -126; Tí33 -142

Murphy,

V114C, V116C, V118C

65/45/-

., 57/8

V120C, V180, V178, V200, V202C
V240, 250
94/-; V214, 216

98/8

114 OF/UM, 115 U. 1437 1T.
1446 U, 1726 U. 1746 U, 1747 U ..

383A, 463A, 563A, 663A

-

..55/- to 60/..
.. 52/60/..

Philips,

Pye, LV30, 16T, CS17, VT17
CTM4, V4, VT4, V7. VT/

7ÓÌ -

82/6
47/6
59/6
59/6
66/6
45/-

..

.,

,.

..

Ultra,

814, 815 817. 915, 917.
Y/YA730, YVIV84, VWY720,

(complete assembly with U25)

73/80/-

.. 69/8
VW80
V710,

14/53, 15/60, 17/50, 17/53, 17/60, 17/63-4,
17/70-1- 2,21/50. 21/60,21/70-1 -2 ..
..

All Ultra Frame O.P.T.'s
Add post 3/6.

..

55/-

77/6
60/26/6

mixed resistors, 1W-2W -6 /6, post 1 / -.
LINEARITY AND WIDTH CONTROLS.
Subassembly. Complete 5/-. P.P. 1/
100

,

Sean Coils, 90° new. 19/6. P.P. 2/9.
F,O.P.T. to match, 15/6. P.P. 2/9,

RADAR KILOVOLTER

Tests actual EHT volts at C.R.T. anode etc.
with SAFETY and ACCURACY. End guesswork with this essential item of your kit.

23.17.6. Post 3/6.
S.A.E. with enquiries please.

5 Westward Way
Preston Road, Harrow, Middx.

Tel: WOR 2663
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 595 must be attached to all Queries, and if a
postal reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

PETO SCOTT 1611 T
The picture went off and there were only dashes

across the screen. The sound and raster are o.k.,
but the contrast control has no effect. I have
tried changing all valves except the PLS1 and the
PY81.
This set is BBC only.-H. Pearson
(Timperley).
If you examine the service sheet you will observe
that there is only one vision I.F. amplifier
(V5 EF80). You should check the H.T. supply
to pins 7 and 8. If H.T. is absent, check R22
(1k) and C11 (0.01µF). If VS is operative, check
the EB91 circuit to the video amplifier via the
choke, and then check the video amplifier
components.
PHILCO

1010

A short time ago, the picture lost width and no
adjustment of the brightness control or width
control could make the picture fill the screen.
Later the set went dead; no sound, no vision.
I found that the PY32 had no output at the cathode
and I exchanged it. The set worked o.k. for about
one week and now it has no vision. First the width
failed as before, and later there appeared a black
line at the bottom of the picture, then the vision
failed. For is time after the picture failed, on
turning up the brightness control, a raster could
be seen. -W. Blakely (Newry, Co. Down).
We would advise you to concentrate your attention upon the line timebase. Check the ECC82
line oscillator valve, the.PL81 line output valve and
the 1.8k screen dropping resistor R63. The PY81
is a less like:y suspect. If R20 is damaged check
C36 and C33.

BAIRD CISIS

This set receives only BBC at present, but I
would like to make alteration so that it may
receive ITV.-J. Young (Glasgow).
The I.F. is 9.5Mc /s- 13Mc /s. A suitable tuner
unit is the Brayhead lOs or the Cyldon P1OL.
K.B. P.V.70 F.M.
On switching on, there is a slow frame slip,
which can be rectified by the vertical hold at the
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back. This condition prevails for a short period
of time (perhaps 5 to 10min.), when the picture
slips again. -H. Edwards (Liverpool, 13).
You should ihange the PCL82 valve in the centre
of the chassis and if necessary change the 120k
(brown, red, yellow) resistor wired to the PCL82
valve base. The hold control itself could be at
fault.
MARCONIPHONE V.T.69 DAM
On switching on and the picture appearing on
the tube, a broad white line appears lin. to 1Jin.
wide from top to bottom of the tube, just to the
left of the centre. It appears to be a fold -over
as the left edge of the frame seems to be pulled
in from the edge of the tube. After about an
hour, all that is left of the distortion are two faint
white lines Lin. wide and about }in. to in. apart,
and the picture fills the tube correctly. he tuning
is critical as it is very easy to get a negative picture.
-E. S. M. Ayscough (London, S.E.6).
Check the effect of the line drive control at the
rear of the chassis (next to the frame form).
Replace the 3.3k resistor wired across the linearity
coil. The negative picture tendency indicates failing emission in the C.R. tube.
BEETHOVEN 894

The trouble with this set is an irregularly shaped
raster.-J. Rocks (Doncaster).
The valve next to the PY82 is the ECL80 frame
output valve. If the picture distortion is at the
bottom, this valve and associated components
should be checked. If the edges are curled in,
the tube would appear to be of low emission
(MW43 -64).
PYE V4

This set has a Brayhead converter. The trouble
is the picture has closed in to about 4in. square,
very dim and out of focus. Also, the valves are

When I turn up the brightness control,
the picture goes right out, and the same thing
happens to the valves. I have tested all the old
valves and also put in a new set of valves, but this
has not made any difference.-G. Smith (Larkhall).
The symptoms suggest low H.T., and we advise
you to check the 100 -I- 200µF electrolytic in th.
H.T. line.
very dim.

COSSOR 930T
The line output transformer burnt out (the
centre coil). This has now been replaced with
a new component. All valves in the H.T. section
have been tested and all heaters glow except the
SU61. There is a strong spark at the single end
of this valve. I removed the EHT lead from the
tube to check for a short, but there was still no
glow from the SU61, on shorting the EHT lead
to chassis, only a very weak spark can be obtained.
When the first line output transformer burnt out,
there were sharp cracks from the set, and blue
sparks from the copper earth tabs an the outer
coating of the tube. The sound is o.k., and a
normal strong whistle can be heard from the line
timebase.-M. Reid (Sherwood).
We suggest you check your EHT by lighting the
EY51 heater with a well insulated battery and
observing how much raster you obtain. The
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trouble could be due to either a faulty deflector
coil or inefficient main smoothing. Try fitting a
new 20P4 " GP ".
MURPHY V.150 -1.
The picture does not fill the screen (by about
tin. top and bottom). I have fitted all new condensers round V13 and V14 and also resistors.
When I advance the frame hold, the picture
enlerges a little. The height control is fully
advanced. I have changed the valves over but
there is no difference. -P. W. Field (Oxhey).
We suggest you try replacing the two electrolytics in the frame timebase circuit. These are
the 20µF decoupling the blocking oscillator and
the 251AF decoupling the output valve cathode.
EKCO T330

This set had developed a sound output at the
frame frequency. The level and frequency were
controlled by the setting of the height control but
the level is unaffected by the volume control.
Speech and music were normal.
The interference ceased suddenly and the set
then behaved quite normally. The following day
the interference reappeared as before, but the
picture and sound qualities were unaffected. After
having the interference for a week, it ceased again
but the picture quality had now deteriorated. It
became impossible to eliminate the " negative
picture " effect at any setting of the contrast
control, although the brilliance control would still
give a very bright screen. In addition, the horizontal and vertical holds were more critical and
changeover from BBC to ITV sometimes necessitated readjustment of the hold controls.
The only fault found is that movement of one
of the I.F. 30F5's would make the picture vanish
and similar movement of the second valve in the
tuner unit would upset the picture. It is not
known what caused the interference but it was
noticed, before it stopped, that the same noise
(in synchronism) could be heard on a pair of earphones from H.T. + to earth. The interference
was definitely coming from the frame timebase
and was not A.C. from the mains.
The position now is that the negative picture
cannot be eliminated and all else is normal.
G. Humphrey (Emsworth).
The replacement of the main smoothing condenser should clear up your symptoms. We would
say that the 200µF condenser is the offending
section.

-

BUSH 24A

The tube, up to a few days ago, gave a rather
dim picture. The brightness had to be fully
advanced and the contrast control well over. The
picture could be aligned satisfactorily and was in
good focus but raster lines were difficult to eliminate. Then, I noticed a bright zig -zag streak
appeared running from the centre of the screen
downwards. I then switched off and the screen
has since been completely blank, but the sound
is still good.
All valves including the EY51 and the CRT
appear to light up all right with no excessive heating, but I notice the capacitors in front of the
line transformer board and underneath appear to
be sweating badly and yet no overheating is
apparent. -H. S. Binyon (London, W.10).

September, 1962

If the EY51 lights up, the EHT is almost certain
to be present at the CRT anode, but you could
check this (for a spark). The bright vertical line
probably denoted a defect in the PL81 but there
are several other possibilities. The capacitors
behind the PY81 and PL81 are unlikely to be at
fault if the EY51 lights up and we would advise
you to check the tube heater, as this may be
partially shorted. This would result in the heater
glow being very dim and a voltmeter would reveal
an A.C. reading of only 3 -4V across pins 1 and 12
instead of 6.3V. If inspection shows that the EY51
does not in fact light up, check the PL81 and PY81
and note the effect of removing the tube anode
clip (on the EY51 and EHT).
INVICTA TI19
I am unable to obtain more than a very light
spark of the anode of the EY51. The PL81, PY81
and ECL80 at the side of the line output transformer are in order. I suspect the line output
transformer. If I find that this is faulty, is it
possible to substitute a transformer from an Invicta
T120 ? -W. McFetters (Edinburgh, 9).
The transformer appears to be at fault. The
T120 transformer is identical and may therefore
be used.
PYE V4

I have a Pye V4 working well, and also a Pye
V7 cabinet. I understand the two models employ
the same chassis. Could I therefore make it into
a I7in. set by buying the appropriate tube, or are
the line output transformer and scan coils different
for the V7 ? -M. J. Richardson (Cwmbran).
There is no electrical difficulty in the conversion
you describe. The tube to use is an MW 43/69
which will be accepted into the present circuit without modification.
PILOT PT651

Although I live only about twenty miles from
the BBC and ITV transmitters, picture strength is
poor because of nearby hills. I have adjusted the
AGC to maximum and I am wondering whether
an increase in gain could be obtained by substituting a 30L15 valve for the PCC84 in the tuner
unit. If a gain could be obtained, would you please
let me know what adjustments, if any, would be

required.
My second query concerns a " blink " which
appears on the screen at times during a night's
viewing. When this occurs, an increase of contrast
and volume of sound is apparent. This increased
level is maintained for about three or four seconds
and then the set reverts to its lower level of sound
and vision. The " blink " occurs on both Channel
5 and Channel 10. -B. Lewis (Port Talbot).
It is quite in order to fit a 30L15 in place of
the 30L1 on the tuner with a slight adjustment
on the adjacent studs (trimmers). The " blink "
could be due to reception conditions or to a fault
on the AGC line which is preventing maximum
gain to be obtained.
INVICTA 138
My set has recently developed a rather disturbing symptom connected with sound only (the vision
is perfect). After switching it on, any movement
of the volume control is accompanied by a rasping
scratching noise and at times, during viewing, the
sound will suddenly cut out, then after a short
(Continued on page 595)
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TELEVISION BOOKS
ON FREE TRIAL !
6/- PER WEEK kOE THOSE
YOU KEEP
No. 200. TELEVISION BEEVIOnia COURSE.
Let this new course help you in TV servicing.
Amazing bargain, oomplete, only 88/8 full price
for all lessons. Giant In size mammoth in .cope,
topics lust like a 625 correspondence course.
Lessons on picture faults, circuits. adjustments,
ebart- uta, U.H.F., afignsnent facts, hints,
antenna problems, trouble-shooting, teat equipment, picture analysis. SPECIAL only. 82/8.
PAY

ONLY

1

No. 89. RADIO & ELECTRONICS COURSE.

131

PIN -POINT TV TROUBLES IN 10
MINUTES. 32/6.
Without a doubt one of the most woeful books
ever published about television. If you do net
yet possess a copy you are really miming something. Thouaands of "'Meal Television
readers already own and use tbie book every
day. Why not send mr a trial copy). Then it you
decide to keep It. pay only 6l. per week until
completed. This book most be able to earn you
more than its cost within two weeks or your
money will be ref ended!
NOW IB THE TIME TO START LEARNING
ABOUT COLOUR TV.
Here pre the best two books published so far.
No. 38. COLOUR TELEVISION NTSC. System,
Principles and Practice. 86/ -.
No. 22. PIN -POINT COLOUR TV TROUBLES
IN 6 MINUTES.
Deals with 150 types of faulty pictures and
sound with over 1,000 troubles which may be
the cause. Picture Pattern Section. 302.
check charts. 47/8.
It you really want to advance In television you
should have the two Spreadbury Television
No. 8.

Receiver Servicing volumes on your bookshelf!
Vol. 1, price 55/-, covets 'Dime -Buie Circuits:
Vol- 2, price 36/-, coven Receiver, Aerial and
Power Supply.
YOU TAKE NQ CHANCES WHEN YOU
BUY PROM $j TECH. It not satisfied you
can return the book. within 7 days. Pay only
6/- per week on any book.
No. 201. TELEVISION TEST EQUIPMENT
E. N. Bradley. Sn pages. 5/.,
No. 8088. TELEVISION SERVICING. 0. N.

Patchett.
Set of 4 book., total 344 pager, complete set
only 23/8. (Also available separately.) Send for
tree catalogue of books.

Dept. BherJywood
& 13Ia KINGSTON ROAD, South Wimbledon, London, S.W.19
"Compare our prices with any others"

For more Transistors and Components see our advertisement in "Practical Wireless"
from 10 a.m.
For the FINEST, FASTEST SERVICE in the COUNTRY. We are
until 7 p.m. (I p.m. Wednesday) For any information or problems you have. Call
or Phone, we are always pleased to help.
We pride ourselves that we can obtain and supply any TV spare, OUR GIGANTIC STOCKS INCLUDE: Line, Frame and Sound Output, Line and Frame
Blocking Ose., Trans., and Scan Coils for any make or model Television.

on

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS (P. & P. 3/6)
ACE, ASTRA 57/3. ALBA, T301 T304, T394, T484, T494, TR1974, 42/6.
AMBASSADOR, MOST MODELS AVAILABLE ARGOSY, CTVS, 66/9.
BAIRD, 2014 to 2217, 57/9.
ARMSTRONG, T.V. 5/14, T.V. 5/17, 57/9.
BEETHOVEN, B94 to B99 57/9.
BANNER, MOST MODELS AVAILABLE.
CHAMPION REWIND OILY.
BUSH TUG26 TV32, TV33 to TV43, 87/ -.
COSSOR, R17a, 930, 931, 933, to
COLUMBIA, C5OIL to C502, 69/ -.

TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK. Gordon .1. King. 30 /..
How to deduce from a given fault symptom
the most likely cause of the trouble; how then
to locate the part concerned; how to do au eneutics repair. This book together with Pin -Point
TV Teooctes will give you real money- making
ORDER NOW
TV repair
Know -howl
to get this special!
No. 1. SPECIAL OFFER. Copse's Elementary
Set of three
Praedeal Radio-Television.
eoluates. Total 1,038 pages, vinyl covers.
68.12.8 the set. See previous advertisements.
A set of brooks you will treasure and use for
years to come. Written in a simple, easy to

944, 946, 50/6.

DECCA, DM1, DM2C, DM3, DM4C, DM5, 72/6. ALSO USED.
DEFIANT SOME AVAILABLE. SOME REWIND ONLY.
DYNATRON. AVAILABLE, BUT SAMPLE L.O.P.T. REQUIRED.
EKCO, TC208, TU209, T231, T248, T267, T284, T293, 57/6.
MOST MODELS AVAILABLE
0, 704, 57/9:
EMERSON, 701
ENGLISH ELECTRIC, REWIND ONLY.
FERGUSON, I03T. 105T, 113T, 145T, 64/6. 203T. 246T, INCLUSIVE, 64/6. 992 to
71IVE,

INCLUSIVE, 64/6, 306T, 308T, 62/ -.
FERRANTI, 14T3, Iwo, 17T3, 45/ -. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE.
FULLOTONE, 12in., 14in., 57/9.
G.E.C., BTI251, BTI252 BT1746, BT1748, 46/-. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE.
H.M.V. 1824 to 1831, INCLUSIVE, 64/- 3851 to 590213, INCLUSIVE. 94/3.
INVICTA, T101 to T104B, 44/ -. TI18 TI 19, T120, 52/6.
MOST MODELS AVAILABLE.
K.B., LFT50, LVT50, LFT60 MV60 1015/
'co. VT61DA, 57/9.
MARCONI VT58DA, VT59DA, V6
MASTERAbIO, TE7C TE7T, TF7, TG7C, TG7T TE21C, 57/9.
C4l7FMF, TM417F, 57/9.
McMICHAEL, TM54F!,
MURPHY, V214, V240, V250, V270, V280, 68/6. ALL MURPHY SPARES! AVAILABLE.
PAM, 908, 909, 952, 953, 958, 52/6.
PETO SCOTT, TV91, TV92, TVI21, TV122, 48/3. PHILCO, 1707. 1708, 48/3.
PHILIPS, 1114UF, 115U, 14460, 72/6. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE, ALSO
996,

,

USED.

PILOT. ALL MODELS CAN BE REWOUND.
PORTADYNE, TC12, 69/ -. ALL OTHER MODELS REWIND ONLY.
PYE, VT4, V4, V7, VT7, 52/6. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE, ALSO USED. at 32/6.
REGENTONE, 12111G, 12T15, 69/ -.
R.G.D., C55

1455, 1456, 175$

manner, yet explaining everything
completely. Teaches TV and radio together,
saving time. An Ideal net for the amateur or
begamer. Pay only 6/ weekly it you wishi
Bid BOOK CATALOGUE BENT FREE!
1o11nw

TRIAL COUPON

ST. Sim -Tech Book
D

)

(

1

for seem days free Mal. One at a time. 1
If I am not satisfied with any book sent to
me I may return It post paid without further I
obligation on my part.. Othorwlse I will pay
cash or 6/- weekly after seven day. until I
paid.
Tick here if enclosing full pace (we pay
postage.

Same

7-dey

money-back

guar-

antee). Postage charges: Orden up to 63
allow

1

/6, 23 or over allow

2/. Ovarseu

oostomen please send loll amount.
'Same
Address

T.V. TUBES
ALL TUBES ARE REGUNNED WITH FULL 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE.
£3.15.0
12in. MAZDA TYPE
£3.15.0
12in. MULLARD TYPE
£4. 5.0
14in. MAZDA TYPE
£4. 5.0
14ía. MULLARD TYPE
15ío.

16ín.

MAZDA TYPE
MULLARD TYPE

17in. MAZDA TYPE

£4. 5.0
£4.15.0
£4.15.0

16ín. G.E.C.

TYPE

£4.15.0
£4.15.0

17ín. MULLARD TYPE
17ía. G.E.C. TYPE....
£4.15.0.
17in. BRIMAR TYPE

£415.0

90 ° AND 110° TUBES ON EXCHANGE BASIS ONLY
ADD 5/- FOR ELECTROSTATIC TUBES. ADD 10/- FOR 90° AND 110 = TUBES.
CARR. AND INS. 12'6 C.W.O. OR C.O.D.
ALL VALVES ARE SOLD SUBJECT TO FULL GUARANTEE -CURRENT VALVE LIST
6/- 12AT7 418
12/- UCL83 12/6 6132
8/6 EBFOO 7/6 EL3.1 12'- PCi86 9/9 125
AZ31
4/8 12A1J7 b/8
2/8 601
9/8 11142
7/. 12.i
. /a PC1.82
B36
6/8 KBF89 8/8 EIAl
7/. U1.41
S/. 12AX7 8/8
1177
8/9 PCL83 9/9 U31
7/- 6E12
S/- ECCe1 4/8 EL84
17/- UL44 10/9 41'13
8/6
8/8 20D1
DAF91 6/- EIA.82 6/8 EM80 8/6 PCL84 7/e U37
6/8 ÚL46
DAF96 7/- ECC83 6/S EM84
9/8 PCL85 16/- U50
OIS
9/- 20F2
7/- 4014
61- ÚL84
S/- U32
7/9 í'L33
DF91
3/9 E0C8e 7/9 EY51
9/- 20L1 18/8
7/S 61,15
9/8 UUB
9/9 11191
ÚF96
7/8 ECC85 7/6 E186 17/8 PI.36
5/3 20P7
B/6
14/6 eY33
9/8/3 Pisa 14/8 0281
DH03
8/- ECF80 61- BZ40
6/8 6L1
1Q/- 20P3 ,70/6
14 /6 CVO
6/9 PL81
9//. 0282
DH77
418 ECHtl 16/- ßZ41
20P4
18/8
4L4
9/9
U301
ÚY41
6/17/8
8/O
DK91 8/- ECRU 9/. EZ80
8/B P1A2
g/- 20P6 14/6
88/- UYSS
6/8 6L18
8/8 13801
8/B PLB3
DE92 7/6 EUH42 7/6 OZIO
MIN 7/3 ECH81 7/8 GZ34 12/6 P1,84 8/9 UADC808 /O W77
4/. 6L19 1B/. 2780_ .14/6
7/. UAF42 2/. V7
7/8
6/6 3001
ÚL91
3/- 84017
8/8 ECL80 7/b KTS3C e/- PY31
ÚB41
PY32
7/9
KT36
10
/8/8
1/L92
8/3 ECL82 9/9
5/. 30011 9/3
4/9 616
8/. UBC91 7/e 504
ÚL94
8/;: PY80
7/. ECL83 11/9 KT61
716
7D/- 90L1
5-:4
8/9 01J4
11/- Ú13F89 7/9
0/£ PY81
DL86
9/8 KT8:1
7/- MO
6/6 30P4 11/8
8/3 1011
6/- 11)74784 12/8 6Y3
EABCSO 7/3 RI SO
8/8 KTWG1 5/9 PY82
6/
78 /10/- lOCl
-

Go. West End, Southampton
Please send rue the books number
(

1757, 90/ -.

74%. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE.
STELLA, ST572IU, ST8617U, 96/ -. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE.
MOST MODELS AVAIL ..
ULTRA. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE.
ABLE.
MOST
WHITE IBBOTSON.
WESTMINSTER. T1455, 69/..
MODELS AVAILABLE.

SOBELL T2I, T21C, T22,

No. 29.

B

3955

Phone:

D. & B. TELEVISION

-

complete home study course of 35 lesson.
designed to tram any beginner to be en expert
In radio and electronics. See our previous
advertisements for complete details. Pelee only
88 /Graduates of Coulees No. 39 and No. 200 ese
qualify for a certificate, additional fee now
only 21 / -, details sent with esoh course ordered.
A

FREE
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8/9
7/9 EF86
6/8
8/6 E089
318/- EF91
4/.
EBC33 416 EF92
KBC41 7/8 EL33
7/6
These are only examp
I.:AF'42

E641

EGO

KTW63 5/B PY83
B/- UCYJ85 7/6 1Z4
1111Peelle 7/6 PY88 181- UCF80 14/6
9 69KU 10
3/- 10P13
'
eccr9 8/9 PZIO 8/- UCH2112/3 4ÁL6
6/6 10P14 8/9 64KU 8/8
6/8 UCH42 7/- EATS
PCF80 7/6 071
7/6 19AT6 7/S 186BT 14/8
PCF82 7/9 U24
10 /- UCH81 8/3 BBWB
simper,
es of our calves: if you do not see what you require
addressed envelope for special quotation.

/

sad

for ANY components you may require we are almost certain to have them.
TERMS: S.A.E. all enquiries. C.W.O. or C.O.D. 3f- extra. Postage on Valves, 6d. each.
Plena ask

us

C.R.T.s 12/6 inc.

insurance.

SATISFACTION ASSURED.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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"WAVE GUIDE AERIALS"
Manufacturers of TV Radio and Ham Transmitting Antennas wish to offer examples
from their range of products. For the amateur Enthusiast and the Do-It- Yourself type.
A SUPER HIGH GAIN ARRAY FOR THOSE DIFFICULT RECEPTION SPOTS
E

Element BBC Folded Dipole, Channel
1, with a Double Five Channel 9 ITA,
complete with all clamps
...
...
or Double Eight Element ITA ...
...
Mast Equipment per your specification

d.

s.

3

E

Element ITA Loft Aerial
...
8 Element ITA Aerial outdoor
Double 5 ITA Super Fringe outdoor

7

IO 0

8

10 0

Double

extra

6
9

0
4

4

0

0

1

10 0

5

0

0

2

13 6

12

10

0

4

13 0
12 9

II
1

3

IO 0

1

ITA Super Fringe outdoor

8

Aerial

S/D 5 Combined BBC, ITA Loft Aerial ...
S/D 5 Combined BBC, ITA Outdoor
Aerial, wall mounting, complete
...
H & 7 combined BBC, ITA with chimney
lashing equipment
BBC Loft Aerial ...
...
V.H.F. Loft Aerial
5 Element ITA Aerial for attaching to
existing mast ...
...
...
...

s. d.

2

5

...

...

...

...

...

32ft. Garden Masts, complete for erection, two sets guy pickets, etc., with

fitting instructions

...

...

...

Coax Cable semi low loss, 7d. per yard; super low
loss 112d. per yard.
Cross over boxes for combining separate BBC and
ITA Aerials 916d.
Please send 6d. stamp for full list of aerials and
accessories. Terms C.W.O. orders over £4 post
and packing free.

PLEASE STATE CHANNELS REQUIRED

WHEN ORDERING

WAVE GUIDE AERIALS

MIDLAND BANK CHAMBERS, FORE STREET, HERTFORD

DIRECT REPLACEMENT
TELEVISION TUBES

LAWSON
100

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN ANO

12

MONTHS' FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE

"MICRO FINE ALUMINISED

DESIGNED

FOR
PERFORMANCE

75

LICHT
OUTPUT
SO

25
SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT
OR RECUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED

-'-

BRILLIANCE CONTROL
EXPRESS PASSENGER SERVICE.
Orden received by 3 p.m. are dispatched same day.
Special direct services to Scotland and Ireland.
Full fitting instructions with every tube.

LAWSON TUBES LTD.
2

PEACHFIED

CLOSE,

MALVERN,

Tel. 2100

WORCESTERSHIRE.

The modern Lawson television tubes are specially designed to give
the older types of television set very much improved performance.
Their new silver activated screens are much brighter with better
contrast, exclusive "microfine" controlled thickness aluminising
gives 50% more light output (superb daylight viewing). New
small anode aperture electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, G.E.C.,
Brimar, E.E., Cossor, etc., give needle sharp definition and
focus, and silicon vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes
give very long life. Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass
excepted), and they are the only tubes guaranteed to be exact
replacements for the original tube. Ensuring complete accuracy
and efficiency.
FROM STOCKS OF OVER 5,000 TUBES OF 200

TYPES WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT TUBE
YOU REQUIRE BY RETURN

12"

14'
15.17'

19 ", 21 ",

-23"

£4.10.0
£5. 5.0
£5.15.0
also available

CARR. and INS.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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C.O.D. or C.W.O.

10"

Gladly refunded
if you wish to return

your in
(excepting
ptt ing 12')

(Continued from page 592)

while there will be a faint click and the sound will
return to normal. -E. A. Vaughan (Chesterfield).
You should check the V18 PCL83 audio output
valve which is on the front right -hand side.
PETO SCOTT 1418T
The picture has gone blank and there was no
brightness. The sound is o.k. I replaced the
EY51 with a new valve and also the PL81 in the
line timebase. The EHT is in order and there is
line whistle. I have checked the ion trap magnet
position. -D. Gray (Inverlochy, Fort William).
We would advise you to check the tube base
voltages at pins 2 and 10. The pin 2 voltage should
rise to that at pin 11 as the brilliance is advanced.
If it does not, check the brilliance control (100k)

r

Q U

E R I E S

COUPON

This coupon is available until SEPTEMBER 21st, 1962, and
musc accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the
notice on page 591.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, SEPTEMBER, 1962.
Rmo

EE,,,.

and the 33k wired from the control to H.T. +. The
pin 10 voltage should be well over 300V. If
absent check the 0.02µF capacitor.

ABC OF TV CIRCUITS
(Continued from page 564)

On early sets the cathode by -pass capacitor
nearly always had a fixed capacitance, chosen to
provide optimum video response in relation to the
other circuit parameters. Of recent years, however,
it has been found that a degree of adjustment is
highly desirable, for then the picture may be
adjusted to suit both the transmission and the
viewer.
This is accomplished on some sets simply by
making the cathode by -pass capacitor pre -set as
shown. Other sets, however, utilise a flylead and
plug and socket arrangement to facilitate the
connection of different value capacitances across
the resistor. This system is shown in Fig. 10.
With the flylead connected to socket " A ", Cl, C2
and C3 in series are connected across the resistor,
in socket " B " Cl and C2 are used, while in
socket " C" only Cl is in parallel with the resistor.
Such a definition control is quite easy to fix in
most sets, but it is as well to undertake a little
experimenting with capacitor values to secure the
most desirable range of definition control.

Detailed Instructions
to build
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

Completely self
Mains -operated.

BLUEPRINT
inside

contained.

150kc /s

-- 30Mc /s.

Portabl
corerin

R.F. /A.F.,

pre-amplifiers,qualit For
use with
giving
most
30c /s
level
to 20kc
response
supply
/_
unit to
Parafe Power
requirements
H.T.
of pre-amplifier
or radio
tuner,

COMING!

More FREE
in November

Dont

NEXT MONTH'S

FROM

-

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
High

DOUBLE -SIDED

ORDER
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YOUR

Sided

BLUEPRINTS

eCember issues.

NEWSAGENT

TODAY!

Published on the 22nd 01 each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.0 2. and printed
in England by WATMOUGHS LIMITED, Idle, Bradford: and London. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand; CORDON & COTCH
(Alsta), Ltd. South Africa and Rhodesia: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. East Africa: EAST AFRICAN STANDARD LTD. Subscrip
tion rate including postage for one year; Inland í3.5.0. Abroad 11.3.6 (Canada 61.2.0). Registered at the General Post Office for the

Canadian Magazine Post.
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SALVAGED VALVES TESTED ON
A MULLARD HIGH SPEED VALVE
TESTER
AC/P
B36
10329
1,1
1163

1,77

1,AF91
1,D4
D1)41

DDL4
DF91
DH77

1,R91
EA50
F:R34
E'B41
E 0033

LRt:41
ECC33

E0024

111031
11CC92

201.80
F 0'50
E'F90
EE91
KT33C
10 T61

K'rZ41
Lri3
N:308
18329

3339

N369
N379
F41

261

PCC84
P1:28U

201.82
P 0L83
PEN45
PEN48
21.33
21.81
PL8'2
21.93
L94
PV3L

2V±1
P '/,3U

7241
8241

5261
1f:11

U251
U329

U242
V24
W77
263
266
277
'/,9U

2.219

4TPB

6A L5
CA M6

6BW7

6E]6
016

61,6

6F12
6213

05

6)7
60825

6227

81,a
9D6
IoFL
10213
10214
1_111)7

200'2

2021
20P3
2025

25L6
3001
30C15

2/8
2/6

EXAMPLES
FULL CATALOGUE 9d.

4/-

2/8
2/8
2/8

4/2/6
2/6
2/8
4/4/4/1/3
1/3
1/3

2/6
4/2/8
2/6
4/-

Noval

5/.

5/2/6
2/6
4/5/-

4/4/4/4/4/2/8
1/3
2/8
1/3
4/4/4/2/6
4/2/8
2/6
2/8
1/3
1/3
2/8
2/6
2/8
1/3
4/2/6
4/4/1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6
2/6

London.

,

%%.C.2.

5/. doz.

-

9d. each

RESISTORS
Card of 4W Resistors, 72 valves
covering complete 10% range.
241- per cord.
Foil range
g e of eseparate
eareet 1irsleWre,
Condensers, etc.

SETS & COMPONENTS,
BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNERS
Brand
Plug -in

Manufacturer's Cartons.
P.P. All frequencies in stock.

type.

OSBORN ELECTRONICS LTD.
382 Brockley Road, London, S.E.4

350pf concentric trimmers 3/- doz.
GEC CRT'S (SALVAGED)

New in

39/6 plus 216

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

4/-

4/4/4/4/4/2/6
2/8
5/-

4/- per line or part
thereof, average Live words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager "Practical Television"
'Cower House, Southampton St.,

VALVE HOLDERS

American Octal

4/..

1/3
2/6
1/3
1/3
2/6
2/6
2/6

RA'l'E:

State make and model number of set. C.W.O.

SPECIAL OFFER.

12in. O.E.C. 7102
10 /- ea.
Personal Callers Only
,

35 Mies, I6 mies, 10

lies

INCRE-

MENTAL 011 TURREt' TUNERS
LESS VALVES. EX. RECEIVERS
12/6.
We eau often supply for the
actual set you want the tuner to
fit. But cannot guarantee what
channels are fitted.
TRANSFORMERS
CRT Boost Transformers.
"-V, 4V, 6V, 10V, 13V
State which required.
12/8

ea

Heavy Duty Output Transformers. 6 ratios from 13 :1
to 43 1
25 / -ea.
Miniature Output Trans... 3 /9ea.
Standard Output 'trans.
formers, Multmatch
. 10 /-ea.
Transistor Driver: 1 -1 CT 10 / -ea.
3.6-1 CT 12 /6ea.
Transistor Output: 6.6 -1 CT 10 / -ea.

NEW

SUMMER

-

TUBES. 15/ -, 31/74,

fully

CLEARANCE

1.24, 153, and others.
tested. Carr. 10/,
TV SETS, 25/- Complete. l2in. Amateur's gift.
Not guaranteed. (Also 141n, 35/..) Carr. 15/6.
SPEAKERS, 5 /8. 6 /8ín, and 7 x 41n. Slight
fault repaired, perfect. Carr. 2/9.
SOLDERING TOOL. Now 9/0. Auto -Bolder
teed, complete in carry -case. 8 /12v. 110v. and
(Adaptor 250v. 10 /- extra.) Full Instructions.
Limited stock. Carr. 3/6.

Ea-rental,

STAMP FOR BARGAIN LIST.
Mail Only.
P.P. COMPONENTS LTD.
823e Romcord Road, Manor Park, Loudon E.í2

TV SPARES

9.2 -1 CT 10 / -ea.

Microphone Transformera,

ratio 65

AND SURPLUS VALVES,

guaranteed from 3/6 each. Also transistor Portable Radio Kits. We are
specialists. S.A.E. for lists. Many bargains. LEWIS, 46 Woodford Avenue,
Ganta Hill, Ilford. Essex.

LINE OUTPUT

: 1

I.F. TRANSFORMERS
Standard 465 kc /e ,, 12/6 per pair
Midget 465 kc /s
.. 16/- per pair

TRANSFORMERS
A few Examples from our Extensive
Range of Brand New Fully Guaranteed
Types.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS

250W
100W

67/8 es.
27/6 ea.
20/- ea.

,50W

TRANSISTORISED FAULT
FINDER
Enables faults to be located
quickly. Consists of a twotransistor, multi-vibrator In a box.
Complete with battery.
32/8
CRYSTALS

2/8

GENUINE MULLARD. Boxed.
0A5
2/OÁ81
3/0A70
3/OASS
5/.

1/3
2/6

4/4/2/8
4/4/2/8
4/4/-

0A79

3/.

0A91

TRANSISTORS
OC16W 48/0075

0019

01"26

2/6

0044
0045
0070
0071

5/.

48/25/11/10/8/6
6/6

3/6

8/8/8/8/8/18/-

0072
0076
0079
0081
0082
00170 17/8

5/5/au2L1
4/302L13 4/pig
:12
42
2/6
43
2/6
4/807

V

3d. stamp

for list or 9d. for full catalogue

201.1

TERMS:
C.W.O.
or
C.O.U.
Orders under 21, P. & P. 1/3.
Open till 11 p.m. most days.

Dept. PTA

Arion Television
Maxtod Road, S.E.IS

NEWX

7152

TELEPHONE ORDERS SENT SAME DAY

C.O.D.

Murphy V240/250/310, 62/6, V410,

6716,

V270/280/320, 77,6.
Ekco T221, 231, 311, 284, 330, 551 -.
Pye V4/7, VT4 /7,
Pam 906-953, 5216.
H.M.V. 1842 -9, 1840 -8, 2805 -5902, 651,

Ferranti I4T3 -6, I7T3 -6,
Bush

TV53,

7916;

4716; I4T2, 6216.
TUG34 /TV80, 87£6.

Baird P2014/7, 651,
Masteradio T9í7, TE7T, T409 -12, etc. 751 -.
Philips 1114 -5, 1437 -46, 8916; 1768, 9216.

Decca DM 14, DM3C, D17, D14, 6716.
Cossor 930-8, 6216; Ferg. 992 -8, 66/9.

Alba T301,

304, 394, 484, 494, 4216.

L.O.P.T.'s. For ANY MAKE and MODEL
supplied. New or
Used. Also
Scan
Coils, Frame Osc. & O.P.'s, etc.
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR IMMEDIATE
QUOTE
VALVES:-Boxed & Guaranteed. ECCBI.2,
616; ECL80, 6 1-; E.F.80, 416; E.F.91, 4/6;
PCC84, 816; PCF80, 91 -; PCL83, 816; PL8I,
9 1-; PL82, 6/6; PL83, 716; E.8.91, 31 -.
Callers welcome. Open all day Saturday.
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post and Pack.,
316.

mtVIS1001 TUBE savor
We have the following
Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in stock now
Carriage up, but prices down.
AW36 -20, 21
AW36 -80
AW43 -80, 88
AW53 -80
Cl2A, C126
C

L5. 2.6
L5. 7.6
L6. 7.6
£7.12,6

L4.12.6
E5. 5.0
£6. 7.6
£6.12.6
£7.17.6
E5. 7.6
£6.12.6
£4.12.6
£4. 2.6
L4.12.6
L5. 7.6
L5.12.6

14BM, FM

CI7BM, FM, HM

CI7LM, PM,

SM
C21 HM, SM, TM

CMEI402
CMEI702, 1703
CRM9I, 92
CRM93

CRMI21, 2, 3, 4
CRMI41, 2, 3, 4
CRM 152, 153
CRM171, 2, 3

L6. 7.6

CRM211,212
MW6 -2
MW22 -16
MW31 -16, 74
MW36 -24, 44

MW4I -1
MW43 -64, 69
MW53 -20
MW53 -80
T901A
I4KP4A, 141 K
171K, 172K, I73K
6901 A

720íA, 7203A
7204A
7401A
7405A

..

£7.17.6
£5.12.6
L4. 2.6
£4. 2.6
£5. 2.6
L6.12.6
£6. 7.6
07.12.6
£7.12.6
£6.12.6
105. 2.6
£6. 7.6

£6.12.6
E5. 2.6
105. 5.0
£6. 7.6

L6.I2.6
All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months.

CARRIAGE

716, via B.R.S. or
12'6 via passenger train.
TERMS tL2 down balance LI

per month.

for our EQUIVALENT LIST
for types not shown. Almost every
type can be substituted.
Send

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)
12in. 3/18, 3/31 451- Others 5716
loin. CRMI4I, 2 601- Others 5716
17ín. CRMI71, MW43 -69, 43-64,
75/, Plus Carriage. Guaranteed
for 12 months.

Valves 6d. each.

TELEVISION CONSUMER
112
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SERVICES LTD.
CAMBERWELL RD., S.E.5
RODney 7917
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TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48

BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
S.W.I I

BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sats.
until 4 p.m.

TELEVISION

SETS & COMPONENTS,

TECHNICIANS

(COntutued)

can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
TV REPLACEDIRECT
Brochure.
MENTS LTD., 138 LewLsham Way,
8E14. TID 8888.

" HEATHKITS "
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

LINE

SUN (OILS

ETC.

TUBES-AERIALS-VALVES

LABORATORY TESTED
ALBA: T301. T304, T394, T484, T494, etc.
.
BLS$: TV11A, 11B, 12A, 12B. TVa12A,
12B raw12A. 12B
V3.1 TVS8. TVII34, TVG34A,

?VON,

IB/C

841 -

TV086. TV380, TVO86C,
T34. TV38,
88/II
TV55, TV5¢.'7'Y61 TVO58,rTY62, ?VW.
TV6C, TV6,, eta...
.,
OU-

. .

TV80 with EY61 .,
109 /00870R: 950 and T931. 933.4-6. 687, 0380,
and F, 939 and A and F .,
.. 81/C
,.
.. .. 88/:
943T, 049-946 945, 8408
.,
.,
954F, 947, 34l
,. 08/
D/OCA: 017 and C
.. 68/6
DMl, DM90, 13318..D114/0
.. .. 74/DM5 äM14 DM17. 444,300 ,.
,. 74/ANT: T81458, TB1753 ..
.. 00/8
..
f)
AUI eN:
T083, T09105. T5108, T6114,
11130:
04/T5.0144, T0138, T8188, T8193 ..
7810
Tß0139, T0140 T141. TV143
78/3
T161 TC164, T164 T168, eta
TC0O
TV209,
1231,
T221, '19812',
68/6
T243 Tom, T984, '993 Mc.
FRR00361: 1031, 1961, 1131, 135h, 1461 061}}
9411-9631 Inelusl a
991T-997T Inolueive
,. ..
. 08/6
303T-246T Inclusive
SOOT, 3081
FERRANTI: 14T8, /ATM?, 13TÁ
47-Al
171:3 and F, 1713 and F
47/6

D

.

..

0.ß.O..:
118$4 and F

1714 and F'
1416 178E5, 17116

47/8
47/6

16T1962, 811748,

64T1151,

B14643, 1616147 B15346 -48
1315346-16T56481% Inalueive

811748,

..

,-

dL,Y,Y. 1824 and A to 1831 Inoluàve
1840, 1841, 1842 -1848
All models available.
IN/IOTA: T118,1119. 1120
..
All other models available,

S.S.: LFT50, LVT60, LFT60,

..
ail

MV60

All models available.
NI: All models available.
TIRADIO: Most models in stock.
IleKtOSANL: Moat mofele In Nock.
200, V30'20
IHIRV
..

1:V

48/6
8316

47/6

$1/6
68/8

..

54/-

..

106/4

.,

1140F.114U1í.1160

..

1437U, 14460
..
Moat models in stock.
Most models In stook.
P

F4

VMT4,

..
..

..

,.
.,

8/-

..
..

--

1318021U

..

complete

..

..

68/6

08/6

..
..

104 74/74/78/6

WIDNES

TECHNICAL DIVISION
ST. ALBANS RD., BARNET, HERTS.
BAR 1769

TAPE -RECORDER

and
RECORD PLAYER

Market, Lance.

TELEVISION TUBES
TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
121n. MW 31-74 etc.
121n. CRM 121 etc.
141n. MW 38.24 etc.
141n.
15in.

CRM

RM

141 etc.
152 etc.

16In. MW 41-1 etc.
171n. MW 43-69 eta
Iola. C 19AH etc.
yin.
AW 53-88 eta

..
..
..

..
..

Price

..

..

,.
..

..
..

23

..
..

..

Monarch Tape -Deck
TD2 Complete
Assembly

0.0

..
..
..

.10.0
5.0

86.0.0
38.0.0
87.10.0
87.10.0

Orpington 21285

FOR SALE

Motor for Monarch
TU8
Record-Changer

1.

brand new Adjustable
Steel Shelving. 73in. high by 341n.
12ín.
deep. Stove Enameled
wide by
dark green. Sent unassembled. Six Bay
shelf
£3/161 -. Sample delivered
free.
Quantity discounts. N. C.
BROWN
LTD., Eagle Steelworks,
Heywood, Lancs. Tel.: 09018.
100

ST.

BAYS of

HELENS

4240.

DARWINS for

Rebuilt Tubes, delivered, £4/10/ -.

BARGAIN OFFER !
I4in. TELEVISIONS B.B.0 and I.T.A.
IN WORKING ORDER
EX-RENTAL

Famous Manufacture

44/

Motor for Monarch
Record Changer

44/

Motor for Monarch
Record
ecord Changer

&UA14

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS. 76a Godwin Street.

Bradford

4v/

..

.. 83..0
.. 84.0.0

804 eto...
89.0.0
and ALL other types Wye-11;1;1e.
Deposit 88 and E1 monthly. carriage 12/6.
ALL orders despatched British Railways
Passenger.
NEW 171n. 625 line 110 Chassis. Ferguson
export model 8400. Co plete with valves.
data sheet, circuit. diagram...
.. 815.0.0
17in. AW 43-88 to suit 6400 ..
,. 86.0.0
CATHODE RAY TUBE SERVICE
35 Broomwood Rd., ST. PAUL'S CRAY.
'Ain.

MOTORS

MARKET: Rebuilt Tubes,
STALL, Widnes

£4!4/..-DARWINS

Mot modal. In stock.
..
6UC.W.Ó. Only
Poo and P
310.
AW: Used O.P. Tie, Beau Coils, etc.

WYNDSOR TELEVISION

B.S.R. MONARCH

BROADFIELD, NORTH WRAXHALL,
Nr. Chippenham, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236

44 /

Motor for Monarch
Record Changer UA7,
UA6, UA5,
HF100, GU4A

40/

All Motors P. & P. 3/6 extra

ALL SPARES AVAILABLE
Any Motor Supplied
Enquiries S.A.E. P.P. 3/6

£4.19.6

VIDOR: CN4917- CN4271 inclusive

ALL GUARANTEED 30 DAYS
(AU enquirire

MOTORS

A. STRANGE

G.

1041-

with U25. 0tó.,

..

88/e

as/-

.

ST6414U, ST641711
6T8314Ú

ULTRA: 96 series, 185

74/74/-

58/0

..

8T8917Ú

74/-

6-

V7,VVT7V44:oL

Lt/30 PV1, FY10
..
..
081711', 011617F, CW17 ..
0W170, CW17CF, UW17F, eta'
Most modal In stack.
RAYMOND: Most modal (n stock.
ß1018108E: All models available.
E.G D.: 4017T, 7017, 054. eta.
Mot model, in stock.
,SOOILL: 1517, T346
Most models in stook.
STELLA: 81117211.1

Regunned tubes, guaranteed one year,
full range of aerials and fittings. I.T.V.
boosters. valves. brayhead tuners, TV sets.
transistor radios and all electrical appliances. Co-axial cables and house wiring
cables, fluorescent fittings.
All quotations without obligation. Special
terms to the trade and Home Engineers.
S.A.E. for Catalogue.

Kent.

PITO $061T, P81100:' Mom 'models in moot.
9/08,
pPAN:
17éú62195Ú956.J-M/112Y1f. 1230Vy, 1038V
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SS

Carriage extra IV- C.W.O.
CAPITAL TV
HONOR OAK PARK FOREST
HILL, S.E.D.

all makes, from
£3 working. 101 not. Callers only.
9 till 8, including Sets. 39 Whitehorse Lane, Stepney, London.
1,000 TELEVISIONS,

(Continued on next page)
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WYNDSOR TELEVISION

TECHNICAL DIVISION

Albans
Herts.

St.

Rd.,

Barnet

BAR 1769
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FOR SALE

WANTED

(continued)

70/.
ill

SITUATIONS VACANT

(continued)

Star TV Tubes

WANTED: New Valves and Transistors, any quantity. Tel.: Cherry wood 3955, D. & B. TELEVISION. 131
and 131a Kingston Road, South
Wimbledon, SWi9.

sizes up to and including I7in. include
old glass, or plus 716 without

MISCELLANEOUS

C.W.O. Carriage 7/6

WHY PAY MORE

months' guarantee
also 201- each
14ín., Parc Exchange Televisions.
Callers only

new guns,
12ín.

12

ARTHUR SLARK
43 -45

Thicketford Road, Tonge Moor,
Bolton
Phone: 26684

AVO

8

MUSIC
and
Musical Accessories
Catalogue
II-.
Agents
wanted.
DARWINS. 19 George Street, St.
Helens, Lancs.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
FIND TV SET TROUBLES in minutes
from the great book, " The Principles
of TV Receiver Servicing ". 10/8 all
book houses and radio wholesalers.
If
not In stock from Secretary
I.P.R.E., 20 Fairfield Rd., London N8.

Meter, Valve Tester, Signal

SCREENED FROM GOOD TV ... 1
Then share a hill-sited aerial with your

O'nerator, etc. EAST. 11 Dale Drive.
Brighton 55425, evenings.

neighbours!
LEARN ALL ABOUT

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS-- CONTACT COOLED
14EA1282 (FC101) type 250 v 250 me, 13/6;
200
1412A1283 (F031) type
350 mA, 19/8; E01 13 / -.

V., 300

SHARED AERIALS

RECTIFIERS-FIN TYPES
Equiva. for RM4 260 v., 230 ma, 13/8; RM5
250 v., 300 mA, 17/e; 14A989 400 mA, 18/e;
14&86 18/8; 14A97 19/ -; 14A100 22/e, 14A124
19/6; LW7 17)8; LW15 201 EE6 20) -.

MULTIMETERS

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175

Durham Road.

Bradford

8,

Yorkshire

WANTED
WANTED:
NEW
VALVES
and
Transistors, any quantity.
8. N.
WILLETS, 43 Spon Lane. West
Bromwich, Staffs. Tel,: WES 2392.
A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and TranR.H.S.,
stetors.
Beverley House,

Mannvilie Terrace. Bradford

satisfied.

from GORDON J. KING
KINGSFORD, SOUTH FURZEHAM RD
BRIXHAM, Devon. Te/: Brixham 2304

54/-

FROM ti
CAGY El, 13 ranges, 62,14,0; A30, 16 ranger
14,17.6; 590, 20 rangea, 26.10.0; 200 H'
30,000 ohms per volt, 96.19.6.
Stamped envelope for foes details and bargain
otters.
Under 21, P. R P. 6d., over 21 Poet Free,
C.O.D. 2 /6.

if not

EDUCATIONAL
"

AND WHY " of Radio and
Electronics made easy by a new nonHOW

maths practical way. Postal instructions based on hosts of experiments
and equipment building carried out
at home. New courses bring enjoyment as well as knowledge of this
fascinating subject. Free brochure
from
Dept
12.
P.T.
RADIOSTE UCTOR, Reading.
THE INCORPORATED Practitioners
In Radio and Electronics )I.P.R.E.I,'
Ltd. Membership Conditions booklet
1/ -. Sample copy of I.P.R.E. official
journal, 21- post free. Secretary, 20
Fairfield Road, London N8.

7.

NEW VALVES WANTED EYSI, ECL80,
PCC84, PCF80. PCL93, PL81. PCL82.
PY81. R19, U801, 30P4, etc. Best cash
prices by return. DURHAM SUPPLIES, 175 Durham Road, Bradford
8.

CV set.s as a

VALVES WANTED
IMMEDIATE CASH
SETTLEMENT
Must be new

PRlmrose 9090

itadiu
job or

WHY TOLERATE DELAY when we
can supply your Radio or TV Service
Sheet by return of post at 41- each,
plus postage. List 1 / -. Also Manuals
for sale and hire. List 1/ -. S.A.E.,
with inquiries please. Mail orders
only to S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 44
Old Bond Street. London, WI.

SERVICE SHEETS (30.000), 3/- each
with S.A.E. DARWIN, 19 George
Street, St. Helens, Lancs.
GENUINE SERVICE SHEETS. Radio/
S.A.E. please to:
REDWATT TUBE DISTRIBUTORS.
41 Denmark St.. Wakefield,
Yorks.

TV/T. Recorders.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, 5,000
models. List 1/ -. S.A.E. enquiries:
TELRAY. 11 Maudland Bk., Preston.
SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television

a

SEND FOR
FREE

BOOK

TODAY!
RADIOSTRUCTOR
Dept. 078

-

from II-.
Free fault- finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6000 models. 116.
1930 -1962.

Prices

Sheets
201 -.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.

spare time business, Our
pr .dits) course avili show
cou the way. No previous
is
_aperienee
:Noe cu.

-

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

SERVICE SHEETS

offer of 125 Radio /TV
covering many popular models,

cepaiirin5

RADIO FACILITIES, LTD.
38 Chalcot Road, London, NWI

Opportunities exist for men possessing a
good basic knowledge of valve and transistor electronics to carry out fault diagnosis,
repair, test and calibration in the advancing
field of nuclear electronic instrumentation.
Applicants should have several years'
experience of electronic equipment servicing but with a good basic knowledge, enthusiasm and ability to learn new techniques are equally important.
Much of the equipment is of new design
and, where appropriate, training will be
given to successful applicants.
Married men living beyond daily travelling
distance may be eligible for housing and
this will be determined at time of interview A lodging allowance is payable whilst wait.
ing for housing. Working conditions are
good and include sick pay and pension
scheme.
An application form may be obtained by
sending a post card quoting your name,
address and the reference EL /INST/NAT to
THE LABOUR DEPARTMENT,

Special

Yorks.

Phone, write or call

Electronic Instrument Mechanics

I

A brand new book -only 816.
Money refunded

UNITED KINGDOM
ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY
ATOMIC ENERGY
ESTABLISHMENT, WINFRITH

A.E.E WINFRITH, Nr. Dorchester, Dorset.

COMMUNAL AERIALS and
COAXIAL RELAY PRACTICE

MA, 17/e;

September, 1962

READING. BERKS.
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SERVICE SHEETS, Radio and TV
4/- each. List 1 / -. All orders dispatched on day received. Also Manuals
for sale and hire. List 1 / -, S.A.E.
please.
SULTAN RADIO, Pantiles
Chambers, Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

FAULTFINDER FILES, showing common faults that each receiver 1a
prone to and other useful servicing
information, 2/- each. List 9d., plus
postage.
Mail orders only. S.P.
DISTRIBUTORS, 44 Old Bond Street,
London WI.

(Continued on next page)
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SAME DAY SERVICE

SERVICE SHEETS
(continued)

SERVICE SHEETS with Free
advice, 318 each. ADAMS. 79 Birmingham St., Haleeowen, Birmingham.
SERVICE SHEETS; also Current and
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION. lb Shepherds Bush Road. London W6. Phone:
SHE 8441. Nr. Ooldhawk Rd. Station.

VALVES

TV

12 "

155

5l3

15/-

-17'

3C4

8/-

3V4tt4

7/--

530T
5Z40

GALS

6AM6
GAQ5
GATO

6ßA6
61E6

of Tube

U.

6B116

bÌ9

6ßR7

9/8

611wó

6CD6G

27/3

óF60

18/6
10/-

6F'13

óF14
5153
sK7G

9.0

30/-

£7.14.

6K7GT
tK8G
61,18

30L15

uV6G

4/8

6X9GT
uXSGT

4/8

7/-

8/12/8/8/6SLiGT 5/9
oSN7GT 4/9
6U4GT 9/9

5/8
7/8
7/6
7/
7/8
9/6/-

7137

7C5
7C6
7H'7

7S7

Y9
10C2

12AT6
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
12K7GT
12K8GT
12Q7GT

16/6
7/-

5/6/3
7/4/9
9/8
4/9

12SN7GT 7/6
12Z3

2012

10/6
17/-

20L1
24P3
2014

18/15/20/-

14/9
8/25L8GT 7/'L5Z4G
8/8
2015

25AfiG

30119
301L13 12/3
35A5
15/9

35L60T 8/3
36Z40T 5/6
35Z5GT 8/3
OL6GT 9/85A2
8/6
AZ31
CL33
CY31

12/3
10/-

DAC32
DAF91

9/-

5/3
7/6

DAF98
DCC90

DH77
D1181

DK32
DK91
DK92
DK98

01.33

!V-

DUS

CL82
EECL80

9/6

EF40

EF42
EF80
EF85
EF88

EF89
EF91
EF92
EL33
EL41

DL92
8/DL94
7/DL96
71g
EABC80
5/8

EL 12

EB91
EBC33
EBC41

EMU

EAF42

8/8
3/9
6/8/8/-

EBF80

King.

6

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON, S.W.I
BELgravia 4300

by H. E. Anderson.
Postage I1 -.

TELEVISION SERVICING HAND30/,
BOOK, by G. 1. King.

lo

Postage

Pubn.

IO

3116.

I1,

TRANSISTOR

COMPLETE

It -.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books
19-21 PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2
Phone: PADdington 4185
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

Only 32/6
NO MORE TO PAY

can assemble

it

8%3

8/8

UB41
UBC41

7/9
8/3

UBF80

9/3
7/9
8/14//10/6
10/10/8

8-

vBF89

UCC84

UCC85

UCF80
UC1121

11/-

UCH42
UCH81
UCL82
UCL83

UF41
UF89
UL41
UL84
URIC

13/3

7/6
14/8
13/6
8/8/9
9/9
13/3
7/8
77/8/8/8

1

11Ì-

8/8
6/8
9/6
6/VP1321 18/8
W76
4/9
UY41
UY85

VP4B
VP41
W77
Z77

3/9

3/8

per valve
extre
Any Parcel Rimed
Against Damage in
Any
OiDParwl 31extra.

A

CERTIFICATE

!

FREE

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information ol the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success-compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.1.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ. London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.:.P.E.
Draughtsmanship (all branches)
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career,

FOUNDED 1885-OVER

In an

www.americanradiohistory.com

10/7/6

-YOU

150,000

easy plan.

CONCORD ELECTRONICS
(Dept. B13/8) 210 Church Road, Hove
SUSSEX

úáF47

10/-

at home in your spare
can secure your protime
fessional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let on show you how.

etc., eta). .
.
only 41- o 21 o 11',
tits wily into your
pocket or handbag.
works for mowhs off
Should
8d. battery.
last a afetime, anyone

hour or two with our
Complete set of harts Including miniature speaker, everything only 32/6. + 2 /6. p. A O.
C.O.D. 2 /6d. extra. (Parts can be bought separately.) Limited period -so rush your order before
it's too late- DEMONOTRATIONS DAILY.

17/21/-

U801

-undertaken

olace,

Postage

CATALOGUE

8/6

16/6

5301

After brief, intensely interesting study

The
"SAN- R::MO"
Star is so tuned that
It brings the voices of
entertainers
and
eta.
vocalists dramatically
to t /fs-Is your home,

Postage 6d.

lad.

9/6

9/6

4/8
14/8
17/-

U291

PEN3OC 8/11.36
11/8
PL81
9/6
PL82
7/11.83
7/6
PL84
8/6
PX4
10/PX25
9/11/6
PY32
PY80
7/8
PY81
7/PY82
8/8
PY83
7/9
522
7/3
U25
12/POat Bd.

9/-

7/3/6
3/9

GET

POCKET RADIOS

i

RADIO VALVE DATA, 7th Ed.
6/ -.

PENA4

6/6

U78
U391

AND T/V COURSES...

No Quantity too small

THE PHILIPS TAPE RECORDING
13/6.
BOOK, by F. Purees.
Compiled by "WW"

4l6
11/8
7/9
8/9
4/9

221-

FIRST -CLASS RADIO

34/-.

Postage 2 /..

MINUTES. A Coyne

PCF80
PCF82
PCF86
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85

P/3

1347

5281

5/9
9/6

N18

9/15/-

9/8
7/6
7/9

ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON
E.C.I.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds

Postage 113.

PIN -POINT TV TROUBLES IN

818
716

PC95
1097
PCC84
PCC99

6/6
6/6
7/-

EM84
EY51

fHE AMATEUR RADIO HANDPubn.

KT63
MU14

9/12/8/6
7/3
8/8

Works:

36

BOOK,

R.S.G.B.

8/6

STA. 4587

H. ROLLET & CO. LTD.

BASIC RADAR, Pt. I, 161- .Postage I/ELECTRONIC ORGAN HAND-

and

K1330

11/6

EL81
ELM
EM34
EM80

EYES

EZ81

!

for 27/6

526

i

6/3
6/6
7/-

KT41
KT44
KT81

7/3
8/9
7/9

EC1183

718

EZBO

6/3

ECH35
ECH42
ECH81

ECF82

E7.41

13/6
13/6

ECF80

CF41

4/9
8/9/11/6/7/6
7/6

DH7O

IN ROO, BAR'SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE,
ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE
3,000

Set

EZ40

7/8/3
7/9
7/9

7/6

3/6

DF96

ECC40
ECC81
ECC82
ECC83
ECC84
ECC85

9/-

91-

0133
ll191

EBF89
EBL21

ECL88
EF39

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE

Postage 1/-

BOOK,

GUARANTEED

!

ÚF 91, 1)L92, DL94

4

11/14/6

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS

A guide to the use c, modern
test gear in servicing radio,
television and audio equipment.

25/-

5/.
9/10/-

84, 3V4, S

8/-

D1F

5191,

COLBERG PLACE,
LONDON, N.16

TEST INSTRUMENTS
J.

1/5%

;

6LD20
6P1
6P25
6P28
6Q7G
Q7GT

TESTED

!
F'91,

24

Just Published
RADIO and TELEVISION

by G.

/-

NEW

llADIO
READERS SIAN(FORD
HILL

£6. 4.0

Owrlove und /neuranre lo:. ntod.

1/'

1

OKSOT

21'

4/9
6/9/8/9
3/6
6/5/9

6ßJ6

Coon

£3.19.0

25/-

£5.14.

61-

5/9
9/-

611

-14'

£4.14.
15 "

actual

9/-

5U40

facturers.
Reduction on all previous prices
Owe allowance
on return ol
2ooluding ge'
Id tube
and 11D°

11/.

71-

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES
with 12 months' guarantee by
B & M Tubes Ltd., the manu-

ryy-x

11/8

1H5GT
1N5GT
IRS

3A5

1457e

'ruee. W

1D5

11.15

6A DENISON ROAD, LEEDS, 3

D

SETS

02
11A7GT

17'9

B & M TUBES LTD.
Tel.: LEYDa

599

SUCCESSES

,NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
(Dept.462), 148 HOLBORN

LONDON, E.C.I
Africa: P.O. Box 8417, Jo'burg.
Australia: P.O. Box 4570, Melbourne.
S.

PRACTICAL
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Better, Brighter Picture Tubes

PADGETTS RADIO STORE
OLD TOWN HALL,

KNOWLER HILL,

BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT-excepting glass
12ín.
15 -17ín.

.,.

.,.
.,,

£4.10.0
£5.15.0

14ín.

...

2lin. ,.,

...
..,

£5. 5.0

Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

£7.15.0

Complete T.V. Sets Untested. 91n. Bush
BBC only 20/ -. 121n. Bush TV24 A 25/ -. 12ín.
Bush TV 24C BBC -ITV, all channels 35/-,
Pye 14ín. VT4 13 channel 50/ -, Pye 14in.
Console 13 channel VT14C 50/ -. Carr. on
each 10 /- iB.R.S. Well packed, but sent at
owner's risk.
TV Converters. Less valves and knobs,
coils fitted 2 and 10. Ekco. Ultra. Pye,
Murphy, Marconi and Phipps, etc. 2/6.
post 2/3. Cyldon converters complete 18/-.
Post 2/3. All types coils fitted 2 and 10.
Coax. TV Cable. 75 ohms. Best make
stranded. 5d. per yd. Post free up to 50 yds.
Complete TV Chassis or Spares. Less
valves, 121n., four for 10/ -. carr. B.R.S. 7/6.
141n. Chassis, four for 16/-, carr. B.R.S. 8/6.
P.M. Speakers, all 3 ohms. Removed
from TV sets. perfect condition, Rola
G x 4ín., 5 / -; Goodman,' 7 x 410., 61 -; Philips
51n. round, 5/ -: Rola. R and A, round 61n.,
3/6: 6in. Dish, 5/ -; 810. round, 0/ -; 101n.
round, 10/ -. Post on any speaker 2/ -, up to
six can be sent for 3/6.
Valves Removed from TV Sets, All post
free. All tested on a Mullard valve tester
and are 108% as new. They carry a three
months' guarantee. We also have a large
stock of old type radio valves and other
TV valves not listed.

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes Mullard,
Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar, Emitron, etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA TUBES
í4i n. ...
... £4. 0.0
í2i n.
... £3. 0.0
21 in.
... £6.10.0
15 -17in.
...
... L4.10.0
All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS. Dispatch
same day. Cash with Order. Carriage and Insurance 10/ -.

S.T.S. Ltd.
35

POUND STREET, CARSHALTON, SURREY
Telephone:

WALLINGTON 9665
Starting
your own

p.3&81.2/6
RES /UAP. BRIDGE
Checks all types of resistors, condensers
6 RANGES
Built in hour.
Direct reading

business ?i

READY CALIBRATED
Stamp for details of this and other kits.
RADIO MAIL (Dept. VB)
Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

EF91
6F1
6F13
GF14

6F15

GLD20

6L18
6SN7

6SL7
6P28

NEW VALVES!

6K25
6P25
6Y6

Guaranteed Set Tested

24 -HOUR SERVICE

GERALD BERNARD
Mote new addrrsc- formerly of Leeds)
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON,

N.í6

ECL80
ECC82
EL38
EY51
EBF8O
EB91

1

IRS. 1S5, 1T4. 3S4, 3V4. DAF91, DF91, DK91,
DL92. DL94, SET of 4.18/6.
DAF96, DF98, DK96, DL96. SET of 4, 26/-.
ID5
PCF80
7/- DL35
9/6
7/.
íR5
5/8 DL92 5/11
PCF82
7/6
185
4/6 DL94
PCL82
6/9
8/3
1T4
3/3 DL96
6/9 PCL83 10/334
EB91
5/11
3/- PCL84
9/9
3V4
EBC41
6/9
7/6 PL36
9/6
5Ú4G
EBF80 7/9 PL81
4/8
8/6
5Y3GT 5/9
EBL21 12 /P1.82
6/6
5Z4G
ECC40 13 /PL83
8/8
6/8
6AM6
ECC81
2/9
Ef4/9 PL84
6K7G
ECC82
1/9
5/9 PI'32
11/6K8G
ECC83
4/9
7/6/3 PY80
6Q70
ECC84
PY81
5/8
7/3
6/8
61160
PY32
4/- ECC85
7/6
ECF80
V6GT
7/9
PY83
7/9
7/3
GT 5/6
ECF82
8/3
1325
1]1GT 4/3
ECH42 7/9
U26
8/9
2K8GT 9/ECL80
5/9
UABC80 6/I2Q7GT 4/6
EF40
11 /UAF42
8/12SN7GT 7/3
EF41
7/8 UBC41
7/35L6GT 8/EF80
4/3
UBF80 8/35Z4GT 5/EF85
6/8
UCC85
7/A131
EF88
8/9
UCH21 11/6
8/8
CL33
11/- EF89
6/9 UCH42 7/6
DAC32
8/9 EF91
UCH81
2/9
8/9
DAF91
4/6 EL41
UCLB2
9/9/3
DAF96 6/9 EL84
6/3 UCL83 13/DF33
EY51
8/9
7/3 UF41
6/9
DF91
EY86
3/3
UF89
7/6
0/9
DF96
EZ40
6/9
UL41
6/8/DH77
8/- EZ41
7/6 ULB4
6/6
DK32
EZ80
10/6
UY21
5/9
10 /8
DK91
5/6 EZ81
UY41
6/5/6
DK92
6/9 MÚ14
UY85
5/8
6/3
DK96
VP4B
7/3 PCC84 6/9
8/6
DL33
7/6
PCC89
Z77
9/2/9
Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured Against Damage in Transit 6d. extra
Any C.O.D. Parcel 3/- extra.
Office address, no callers.

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.

CGS

4/.
5/4/2/8
4/6
9d.
90.
1/2/5/5/5/5/2/9
2/9
5/5/5/2/6
2/6

6SS7

2/-

10C2

2/-

10P13
10P14
20D1

5/5/3/-

2ÓL1

5%-

20F2
20P3
20P4
185BT
U25
U281
U282
U801
U329

KT36
PL61

6/5/5/8/6
5/5/5/8/6
5/-

5/6/-

PL82
PL83
PY80
PY81
PY82
PL82
PZ30
PCF80
PCC84

PL33

5/5/5/5/4/4/6

rJ8

41-

4/5/-

B36
N37

6J5

3/5/ÉF80
10/- per doz.
Grades 2 6d.
4/- per doz.
27SU

Perfect Reclaimed Tubes.

guaranttee. 121n. 17/ -, 14ín.

5/6/-

CO /-.

6

6

months'

Carr. and

Tubes Completely Rebuilt and
Refaced. 12 months' guarantee. Old glass
not required, 12. 14, 15, 16 and 171n., any
make, special trade price of 83.15.0. Carr.
TV

and Ins. 7/6.

A

book
to
invest
in

RADIO AND TV

in every Tube
...
...
...

14 -15ín.

17ín.
F.

X. Carus

Covers Prospects for the Radio Store;
Setting up in Business; Sole Trader, Company or Partnership? Staff Selection,
Engagement and Management; Selling and
Staff Training; Window Display; Advertising and Publicity; The Service Section;
Simple Accountancy; Financial Control;
Stock -Turn; Buying and Stock -Control;
Stock -in-Trade; Tools of Management;
The Law.
.

FULLY GUARANTEED
12 MONTHS
Complete New Gun Fitted
I

RETAILERS'

HANDBOOK by

REBUILT TV TUBES

35s. from all booksellers or, in case

of drf iculty, 37s. by post from GEORGE
NEWNES LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

NEWNES

www.americanradiohistory.com

...

...

...
...
...

L4.0.0
L4.10.0
L5.0.0
L7.0.0

...
...
Immediate Delivery. Carriage
and Insurance 10 /- extra.
ALLOWANCE ON OLD TUBE
21ín.

NU -GUN TELETUBES

LTD.
THE MEWS
Duckett Road, Harringay,
3

London, N.4
Telephone: MOUntview 2903

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

September, 1962

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW LTD !

Etch tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage

heater.
tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.

HERE

Each

Each

tube

is

delivered

WHAT YOU

IS

PAY:

I2in.

free anywhere

in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

£4.10.0
E4.15.0

14m.

tube is rebuilt with experience and
know -how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.
Each

15in.

.

I7in.
2I in.

RE -VIEW (LONDON) LTD.

...

£5. 0.0
E5. 0.0

.

E7. 0.0

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery
Cash

LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY. TEL. THORNTON HEATH 7735.

385

lliHB/T/OUSMINIMS

TO
E
FRE

THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
highly informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practcal Radio & Electronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the S.I.E. T. School of Flectronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.
is a

-

IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT ?
Mechanical Eng..

Electrical Ent..
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering.
Automobile Eng..
Aeronautical Eng.,
Production Eng.,
Building, Plastics.
Draughtsmanship,
Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A.M I.Mech.E.

A.M.I.C. E.

A.M.I.Prod.E.
A.M.I. M.I.

We definitely Guarantee

"NO

PASS -NO FEE"

'R'hatecer your age or experience, you cannot afford
to misx reading this famous hook. If you are
earning less then Les a sreek, send for your

copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today -FREE.

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

WHICH

A.1.0.5.
A.F. R.Ae.S.
B.Sc.
A.M. Bett.I. R. E.

City d Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc., etc.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes)
(Dept. SE '20 ), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING

ÉQÚIPMENT
Basic Practical and Theoretic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.V., Electronics, Etc.,

i

A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City Guilds
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radie L Television Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation

The specialist Elec-

tronics

Division of

B.!.E.T.l incorporating E.

NO It'

il.!. Institutes)

offers you a

real laboratory training at home with

practical equipment.
Ask for details.

BI

.T.

E
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW
Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME
ADDRESS

IS E! 20)

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND

www.americanradiohistory.com

IN

THE WORLD
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C.R.T. ROOSTER TRANSFORMERS
for cathode ray tubes having heater
cathode short circuit, and for C.R.
tubes with failing emission. Full
instructions supplied.

optional 25% and 50°;, boost.
or 6.3v. or 10.8e. or 13.3v.
Alains input. PRICE 10/8.
Type A
Sv.

or

4v.

TRIMMERS. Ceramic. 3 ".:511, 70 pF. 9d.; 100 pF,
1501 P. 1/3; 2:,011`. 1 /6; ..500 pl', 750 pF, 1/9.
PHILIPS CONCENTRIC. :tu pr,
RESISTORS. Preferred values. 10 ohms to 10 meg.,
w 4d.; x 4d
w.. 6d.; 11 w 8d.; 2 w., 1/..
HIGH STABILITY 1
1
2/ -. Preferred values.
to 10 meg. Ditto,
10 11 t S! met. O 9d.
watt
1/3
WIRE
-WOUND
RESISTORS
Ill, watt
l/e
25 ohms- 10,000 ohms
l.S wan
2/}

1

1

1

0

12.:,

fl

}

Kt 311K

w.

3%-

AMERICAN

'BRAND
REC ORDING

PLASTIC

Double Play 7ín. teel,
reel.
Long Play lin. rä1,
51ín. r',l
5mn. real,

Standard

bin.

2.4000
1.t sttt
L "oast
1.2005
900ft

60/
37/6
35/
23/6
18/8

FIVE"
TAPE
Spare
Plastln
Heels

el.

heavy Duty 50 nth, 4/8
Multiratio, push -pull, 7/8. Din,,, 10w, 15/8. Sl í0a.
turc. 304, etw.. 5/8. L.F. CHOKES 15'10 H, (30 65
mA, 5/ -; 10 H, 63 mA. 10 /8; 10 li, 130 mA, 14/ -.
O.P. TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMERS 200 /250 v. A.C.
Pastate 2/- rase transp.rnier
STANDARD, 2250. 410 n A, tì 3 v. 3.5 a.
tapped 4 v. 4 a Rectifier 6.3 v. 1 a. 5 v.
a. or 4 s. It a. 22/8,.101,,, 350 -0 -350
29/6
MINIATURE 000 r. 2n mA, 't.3 v. I a.
10 /6
MIDGET, 021 v. 4., n1:1, 6.0 v. 2 a.
15/6
SMALL, 2217 -0220, 50 tn& 6.3 v. 2 a... 17/8
STD.. 250- 0 =251). '15 01A. 0.3 v. 3.5 a.
17/8
HEATER TRANS. ".3 v. 11 amp.
7/6
..
Dtt t,,, tapped sac. 2, 4. 0.3 v., 11 amp..
8/8
Dino. see.. 5.3 I. ;t atop.
10 /8
GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE, la,
't, 4. 5, ti. 5. O. if/. 12 13. 15. 24.3 Y.
22/8
AUTO TRANSFORMERS.
1.51 w.
22/6
MAINS

,

.

tun. 230, 050

v

OZ4

.,

, ,

,,

x.

..

82 /6

ALADDIN FORMERS and core, lin.. 8d.; lin., 10d.
o :.i u. FORMERS 5937/8 and cans TV1
/2. :in. sq.
and /ha
pin. sq. v koto.. 2/- ea., with cores.
SOLON Soldering Iron, 2nn or 241) v 25 x. 24/ -,
MAINS DROPPERS. Vlad Oct. Adj. sll'lr, 0.3 atop.,
1,01111 Inn + 5/ -, Il:' amp., 1,200 ohms. 5/-.
LINE CORD. 0.3
ohms par ft.. n.! amp.. 100
hm- par fl., " -x- v. 1/- Par R.. 3 -xac, 1/- per it.
LOUDSPEAKER P.M. 3 OHM. 211n., 3íu., 404,19 /8,
bin. 17/6. Sis. Plesse,, 19/6. 7i
410. 11 ,1
18 /8
6}ín. Rota, 18/6. 10
6í1., t 27/8. 10í0. 30/ -.
4ìu. 11i -Fi Tweeter. 25/
12in. It.A., 30 / -.
13} x Sin., E.M.L. 45/
STENTORIAN HF 1012, lui u. 3 to 15 ohm., 10w., 95/CRYSTAL DIODE t;.k
2/ -. GEX34, 4/ -. OAK, 3/..
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,000 ohms, 15/- pr.
MIKE TRANSF. 00 )1. 3/9 each.
SWITCH CLEANER. Fluid squirt spout, 4/3 tin.
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS.
365 pF
miniature lin. x I}i,,. x iIit.. 10 / -. .SOOpF Standard
with trimmers, 9 / -; midget, 7/8 with trimmers, 9 / -.
SINGLE, 10 pF, 25 pF, 50 pF, 73 pit'. 100 pF, 160 pF,
5/6. Solid dielectric 100, 300, 300 pF, 3/6.

u,,,

t,

, ,
I

COMPLETE RADIO

2/-.61J70

7/-6BN7

304
3V4
3Q5
5U4
5Y3

7/- 6V6G
-/- 66X4

8/-';6X5

8/- 1'2AT7
9/-I12AU7
4/-

5Z4
6AC7

4/-'1!11117
8/- 12K7
7/- l0KS

6.114!1

6ATo
611A1

5/- 10G7

,-,l111,1

nIt\1,;
,I''4

7/- 25,L5r,
5/- 35L6
5/- 337.4
4/- sn7
3/- 9.,4
5/- 0-tF9'i
5/- 11F9í,

611'i

;r,0

0116

6d5
6J6

8/-ItK96

6,170

'iK6

5/-'LL96

Complete with ready built amplifier,
speaker & cabinet.

` '
-4_

Carr-

8/- l'L81
8/- PL63
9/- PY80

E11541

10/0/- EBC81
8/8/-.EBF80
7/5/-Et '1142 9/-l'YSI
8/5/. F.I'H61 9/- l'Y82
7/5/- EF53
6/- P1"83
fit8/-EF89
7/8/-QP25
5/- EL32
5/-ISP41
3/5/-.rLS4
/-e1'01
3/,/- hi 1
9/- 1'12
7/'/-l. Y81
0/- I-Bí.41 8/7/- 1'10 '81 9/5/- M.240
14/- EZBO
7/- 01,80 9/5/- 1'''ZS1
7/-'1 r'1191 9/9/-,E114S
1/- tt'1,s_' 10/9/-'HABC8010/-I lit'LS3 12/5/- 11 VR2A 5/- lFn0
9/5/- KT33
8/- 1:1.41
9/2/- KT76
8/- 1'5 11
7/-

8/-x1114

8/_ P1'C84

8f.' P1'1,80
81-IP'-1'82

-/-I

9

7/7/-

8/- W81

7/6/-

t

1

8/-I1-1

-,5

8/-VR150

12in. Baker 15w.
3 r 15 ohms

45'13,000 c.p.s.

4

l

te..w,
4

Garrard Rodel Autosliut
67.19.8
Speed Single Players, EMI
Garrard TA Mk.II, GCS Head
.. £8.0.0
Garrard Model 401' GCS
£8.17.8
Garrard 4111° Transcription
. 517.19.8
Amplifier player cabinets (except 4 H.F.) 70/2- va1 e, amplifier and 6 1in. speaker ..
95/3 -valve

.11

pre -set stations.
long, 3 med. wave.
Superhet Circuit.
Size 9 x 6 x S }in. high. Tested ready for
I

200,250 v. A.C. -D.C. Mains.
DE -LUXE MODEL. With illuminated
dial and slow -motion tuning drive. Medium
and long -wave, brand new, tested. X5.19.6.

105/-

Volume Controls 80

90 /-

CABLE COAX
Linear or Log Tracks. Semi
-air spaced.
Ila.
Long spindles. Guaran- Losses cut 50%.
teed 1 year. Midget 40 yds. 17/6.
5K ohms to 2 Meg. 60 yds. 05/ -,
yd.
L /e,
3 /-,
D /l',
9/6, Fringe Quality I
Stereo. 10/6. DIP, 14/ -. Air Spaced.
I yd'
TRIPLEXERS Bands I, II, III ..
18/6

£6.17.8

6d

c.p.u. to 25 kcle. £17.10

I

15ín,

Bass

Mk.II, 35 w.

Auditorium

..

1/- LEAD SOCKETS .. 2/1/OUTLET BOXES.. 4/6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER yd. ed, 80 or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1/6. 80 ohms only.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT, Pre -sot Alin.
TV Type. All value 25 ohms to 25 K., 3/- ea.
30 K., 50 K., 4/ -. (Carbon 30 K., to 2 meg.,
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT, Pots Long Spindle
\wino,, 50 'Itmit to 50 K., 6/6; 100 K., 7/6.
CONDENSERS. New Stock. 0.001 mod, 7 kV,
T.,'.''., 5/6; Ditto, 20 kV 9/6; 0.1 mod., 7 kV., 9/6;
Tubular 500 v. 0.001 to 0.05 mfd., 9d 0.1, 1/ -;
0:27, 1 /6; O.5 /5007., 1/9; 0.1/350 v., 9d,; 0.01/2,000 7.
0.1;1,000 v., 1/9; 0.1 mfd., 2,000 volts, 3/6.
CERAMIC CORDS. 500 v., 0.3 pF to 0.01 mod., 94.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS, 10 °J 5 pF to 506 pF,
9d.; 60o pF to 3,00o pF, 1 /-. close tolerance
1.5 pF to 47 1,F, 1 / -, Ditto 1°ó 50 pF to
I '4- 1 pi')
815 pF, 1 /-; Vim
to 5,000 pF. 1/9.
New Electrolytics. Famous Makes
TUBULAR
TUBULAR
CAN TYPES
5/6 Ifi,4.511v.
1 /350v.
2/- solo a.luv.
3' ünv.
4/".
2,'4507. 2/3
loo Div.
2//
/0v,
5/6
COAX PLUGS
PANEL SOCKETS

818

.

S.A.E. for fall li.tt and enclosure derails.
NEW NULLARD TRANSISTORS & DIODES
Audio Di
8/RI, 01'44 8/9
0A70 3/OC'72 7/8
0545 8/6
OAS1 3/Sub Miniature Condensers. 0.1nlFd, 30 v. 1/3.
1. 2. 4, 5, s _- 311, inn nib]. 1.1 volt. I/O each.
Wegrad Printed ,r ail Condone... in Stock.
Book2 /-. ; x 4í13-:1 ..t 11, e:t.', fi 251 -.
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT r,ision eaglneere,l. Siz, only l ;it. by;it,, 6 /6.
I

ALUMINIMUM CHASSIS.

19

'nr.g, nmirill,d.

With 4 si, hr -, riveted w:ornars and lattice fixing
hales, 21in. sides, 7 x 4íu.. 4/8; 9 x 7'n., 5/9;
11 z 7w., 6/9; 13 x 9íu., 8 /6; 14 x 111n., 10 /8;
15 x 14in., 12/6; S s t. x 3i n.. 16/8.
ALUMINIUM PANELS,
1 ° s.w.g. 12in. x 12in
4/6; 14 x Oit,.. 4/ -; 12 x Sin., 3/ -; 10 x 7in., 2/3,
JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET. 28/ -. H.F.
coil, aerial coil. oscillator coil. Two I.F. trans.
10.7 ]Icls Ratio Detector and heater choke.
rlranit snook u,ing four 6A310. 2/6.
COMPLETE JASON F.M. KIT, FMTI, with
4 calves, component,' and chassis. £6.5.0.
BBC TRANSISTOR RADIO. Med. and Long
Wave. Two transistors and diode. Complete
kit, 22/8, Earphone, 7/6, batten'. 2/3.
465 Kehl. SIGNAL GENERATOR. Price
15 / -, Uses B.F.O. Cnit ZA 30038 realy onade.
I

1

It

2/31250/05y.
2/8 1,500/3v.
4J3/- 5,000/67.
5/3í50(110_e.
5/+34 /450v.
ß/16;450v. 3/ -1s 1'8í430v.
3/832
/350x7 /32430v. 4/9 8 +1íì;450v. 8/9 32+32+32
50 +50/350
7/25/'257. 1/9 10 161450, 4/3 64 +120í3507.v. 11/6
50/50v. 2/ -. 32 +32; 350v. 4/6 100 +200/2757. 12/6
RECTIFIERS SELENIUM 300 v, 85 etA, 5/-.
CONTACT COOLED 250 v. 50 mA, 7/8; 60 mA, 8/8;
85 mA, 9/6; 200 mA, 21/-; 300 mA, 27/6.
COILS Wearite "P" type, 8/- each. Osmor Midget
'Q" type dl. duet core from 4/-, All ranges.
TELETRON. L. R Med. T.R.F., with reaction, 4/ -,
FERRITE ROD AERIALS, M,W,. 8/9; M. & L., 12/8.
T.R.F. COILS A'BF, 7/- pair. H.F. CHOKES, 8/8.
FERRITE ROD, 8ín, z /e in. dia. S / -, 8 z
4 /4.107,
0 4507.

with valve.
POCKET SIIZE 21 x 41 x lin.
Slight modifications required, full instructions
supplied. Battery 8/8 extra, 69 v. + 1I v.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair
465 K/. Slug Tuning Miniature Can. High Q and
Data sheets supplied.

TV REPLACEMENT
LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

Mullard valves, Sin. speaker, frame aerial.

amplifier and tt;in, speaker

Wired and /riled ready for use with above.
All sapphire styli available from 8 / -.

12ìn. Maker Ultra Twelve,

l)

able.

use.

.

s... Ly....,..6m

Speed Autochangere, B.9. P.., U.A.14 £7.10.0
B.B.R., U.A.12 Stereri )ion
£&5.0

4

120t. Stereo, to w.,

33-16,000 c.p.s.

£12.1 0.0

5/.

ins.

t

Stalwart
..

&

,,-

BAKER SELHURST
LOUDSPEAKERS

FROM

RADIO

8/-

3/-'iN711

1T4

2X2

good bandwidth.

£4.19.6 post free

4
4

90 -day Guarantee
5/-, EAItCeO 8/- PC1.82 10/5/-EB91
4/-1POLS4 10/-

8/-6hSG
6/-,il.ní:

1R5
155

AUTOCHANGER PLAYER KIT

VALVES

5/-mIC711

01. 1/6

3
4

"Instant" Bulk Tape Eraser and Head DeMixer, 2110/2511 I. Al .. 27/8. Leaflet. S.A.E.

0, 120,

September, 1962

SUMMER SALE PRICES
New and Boxed

in. 2/5 in. 2/1.20oft 25/ 5f 111. 2/6as)it 18/- 7 in. 2/8

1,5.1,

TELEVISION

-.8zí

in., 3 /
in., 3 / -.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIER;
2, 6 or 11 v. 1 } amp., 8/9; 2 a., 11/3; 4 a., 1708.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input 200/
260 v. for charging at 2, S or 13 v., 11 amps., 15/6.
2 amps., 17/6; 4 amps., 82/6.
Circuit included.
VALVE and TV TUBE equivalent books, 9 /6.
TOGGLE SWITCHES. S.P. 2 / D.P. 8/6. D.P.D.T. 4/WAVECHANGE SWITCHES
8 p. 4 -way 2 water long spindle
..
.. 6/6
2 p. 2 -way, or 2 p. 6 -way long epimlle or 4 p. 2
way or 4 p. 3-way long spindle
8/6
3 p. 4 -way, or 1 p. 12 -way long spindle
3/6
VALVEHOLDERS. Pas Int. 0,1., 4d. EF50, EA50,
ed. 1112A, CRT, 1/3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 8 and
7 pin, 1/ -.
MOULDED MAZDA and Int. Oct., Od.
Hilt, BOA, BSG, 119A, 9d,
B7G with can., 1/8.
BOA with can., 1/9, CERAMIC EF50, B7G, BOA.
Int. Oct., 1 / -. S/Cane B7t;. BOA, 1/- ea.
SPEAKER FRET. GOLD CLOTH. 17ín., 25in., 5/-,
25in. z 35ín., 10 / -.
Tygaa 52in. wide, team 10 / -,
ft.; 261n. wide [rum 5/ -, Various odours. Sample.
B.A.E. Expanded Metal, Cold, 1.2 x 12 in., 6/ -,
4

451 -ea, Most makes availS.A.E. with all enquiries.

,

LINE BLOCKING TRANSFORMERS, from 10/ -.
FRAME BLOCKING TRANSFORMERS,
from 13/6.
FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. from 27/8.
HIGH GAIN TV PRE -AMP KITS
BAND I BBC

Tunable channels 1 to 5.
fain 18áB.
EtC84 valve. Kit price 29/6 or 49/8 with power
pack. Details Od. ;Pt S'54 valves if preferred.)
BAND III ITA Game prices.
Tunable channels v to 13.
Gain 17dB.
F1004 vales. 011',v4 valve. if preferred.)

6

OUR ONLY ADDRESS

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

Post Il-, unless otherwise stated

C.O.D. 2f- extra.

(Export post Extra.)

(Wed.

I

p.m.)

337 WHITEHORSE RD.,

THO

WEST CROYDON
or 68.

1665. Buses 133
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